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Wm He Hoist?

He Has
\

NELLIE, the beautiful sewing machine girl,;'^has

indeed fallen upon evil days. Her habilj.ijt^t^ cost

more, a great deal more, than they former-ly^l<ir Her
ballroom costs her more. The movies cost her more.

And now her New York Evening Journal is going to

cost her 3 cents. Willie Hoist, alias Hearst, says so.

And Mr. Hoist knows. He is a law unto himself when
it comes to fixing prices. No franchise provision or

public service commission stands between him and the

attainment of a profit. He is after all the traffic will

bear. On one day's notice Nellie had to choose whether

it were better to do without "Advice to the Lovelorn"

and the great serial "When a Girl Marries" or pay 3

cents each evening where she formerly paid 2 to learn

how to distinguish between a lounge lizard and a young

man with honorable intentions. It was serious business

for Nellie. We know now why Mr. Hearst fought to

save Nellie from, the robber traction barons of New
York City. It turns out that he wanted Nellie for

himself.

Potential Competition Is Nature's

Corrective of Excessive Fares

IN ALL this pother and turmoil concerning demands,

or rather implorings, for higher rates of fare the

communities which recklessly reject such application

regardless of merit fail to consider the fact that the

electric street and interurban railway of today is no

longer a monopoly. Even a monopoly, as the old ex-

pression went, could not afford to "charge more than

the traffic would bear." Today the electric railway

cannot lightly afford to charge more than the compet-

ing jitney bus and private automobile do. We all

know how easy it is in these times to extemporize a

makeshift transportation service which, though far in-

ferior to the railway, has served the politician as a

club up to the day when the jitney drivers over-reach

themselves. Not all railways have either the courage

or the resources of a Doherty. They have so exag-

gerated a fear of subsidized, ragamuffin competition

that it is hardly conceivable that they would ask for

a fare high enough to induce such competition to be-

come permanent. Another corrective is the private

automobile. So much has been said about the auto-

mobile's advance in smaller cities that its fare-regulat-

ing force there calls for no argument. Such a large

percentage of the population now possesses cars that

it is only by making the service attractive that traffic

will be held at its maximum, at least in pleasant

weather. For these reasons the electric railway can

no longer be considered a monopoly. Electric railways

must therefore tread so warily in the matter of fare

increases that their own common sense will keep them

from asking for more than they can reasonably ex-

pect to get from a public that can fall back upon the

jitney, the automobile, the motorcycle and the still-

vigorous bicycle.

Organized Employees Must
Live Up to Their Agreements

LAWLESS labor has again been rebuked. The oc-

^ currence was at Rochester, N. Y. There the men
in the employ of the New York State Railways, taking

things into their own hands, went out on strike in direct

violation of the principle of arbitration. They were
out three days. It was as raw an instance of its kind
as has been witnessed recently. And that is saying a

great deal. The people of Rochester, however, were
in no mood to be trifled with. They reacted to the

strike in a way similar to that of the general public

in the recent outlaw railroad strike. President Mahon
of the Amalgamated acted after the damage had been
done. He threatened to revoke the local charter. In

the outlaw railroad strike he was quick to issue a
warning to the members of the organization of which
he is the head. Of course, it may be that he was
not sufficiently well in touch with affairs in Rochester
to have appreciated the attitude which the men there
took it upon themselves to assume. This attitude could
hardly have been unknown, however, to the local presi-

dent of the Amalgamated. Even this official had to

threaten to resign before the men came to their senses.

Syracuse and Utica men have also heeded the warning.
Out in Cleveland a situation existed somewhat similar

to that in Rochester. The public there was becoming
aroused. The Plain Dealer declared there should be no
strike. A truce was apparently reached there on May 5,

but all danger does not seem to be over. Mr. Mahon's
opportunity has not been destroyed. He should act

promptly. No doubt should be altowed to remain
in the minds of union men anywhere that they can
disregard agreements entered into solemnly without
incurring the wrath of the parent labor body of which
they are a part.

Every Employee Should Be
a Capitalist

THE most satisfactory employees for a public ser-

vice company, or for any other employer for that
matter, are those who have invested some money in

good securities, real estate or building and loan associa-

tion shares. These employees realize that people are

not divided into two classes, laborers and capitalists,

but that the normal condition of the laborer is to have
some capital accumulated, while the so-called "capi-

talist" is likely to be at least as diligent a laborer as

those who are often referred to as such.

Much of the present unrest has been caused by false
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conceptions of work. As was pointed out by James H.

McGraw in his paper read before the Chamber of Com-

merce of the United States at Atlantic City last week,

"We have come to believe that the men who provide

the management ability, the men who provide the money

and the men who provide the manual skill and the labor

of production are different kinds of men." A little

knowledge of economics would show the fallacy of this,

for as soon as a manual worker begins to use his head

and to practice thrift he finds himself a tripartite per-

sonality at once.

To the extent that it can be done without paternalism,

an employer is warranted in encouraging his employees

to save and invest. He can do this with good grace if

he is payihg equitably for the service which he receives.

He should in fostering thrift, we think, be frank as to

why he does it, explaining that employees who own their

own homes or who have money working for them are

more desirable than those who do not.

The average employer cannot tell his workers that,

as capitalists, on however small a scale, they are also

better citizens. They would resent this as "preaching,"

but it is true nevertheless. The irresponsible agitators

in this country as elsewhere are those who have nothing

to lose and everything to gain (they think) by stimulat-

ing unrest and unproductiveness. The countries in

which bolshevism has not taken root are those in which

the ratio of investors to population is high.

As is pointed out by a writer in the current North

American Review, capital is the surplus of production

over consumption. Obviously those who are consuming

more than they produce are contributing to the destruc-

tion of capital, which in the last analysis is neither

more nor less than the means for providing people with

the opportunity to work. The only man who knows any-

thing about capital, and what it can do to make life

easier and pleasanter, is the one who has accumulated

some and put it to work.

Lessons of the Switchmen's Strike

for the Electric Railways

PARTICULARLY in the Middle West the electric

railways have been called upon to handle freight

shipments in unprecedented quantities due to the outlaw

strike of the railroad switchmen. This has given them

an opportunity to demonstrate to hundreds of new cus-

tomers the really fine service they are able to give.

They have been placed in the favorable position of hav-

ing their service sought after by many large shippers

who have heretofore been little interested in the electric

way. A permanent benefit will come from this emer-

gency, for many of the new friends thus made will be

retained. This is assured because, despite the sudden-

ness with which this freight business has increased, the

electric railways have been able, from all reports at

hand, to maintain their practice of moving all merchan-

dise offered the same day it is received.

Several lessons can be drawn from the experience of

the electric railways during the switchmen's strike. One

Weakness, which was forcibly emphasized in Chicago,

was the remoteness of location of the interurban re-

ceiving stations. The exceedingly long hauls thus made

necessary for the shippers' trucks and the trucking

companies whosie set'vice was largely used in this con-

nection really formed the limiting feature in the amount

of business which the electric railways handled. This

forms a lamentable commentary on the inability of the

surface line companies and the interurban companies
to develop an arrangement for moving merchandise
shipments to these outlying terminals during the small

hours of the night, when the street car service is infre-

quent. A determined and concerted action should now
be undertaken to bring about this arrangement, for it

would not only produce a good revenue for the city lines

but would multiply several times the amount of mer-
chandise dispatch business which the radiating inter-

urban lines could secure. This is a condition not
confined to Chicago, but Chicago offers one of the finest

opportunities for this manner of developing the value

of the electric lines to the community.
This trucking limitation has also pointed out the

desirability and almost necessity of a pick-up and de-

livery service to be operated under the control of and
in conjunction with the interurban companies. Britton

^. Budd, president Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee
Railroad, has blazed the way in this connection in Chi-

cago by placing an initial order a few days ago for

three tractors and fifteen trailers to be used in feeding
merchandise shipments to the electric lines. The inau-

guration of this pick-up and delivery service, coupled

with receipt of the merchandise by the consignee almost
invariably within twelve hours from time of shipping,

will certainly give a most effective inducement to the

shipper to route his merchandise the electric way. It

means better than express service at freight rates.

One other phase of the electric freight service dur-

ing the strike is worthy of comment. A great deal of

freight was offered to the Detroit United Railway and
Michigan Railway in various Michigan cities for ship-

ment to points south, west and east and to the Chicago,

Lake Shore & South Bend Railway in Chicago for

shipment to points south and east. These shipments
were accepted in large numbers and delivered to points

as remote as Louisville on the south, Cleveland on the

east and Chicago on the west. While such shipments

were delivered with reasonable expedition, the transpor-

tation involved a most circuitous routing in many
instances. For example, shipments from Chicago to

Cleveland had to be routed over nine different roads

from Chicago to South Bend, to Elkhart, Peru, Fort

Wayne (Ind.), Lima, Findlay, Fostoria, Fremont and
Cleveland—these towns marking the route and the inter-

change points between different lines. What it is de-

sired to point out here is that the number of inter-

changes could be reduced to four, the mileage and time

reduced by nearly one-half, and perhaps the shortest

route from Chicago to Toledo, Detroit and Cleveland

established by the building of only about 15 miles of

new line between Angola, Ind., and Pioneer or Bryan,

Ohio.

Moreover, the building of a link of less than 15 miles

between Ridge Farm and Paris, 111., or better, a 30-mile

link from Danville, 111., to La Fayette, Ind., would con-

nect up the great Illinois Traction System with all of

the network in Indiana, Ohio and Michigan.

The possibilities that this simple connecting up of

systems would offer for through l.c.l. shipments in nor-

mal times as well as in an emergency are very great.

To handle a through interchange of carload freight

would of course involve many other considerations, but

the through movement of l.c.l. shipments could be built

up immensely by building this short gap and simplifying

the interchange between lines. Even now the inter-
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change arrangements at the termini of the various lines

are the only barriers to the development of through

shipments of l.c.l. freight from Bay City and Grand

Rapids or Milwaukee on the north, Cincinnati and Louis-

ville on the south, Aurora and Elgin on the west and

Detroit, Toledo and Cleveland, and even Buffalo, on the

east.

There are numerous limitations at present to the full

realization of such a program, but are these not really

small compared with the opportunity which their re-

moval would open up for the development of the electric

railways? What we need is an InsuU of the electric

railway field to preach the advantages and economies of

the interconnection of electric railways—power systems

and tracks—just as it is being talked and developed in

the power and lighting industry.

Laying Bare the Facts

a Good Omen

IN CHICAGO last week the Public Utilities Commis-
sion held the first of a series of public hearings for

the purpose of receiving testimony as to the financial

difficulties of the public utilities. These hearings were
asked for by the utility companies after a careful con-

sideration of what means might be effective in alleviat-

ing their inability to finance capital expenditures for

much-needed extensions and betterments. A number
of them are unable to float any securities at any rate of

return; others, even those with the most satisfactory

record of earnings, are able to float .new permanent

financing only at a rate considered prohibitive.

This hearing was characterized by an unusual degree

of candor on the part of utility and bank executives in

describing the situation. The difficulties were attributed

chiefly to the general stringency in the money market
resulting from an overextension of credit, to the politi-

cal demagogues whose continual attack upon the utilities

has brought grave distrust of their securities and to

the fact that the net earnings of the majority of the

utilities have been too meager to stimulate or even pre-

serv'e interest in their securities as sane speculation or

safe investment. These combined causes have brought

all utility companies, weak and strong alike, into the

same predicament as regards new financing. The only

difference is a matter of degree.

Some question arises as to what good can come from
such a hearing which brings into full public view the

really serious conditions which surround utility stocks

and bonds. The strong companies may not only not

profit by such frank statements made by men who know
but they may actually suffer as a result. These stronger

companies could afford to pay temporarily the higher

rates for new money. So the hearing was not called

for their benefit. Nor was it with the idea of educating

the commission, for its members know the situation.

Its real purpose then was based on the hope that, risk-

ing a possible detriment to the few sound utilities for

the sake of the whole utility field, there would come out

of the hearing a goodly amount of publicity tending to

show the public the correctible causes for the present

plight and convince it that higher rates must be ap-

proved to save these great services, thereby providing

support rather than condemnation for the commission-
ers in their task of adjudicating adequate rates.

At the time of this writing, three days after the first

day's hearing, it may be said that the hoped for result

has been realized to a gratifying degree. Fortunately,

General Dawes, a prominent banker and highly es-

teemed citizen of Chicago, who has no favors to ask nor

anything to lose, made a telling attack on the unscrupu-

lous politicians in the City Hall who have continually

made the utilities the issue on which to ride into office,

saying they were directly responsible for the present

financial and service weaknesses of the companies. He
referred particularly to the transportation companies.

This ingenuous and ardent flaying of the City Hall,

coming from a man of broad reputation, gave just the

"punch" needed for publicity, and all the newspapers
gave front page space and large headlines to the Gen-
eral's statement and the testimony of the other wit-

nesses. The news of the hearing has been followed up
by a number of editorials in several of the Chicago
papers. These have discussed the problems of the utili-

ties in a very satisfactory way, showing that the edi-

tors have derived a new grasp of these problems and,

incidentally, that it is very much worth while to get

the bankers to discuss the public utility credit situation.

So it may be said that while, for the moment, such

a hearing as the one in Chicago brings forth a lot of

gloom about utility securities, the ultimate outcome will

be beneficial. Certainly there is no better way to clear

up the situation when it is controlled by the public than
to go to the public with the facts, for nearly every one

concedes that the great American public is fair. The
problem is mainly that of getting the true situation

before it.

Will the Curve
Start Up Again?

IN LINE with this hopefulness for an ultimate bene-
ficial outcome appears the discussion this week by

0. B. Willcox, of Bonbright & Company, whose connection
with the Investment Bankers' Association as chairman
of its committee on public service securities has given
him an especially good opportunity to judge conditions
in the utility field.

We might say that Mr. Willcox describes or plots
the curve of public utility financing up to the present,
and from this and from his conception of the present
fundamental public attitude he predicts the future
trend. The situation as described in the Chicago hear-
ing, a report of which is also published, might be
said to represent a point on this curve, the last point
which we have been able to plot, and this we would
emphasize, that the two positions, conflicting as they
might seem at the first glance, are really comple-
mentary.

No curve of human events ever merely happens.
The fact that an upward trend in this curve is pre-
dicted does not mean it will come of itself. Rather is

there indicated necessity for that human endeavor,
that intensive and fearless thinking which seems to
have been present at the Chicago hearing. Mr. Willcox
has indicated that there is now fertile ground from
which satisfactory results may be obtained, and that
there is a better conception on the part of the public
than ever before of the dangers of low fares and confis-
catory values and of the necessity from a purely selfish

standpoint of fair treatment of utility enterprises. But
this does not mean that hard work to confirm this situa-
tion is not necessary. We believe an outstanding effort
to assist in this movement has been made by the Chicago
hearing.
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Handling Shipyard Traffic at Sparrows Point
How the United Railways & Electric Company of Batimore, Md., in Co-operation with the

Government and the Bethlehem Steel Interests, Solved a Difficult

Peak-Load Transportation Problem

By L. H. palmer
Assistant to the president. United Railways & Electric Company

ENCLOSED AREA WITH ELECTRIC TRAINS IN PLACE AND ROW OF ENTRANCE GATES LEADING TO ENCLOSURE
Note non-scalable' fence. Cars are those purchased by Emergency Fleet Corporation

ONE of the effects of the war was a tremendous
stimulation of the shipbuilding industry in

many parts of the country. It was natural that

Baltimore should participate in this development, partly

because of its natural advantages as a manufacturing
city through being on tidewater and near the coal and
iron fields and partly because Sparrows Point, close

to Baltimore, was already the site of large steel mills

belonging to the Bethlehem Steel Company. The Bethle-

hem Shipbuilding Corporation, a subsidiary of the steel

company, erected a great plant here. The transporta-

tion of the workers to it and the steel plant, the total

being increased more than fourfold by the war activi-

ties, imposed a heavy transportation problem upon the

United Railways & Electric Company, whose line ran
about one-half mile from the shipbuilding plant, and
upon the Pennsylvania Railroad, whose track ran di-

rectly to the shipyard entrance. The Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad also had a line to Sparrows Point, but it gave
freight service only in this district.

Negotiations were initiated by the shipbuilding com-
pany looking to the construction of a branch of the elec-

tric railway to the gate of its plant, and in due course

a contract to this end was signed by the Emergency
Fleet Corporation, the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Cor-

poration, the Bethlehem Steel Company and the United
Railways & Electric Company for the construction of a
double-track spur to the shipyard gates. This article

,Office

DETAILS OF ENCLOSED AREA AND ENTRANCE GATES SHOWN IN PICTURE ABOVE—ON OPPOSITE PAGE, TRACK
AND SIGNAL LAYOUT AT STEAM ROAD CROSSINGS AND JUNCTION WITH UNITED RAILWAYS' MAIN LINE
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deals with the layout and operation of this extension,

including a rather elaborate prepayment station. I un-

derstand that the editors of this paper have arranged

for a special article on the signal system to appear soon.

The Emergency Fleet Corporation had financed the

purchase of fifty new cars for use in handling shipyard

workers and assisted in the financing of this track ex-

tension to the yards on right-of-way furnished by the

Bethlehem corporation.

As the sidings used by the Pennsylvania Railroad for

freight tracks of the Bethlehem Steel Company, all of

which are protected by an electro-pneumatic signal and

interlocking plant which governs the movement of

trains on the electric tracks to and from the main line.

The main line of the electric railway at this point

was equipped some time ago with continuous track cir-

cuit-controlled automatic block or spacing signals, and

in order to handle safely, economically and without un-

necessary delay the heavy traffic into and out of the

new branch an interlocking plant, with suitable sig-

PARKED ELECTRIC AND STEAM TRAINS READY FOR THE 4 O'CLOCK CROWDS

passenger train service to the shipyard are located to

the west of the electric railway tracks, in order to make
room for the construction of this spur it was necessary

to rearrange the yard tracks of the steel company and
the shipbuilding corporation and to relocate the spur

tracks usec^oy the steam passenger trains. Involved

in this relocation was the moving of brick sheds, ap-

proximately 1500 feet long, where furnace-lining bricks

were stored. This one task itself was of no mean mag-
nitude, particularly when performed under war con-

ditions.

The electric railway spur consists of a double track,

terminating in a loop at the main entrance to the yards,

with an inner loop track. The track crosses the Penn-
sylvania main-line track to Sparrows Point and two

nals and derails, was required. After careful study

the electro-pneumatic type of track circuit signal was
selected as one which would provide Safety with re-

quired speed of operation and a contract for the latest

type material and its erection was awarded to the

Union Switch & Signal Company of Swissvale, Pa., the

same company which had equipped the main line with

automatic signals.

This interlocking plant controls the two branch-off

switches, two switches in the yard tracks, two Hayes
derails on the U. R. & E., four Hayes derails on the

yard tracks, seven color light-type signals on the U.

R. & E., two high main-line-type position-light signals

on the P. R. R. and four dwarf-type position-light sig-

nals on the yard tracks.
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The signaling at the branch-off or junction is such

that southbound cars are given either an indication to

the main track (straight) or to the branch and north-

bound cars from the main line or from the branch, the

signals being selected according to routes established

by the position of the switch in advance.

These signals are also a part of the block system and

as such are controlled by track circuit to the next sig-
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Cone Footing
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DETAILS OF PREPAYMENT TURNSTILE AND TICKET
BOOTH

nal in advance. To provide for closing in during con-

gested periods, "permissive" signals, located on each

junction signal, furnish an indication to proceed under

control into an occupied block. These permissive sig-

nals are produced and controlled by the interlocking

machine and can only be given if switch and interlock-

ing conditions are proper for such display.

The signals at the crossing are so interlocked that

when movements are made by United Railways & Elec-

tric Company cars all traffic on the Pennsylvania Rail-

road and yard tracks is blocked, and, vice versa, the U.

R. & E. cars are blocked when traffic moves on the

P. R. R. or yard tracks.

Further junction and crossing protection is furnished

by track circuits which require cars to be clear of

the junction or the crossing before opposing or conflict-

ing movements can be made.
All switches and derails are controlled by track cir-

cuits and they cannot be moved when cars are stand-

ing upon them.

Approach locking is also provided to prevent the ma-
chine leverman from suddenly placing a proceed sig-

nal at stop and moving a switch in face of an approach-

ing car.

Indicators of the electric-light type are provided to

notify the leverman of the approach of cars on the

main line of U. R. & E. and from the loop. Cars south-

bound on the U. R. & E. may go to main or branch,

and properly to inform the leverman the approach light

for this section is further controlled by a trolley con-

tact which flashes the light if for the branch and does

not flash if for the main line, this result being se-

cured by the action of the car in taking power or not,

according to the desired destination. Should the trol-

ley contact be improperly operated, the motorman, on
receiving the wrong signal, presses a key located near
the junction signal L-12, giving in code information
as to his destination.

The occupancy or non-occupancy of blocks on the

main line leading away from the interlocking limits is

also indicated by lights placed under the levers on the
machine.

The installation of this branch-off or loop created a

traffic that was too dense for the blocks on Bear Creek
trestle north of the branch-off, with ruling time of

eighty seconds on the northbound track and 100 sec-

onds on the southbound track. Accordingly, two new
blocks were added on each track and the ruling block

between this interlocking and north end of draw is

now forty-five seconds on the northbound track and
forty-five seconds on the southbound track. During
rush hours cars enter the main line every ninety sec-

onds from the branch.

Interlocking Plant Has All Modern Features

This signaling is invaluable, particularly during the

heavy fogs which sometimes prevail due to the low-

lying land and large area of water in the vicinity.

The interlocking machine is of the manufacturer's

latest model, No. 14, electro-pneumatic type, with

eleven working levers, four spare spaces and steel-case

and light-type indicators under the levers to show the

leverman when track sections controlling the switches

are occupied or unoccupied.

In the same general location on the machine are

placed the indicators which by red lights show when
cars are approaching and receding on the U. R. & E.

tracks.

The number of lever operations during the busiest

fifteen minutes is thirty-seven, there being one "opera-

tion" each time a lever is moved to operate a switch

or derail or to "clear" a signal. Lever movements plac-

ing a signal to stop are not counted. One lever may
operate several switches and derails.

This machine is located in the second story of the

tower building, in the first story of which are two
600-volt direct current, 25 cu.ft., car-type Westing-

house air compressors (one for emergency use), placed
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one above the other, and the relays in a steel cabinet

with glass doors. The compressors are automatically

controlled to hold the air pressure between . 40 and
50 lb.

During rush hours the motor compressors operate

only two out of thirty-seven minutes.

Suitable condensing pipes and tanks for collecting

all moisture in the air are located on the outside of

the building.

The compressed air is used to operate the switches

and Hayes derails through the medium of cylinders

and movements with electro-magnetic valves, which re-

quire air only when a movement is to be made.
The signals on the U. R. & E. are the manufactur-

er's style "N," electric light, with 6-in. lenses, which
give a range of 1500 ft. under severe sunlight condi-

tions, each lens being equipped with two 23-watt, 110-

volt lamps burning in multiple. Yellow is used for

"proceed," red for "stop" and red with small yellow
underneath for "permissive" indications.

The position-light high signals on the P. R. R. tracks

intendent of power. United Railways & Electric Com-
pany.

After passing interlocking territory the electric cars

proceed to the prepayment area, discharge their pas-

sengers and proceed around the loop. Most of the cars

that run to the shipyards, after completing their morn-
ing work, are stored on the inbound track during the

day, a shuttle car being operated on the outbound track

from about 9:30 to 2 and a two-car train shuttle from
2 to 4.

The latter is necessary on account of the com-
ing of the men to work for the afternoon shift. This
shuttle connects at the interlocking tower with the

main-line service. There is more or less casual travel

between the shipyard office and the city, which makes
it imperative to provide this shuttle service during
the hours when the demands for traffic do not necessi-

tate through service. A representative of the trans-

portation department is located at the shipyard all day
and has supervision of the operation and storing of
cars. During the day a representative of the shops

AT LEFT, SIGNAL TOWER AT CROSSING OF MAIN TRACK OF P. R. R. AND DOUBLE TRACK OF U. R. & E. CO.
AT RIGHT, INTERLOCKING MACHINE IN SIGNAL TOWER

display four lights of yellowish tinge in a horizontal

line for stop and four in a vertical line for proceed.

The position dwarf signals have two lights horizontal

for stop and two at 45 deg. for proceed.

All track-circuit apparatus is of the Union Switch &
Signal Company's manufacture, with latest model 15
vane-type relays.

Compressed air is distributed by 1-in. galvanized

pipe and wires in grooved lumber, both mounted on
same concrete foundations placed every 7 ft.

Power for the air compressors is supplied from the

U. R. & E. Company's 600-volt feeders and the alter-

nating current for signals, switch valves and track

circuits is secured from the 2200-volt, 25-cycle mains
used in the U. R. & E. Company's signal system, stepped
down to 110 volts.

The plant was designed and installed by the Union
Switch & Signal Company in accordance with specifi-

cations outlined by J. J. Coleman, engineer of the

United States Emergency Fleet Corporation, and W.
W. Wysor, chief engineer, and H. C. Bushnell, super-

department goes down to this location and gives the

cars a running inspection, remedying any slight defects

which the inspection may disclose or making such ad-

justments as are necessary.

In the afternoon, shortly before 4 o'clock (when the

shipyards dismiss), the crews of the stored cars, who
had been sent home in the morning, report back and

are assigned to their places and prepare the cars for

carrying the traffic back to the city. The cars are

loaded in the prepayment area and as soon as they

have received their passengers proceed around the loop

and back to the city, without making a stop until they

have crossed the Bear Creek trestle.

The shipyards dismiss from 6,500 to 7,000 employees

in twelve to fourteen minutes, a recent check show-

ing that 6,900 workers had left the premises in

thirteen minutes, barring a few stragglers who remain

behind for one reason or another. The releasing of

such an army of workers in so short an interval of

time illustrates the acuteness of the traffic conditions

which the electric railway faced. Thus, in order prop-
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erly to handle its portion of the traffic it was essential
CO provide a prepayment area, so that the loading of
individual cars could be controlled. This has been suc-
cessfully accomplished. Within four minutes after the
4 o'clock whistle blows the first of the trains of two
and three cars begins to move, and by 4:25 thirty-five

or forty cars have left the loop and are on their way
back to Baltimore.

As will be seen from the accompanying illustrations,

the prepayment station consists of a loading platform,
which is 685 ft. long and 14i ft. wide, enclosed by a
non-scalable wire fence. For a distance of 322 ft. in
the center of the station a shed has been erected to
protect passengers during bad weather. The rear side
of this is closed in, forming the fence for this portion
of the prepayment station. The roof and sides con-
sist of corrugated iron, supported in the metal frame-
work of the building, which, with its fittings, is also
galvanized.

The openings for the entrance and exit of the cars
are guarded by watch-
men. Entrance to the
station is had through
ten registering tum-
stiles arranged in

pairs, each pair being
operated from a small
ticket booth housing
two operators, one for
each machine. The
ticket takers receive
cash, tickets or fare
checks, as the case
may be, making
change when neces-
sary. Tests show that
each turnstile is capa-
ble of admitting, as
a maximum, from
forty-five to fifty pas-
sengers per minute.
The speed with which
the passengers go
through the turnstile

is accelerated by the

use of tickets, which employees of the steel company
can purchase at its office, or by the use of metal
fare checks. To simplify fare collection, all pas-

sengers entering the cars through the prepayment area
are required to pay two fares, which carry them to the

eastern city limits. Passengers living in the single-fare

zone board other cars on the inner loop and pay their

fare in the usual way to the conductor.

Located at convenient intervals in the fence are slid-

ing exit gates, 7 ft. wide, which are normally left open,

so that passengers arriving at the shipyard can readily

pass out to the yard entrances, the prepayment station

being used as such only at the 4 o'clock rush hour.

Just prior to this time the station is cleared of all

persons, the exit gates are closed and locked, the watch-
men station themselves at their appointed places and
the ticket takers go to their respective booths.

The prepayment station can accommodate thirteen

standard cars, and there is sufficient track space out-

side for thirty-seven additional. The cars are operated
in units of two or three per train. Due to the track
and road layout at the entrance to the shipyard, it was

VIEW AT 4 P.M. ON APRIL 14 DURING THE RECENT RAILROAD
STRIKE. THE ELECTRIC LINE HAULED

SUCCESSFULLY THE WHOLE LOAD. '

not deemed feasible to locate the prepayment station
at the outgoing track, so that the cars must go around
the loop after they have been loaded. The cars are
entirely enclosed, with door under the control of the
crew, so that this plan has worked out without any
hitch. When the station was opened, on June 26, 1919,

1,000 people were carried on the electric cars. For the
first two weeks from 1,600 to 1,700 two-zone passen-
gers were handled daily in normal weather, while now
the average number of passengers handled on week-
days approximates 2,300 to 2,400.

Other Special Service to Shipyards

In addition to the regular .service handled from the

carhouse serving the Sparrows Point line, twenty cars

(made up into ten two-car trains) are operated from
five different carhouses located at other points on the

system. These cars leave their respective carhouses

on schedule time in the morning and pick up passen-

gers along their routes for the shipyards. In the eve-

ning on their last trip

they return to their

carhouses and carry

passengers to the re-

spective portions of

the city reached. This
method of operating

through service from
other sections of the

city has proved ad-

vantageous to passen-

gers and provides ad-

ditional flexibility of

service, so far as the

railway company is

concerned. It is, how-
ever, somewhat expen-

sive, because after

making one or two

trips in the moi'ning

the cars lie over for

the balance of the

day, when they go
back to their respec-

tive carhouses.

On one of the heaviest days approximately 2,700

people passed through the turnstiles in twenty minutes.

Thirty-six cars operate into the shipyard siding in the

morning and thirty-nine at night. The Pennsylvania

Railroad operates four trains in and out of this loca-

tion, hauling approximately fifty coaches. One of the

impelling reasons for government assistance in the cost

of construction of this new branch was that, due to

the tunnel through which the Pennsylvania Railroad

operates to reach the center of Baltimore, the railroad

was up to its capacity and could not put on any more
trains to handle the increasing number of employees

at the shipyards and steel mill. Thus it was necessary

for the United Railways to take care of a large part

of the additional forces put on.

How THE Ticket-Taking Force Is Recruited

The ticket takers who serve for short periods at the

ten turnstiles are employed during the balance of the

day by the shipbuilding corporation, the railway com-

pany paying them a small amount for about a half-

hour's service each day and furnishing them with
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transportation. A dispatcher from the operating car-

house of this route goes do^vn every afternoon, checks

out the ticket takers and takes care of the collections.

One man from the transportation department, located

at this point, is in charge of the operations and han-

dling of the situation. He is assisted at night by three

or four special oflRcers, and to help man the entrances

and generally assist in the loading of cars he moves

up the crevv^s from the cars scheduled to go out last

and has them aid him in this work. As the crowd
dwindles away these men -,

board their cars and take the

last of the passengers away
to the city. The United
Railways Company has an
alternative route for a part

of the distance into Balti-

more after passing over Bear
Creek, and sixteen cars out

of thirty-five or forty are

routed over this other line.

These cars run "express" for

a considerable distance and
are thus able to make practi-

cally as good time as those

operating over the shorter

route.

All the expenses of this improvement, including the

moving and rearranging of steam railroad tracks and
of the brick piles and the yard, are covered by the con-

tract. Until the payments are completed the right and
title to the easement is vested in the fleet corporation.

The steel company can change the tracks, put in cross-

ings, bridges, etc., in the future, if necessary, at its

own expense.

No general overhead was charged against the cost,

but only actual time spent upon the work, including

supervision and engineering.

The railway company pays
75 per cent of the cost in

five equal annual instalments,

the first instalment being

due one year from the date

of completion. Interest at

the rate of 5 per cent on the

balances is payable semi-

annually. The railway com-
pany is reimbursed to the ex-

tent of 40 per cent of the

total cost by the shipbuild-

ing corporation in four an-

nual payments. When the

(balances have been paid the

title passes to the railway

ENTRANCE GATES, TURNSTILE, TICKET BOOTH AND PLATFORM AT SPARROWS POINT

The conductors on the cars that load up in the pre-

payment station do not ring up any fares on the reg-

ister for passengers who pay as they go through the

turnstiles, but collect and ring up all fares received

from passengers picked up west of Bear Creek. They
are, however, required to enter on their manifests each
day a record of the number of passengers on their cars

leaving the prepayment station.

Among the interesting features of the agreement
made in November, 1918, between the Emergency Fleet

Corporation and the three companies interested is that

the railway receives an easement and a perpetual right-

of-way for its double-track branch and terminal loop.

The railway pays one-half the cost of operation and
maintenance of the interlocking plant and the ship-

building corporation the other half.

The steel company owns all of the property at Spar-
rows Point and the steam railroads and the electric

railway company receive a lease on their right-of-way.

company, which is obligated to keep the branch in good
repair. The fieet corporation was indemnified by the

railway company, which is required to operate and to

be responsible for operation.

This contract was approved by the Public Service

Commission of Maryland and to date has operated sat-

isfactorily and to the advantage of the parties con-

cerned in their efforts to furnish adequate service under
difficult operating conditions. During the recent "out-

law" strike on the steam railroads the Sparrows Point

patrons ordinarily handled on steam trains were cared

for successfully on the electric cars. The result is pic-

tured in an accompanying illustration.

During construction and since completion of the

work the Emergency Fleet Corporation, through its de-

partment of transportation, has co-operated with the

officials of the Bethlehem companies and the United
Railways in bringing the undertaking to a successful

issue.
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Pulverized Coal for Boilers

Expert for Well-Known Producer of Pulverizing
Machinery Tells of Application to

Power Plant Work

AT A CONVENTION of the Association of Edison
l\ Illuminating Companies, held in New London,
Conn., Sept. 18, 1919, Fred A. Scheffler, manager de-

partment of pulverized coal for steam power plants,

Fuller Engineering Company, read a paper on the sub-
ject of pulverized coal for boilers, which has just been
released for publication. He said that 6,000,000 tons is

used annually in pulverized form in the manufacture
of cement, 2,000,000 tons in the iron and steePindustry,

1,500,000 tons in the production of copper and from
100,000 to 200,000 tons in the generation of power.
He listed a number of claims as to advantages of pul-

verized coal over lump coal firing by hand or stokers
as follows: (1) Troubles due to poor coal are largely
overcome. (2) The coal burning system is more flexible.

(3) The combustion is smokeless. (4) There is great
rapidity of combustion. (5) The system is applicable

to any operation where heat is required, except those in

which the ash of the coal might be detrimental to the
material acted upon. (6) It solves the clinkering prob-
lem. (7) Standby losses are practically eliminated. (8)
The firing operation can be stopped instantly. (9) The
best efficiency and operating conditions obtain when the
coal is fired dry. (10) A plant equipped to burn pulver-
ized fuel is independent of coal producers and dealers

and can operate with the cheapest grade of fuel avail-

able in its locality. (11) Less excess air is required for
combustion. (12) Troubles of high temperature can be
controlled by using proper gas velocity. (13) Its use
is based on sound principles. (14) Practically all of
the combustible in the coal is consumed.

Up to the date of the presentation of the paper there
were more than 100 boilers in the United States and
British Columbia operating with pulverized coal. The
government nitrate plant at Muscle Shoals, Ala., was
equipped with a pulverizing plant with a capacity of
384 tons per twenty-four hours.

As to cost of pulverizing coal, in one plant burning
36,682 tons per annum the cost, including labor, operat-
ing material, repairs to all machinery, power for op-
erating the mills, conveyors, etc., and delivering the coal

to the point at which it is to be fired, amounted to about
314 cents per ton. In another plant, burning 63,016
tons, the cost was 27 J cents.

Mr. Scheffler stated that he had been asked a number
of questions in regard to the use of pulverized coal

under boilers and he repeated a number of these, giving
answers to them. Some of the points brought out in

these answers are as follows: With pulverized fuel the
efficiency obtained is practically the same with fuels of
all grades provided that the coal is properly prepared.
Slag does not form on tubes when furnace capacities are
not exceeded. The air pressure used in the Fuller plants

is 21 oz. for conveying the pulverized coal into the
burner, and the air expands, before entering the furnace,

to a pressure of i in. of water. The company has had
no explosions in boiler furnaces; flarebacks are due to

carelessness or ignorance when they occur. In starting

a flame, a small wood fire can be used until the firebrick

is sufficiently hot to support combustion. In a properly

designed furnace all carbon and other combustible mat-
ter is consumed. When furnace capacity is not exceeded

dust or slag will not be formed in the boiler. If slag does
develop it can be readily removed by having the furnace
arranged with a hopper bottom, so that the slag can
run down and accumulate at a point convenient for its

removal. Only coals having an ash of low melting point

will slag seriously. A boiler operated twenty-four hours
a day and using per hour 1,200 lb. of inferior bitumi-
nous coal containing 10 per cent ash, and with a com-
bustion chamber properly designed for the operating

conditions, would need to be cleaned out approximately
once in eight hours. About 30 to 50 per cent of the dust
or ash passes out of the stack. Most of that going out
of the stack is so fine that it does not descend, but
objectionable dust can be removed by dust collectors.

Boilers with vertical or nearly vertical tubes require

no more frequent blowing with pulverized fuel than
with hand or stoker firing. In other boilers more fre-

quent blowing is necessary, but modern soot blowers
simplify this operation. While the size of plant in

which it is economical to install pulverized coal equip-

ment cannot be definitely fixed, in general those using
more than 100 tons daily could show a saving sufficient

to warrant the investment. The equipment for pulver-:

ized coal can be installed on the second or third story

in the power house where space around the plant is

limited. In a pulverized coal plant properly installed

and managed there is no danger from explosion. If pul-

verized coal in the storage bine becomes ignited nothing

can happen except that coking may take place in the

bin and it will be necesary to stop feeding pulverized

coal into the storage bin. There is no danger of ex-

plosion from smoldering coal in the storage bin.

Traffic Off in Kansas City During 1919

INSTEAD of a normal increase in traffic on the Kansas
City (Mo.) Railways, there was a decrease of 20 per

cent for the year ended June 30, 1919, as compared with
the year ended June 30, 1917. This loss is attributed by
the Committee of One Hundred of the local Chamber of

Commerce, in a recent report on the street railway

situation, to many causes. Some of these are private

automobiles, jitneys and motor buses, poor service, in-

creased fares, public disfavor and the epidemic and
strikes in 1919. Losses due to private automobile com-

petition amount to more than $2,000 daily and are

inevitable, but losses due to jitney and motor-bus com-
petition can be prevented, if desired.

Jitney and motor-bus competition is held to be unfair

in that it takes the short-haul business and is not sub-

ject to fixed schedules, twenty-four hour service or taxes

and assessments, which in general are required of a

street railway company. The report also points out

that it is unfair in that there are numerous operators

and owners, and service, routes and schedules are

irregular.

The daily loss to the trolley car company is 60,000 pas-

sengers through this form of unfair competition and at

a 7-cent fare the loss is estimated to be $4,200 per day.

This loss is one of the causes for increased fares and

means that the relatively small number of passengers

who rode in the jitneys actually penalized the many who
rode on the street cars. At the present time the number
of licensed jitneys is about 1,300. About 350 of these

run regularly during the day, while 300 additional

operate but two or three trips in the morning and

evening rush hours. The balance make one trip each

way per day or work irregularly.
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Status of Public Utility Securities

Present Basis of These Securities Far Stronger Than Ever Before—Outlook Good for

Early Future Expansion in Central Station Industry—Financial and Invest-

ment Position of Electric Railways Should Constantly Advance

By ORLANDO B. WILLCOX
Vice-president Bonbright & Company, Inc., New York

REGULATION of the rates which may be charged
by public utilities for their service was estab-

. lished in response to the recognition of the

universal need in every phase of modern life for the

service provided by electric light and power, gas, street

railway and telephone companies and the public interest

in continuous service and in low rates.

The nickel fare for the usual street railway ride was
well established. In other branches of public service

the normal growth of the business, the construction of

larger plants, with improvements in the art permitting

economies of operation, and the adoption by the com-
panies of the principle in oper-

ation that large turnover at

reasonable rates made for

safe and profitable business,

led constantly to lower rates

for service. The public utili-

ties were in the formative

stage and had not yet been
standardized. Naturally, the

economic principles involved

in both adequate service to the

public and adequate return to

the investors were not fully

worked out, and these princi-

ples, as well as full apprecia-'

tion of the larger interests of

the people which were to be
protected and served through
regulation, were only grad-
ually developed. The public

interest appeared to be pri-

marily in low rates. The effect on the communities and
on the industry of the country of cramped or poor serv-
ice and their need for first-class and constantly ex-
panding service were not yet fully apparent.

The public service commissions, during a period of
low costs and increasing economies made possible by
larger units of operation, were appealed to only to

reduce rates, and while the reductions made voluntarily
by the operators in efforts to increase gross earnings
and spread overhead and fixed charges over a larger
gross income probably exceeded those enforced by the
public interest, nevertheless the duty of the commis-
sions seemed to them in nearly all the early cases of
regulation of rates to require the reduction of the net
earnings of utilities through decrease in the rates
charged for service. In some cases it might have been
suspected that the purpose of regulation was the reduc-
tion in earnings of the operating companies rather than
the reduction in rates for service.

The principle was adopted that rates should be fixed

so that they should provide no more than a fair return
on the property devoted to public use, and in working
out the problem the value of the property involved was

considered and appraised, sometimes without reco;^

nition of elements of real value and substantial cost,

thereby reducing the total amount on which the return

through rates was to be fixed. The rates, on the other

hand, were sometimes fixed so low as to permit only a

bare interest return on the value of the property.

Even under these handicaps the growth in population

and of the demand for utility service, the expansion of

plants and systems, the improvements in the art and

the economies effected afforded some protection to

utility companies and the capital invested in their prop-

erties, and while the earnings on the equities were
'

limited, the senior securities

were usually protected and

commanded a good market.

The argument of the public

utilities against appraisals

and rates unduly low were

that investors in such proper-

ties should be treated fairly,

that private property, even if

devoted to public use, could

not be taken under our Consti-

tution without just compensa-

tion, and that appraisals or

rates might even escape the

confiscatory level without giv-

ing that fair return to which
capital so invested is entitled.

These arguments did not al-

ways prevail. The public in-

terest in low rates was as-

sumed to be greater than the

public obligation to safeguard the owners of utility

properties and securities.

The results were soon apparent and directly affected

the public interest, not alone in losses sustained on the

investments already made but also in the refusal of

free investment capital to flow into public service in

preference to more profitable opportunities in unreg-

ulated industries. The large amount of capital required

for the expansion of public service to meet the demands
of a rich and growing population could not be readily

obtained from the investor, and the public sei'vice

suffered in consequence. This condition was much
emphasized during the war by the increased costs of

operation as well as the increased requirements for aU
kinds of public utility service. The dependence of the

public generally in all their activities and the dependence

of industry stimulated by the war's demands on the

common service of the public utility companies became
apparent and was reflected in the declarations of officials,

the comments of the press and in the insistent demands
of the communities, the industries and the individuals

unable to obtain the amount and character of utility

service required for their comfort, convenience and eftl-

Mr. Willcox concludes as to

electric railways:

The street railway companies are sharing

the improvement in public utility con-

ditions; the fetish of the nickel fare is

losing its hold on the public mind and
has been overcome in hundreds of com-
munities where more riders are paying

higher fares. Many street railway com-
panies are showing good earnings and a

safe and increasing margin above charges,

and the financial condition and invest-

ment position of street railways may be

expected constantly to advance.
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cient functioning. There was very general demand for

more electric power and electric light, extended and

more efficient wire communication, better and more
satisfactory local transportation. The required expan-

sion and improvements in the service could only be

provided by additional capital expenditures and the

investors of the country refused to provide the neces-

sary funds by the purchase of utility securities.

This condition led rapidly to the recognition by the

commissions, as well as by officials and the public gen-

erally, of these important principles: That the public

required for its well being adequate and constantly

expanding public utility service; that the real interest

of the public was in good service, expanding rapidly

enough to take care of increasing demands, rather than

in cheap service and low rates; that such service could

not be afforded by companies which were insolvent or

threatened with bankruptcy; that the investors of the

country would not provide the very large sums neces-

sary to refund maturing obligations and to provide the

expansion of utility service demanded by the growth of

population and of industry unless their investments

were both protected and assured an adequate return

comparable with the profits offered in unregulated indus-

tries, and that, under public regulation, rates must be
so fixed that they would provide a fair return on the

capital invested and give the operating companies such

surplus and such credit as would attract new capital

into public service under private operation.

Those principles found their way into the decisions

of the public utility commissions, not only in cases

where applications had been made to reduce rates but
also in those cases in which applications were made on
behalf of the operating companies for an increase in

rates on showing that such increases were required in

the public interest to provide the required quantity and
character of service, as wefi as for the protection of in-

vested capital.

The responses of the public utility commissions
throughout the country were more prompt and effective

'than might have been possible except for the compelling
force of the conditions resulting from the war, which
had so largely and so rapidly increased the costs of
operations, as well as the demands for expanded service.

The electrically equipped interurban and local trans-

portation lines have not yet all fully worked out their

problems, although reports indicate that street rail-

waj' fares have been increased quite generally to meet
higher costs and to assure continued service (New York
City is a notorious exception) ; that notwithstanding
higher fares more people are riding on street cars than
ever before, and that many street railway companies
are earning a fair margin over all charges. Other
classes of utilities reflect, in their increased gross and
net earnings, the recognition of their real importance
as an essential part of the great American industrial

system and as well the flexibility of public regulation

in accommodating its functioning to changing indus-

trial and economic conditions. These increased earnings
of the utility companies mean more than protection to

investments or inducements to new capital. They mean
appreciation by the public and its official representatives

that the public interests in provision for time and labor

and money saving machinery through privately owned
public utility enterprises can be served not by low
rates, which will imperil invested capital and repulse

new capital from these industries, but only by such

treatment in appraisals of the value of property devoted

to public use and in the regulation of rates as will give

these companies credit in financial markets and such

measure of prosperity as will attract capital and
encourage expansion.

The result to the power and light and similar utility

companies is reflected in their increased earnings, which
may be said now to have substantially overtaken the
increased costs of operation due to high labor, coal and
material costs, as is apparent in the rate of earnings
applicable to interest and dividends.

Confidence Now Felt in Financial Future

The peak of high operating costs seems to have been
reached and is passing, if it has not already passed.

The more favorable attitude of customers resulting

from the shortage of service and the perils to the public

of inadequate financing of utility companies is indicated

in the acceptance of higher rates for service as part of

the general advance in all commodities. The public has
seen that utility rates must move up in times of higher

costs, and not always dov^m, and that the successful

operation of public service companies with resulting

good service requires a sufficient financial return on the

investment and the payment of current rates for new
money for expansion. The operators feel new confidence

in their properties and their future. The money market

provided more money for utilities in 1919 than in any
year during the war. The credit of utilities is improv-

ing and, with a continuance of the rate of earnings

indicated by the current reports, is in a fair way to be
re-established, by a history of stability of market and

gross receipts and adequate margins above charges,

on a basis again commanding the confidence of the

investors and permitting permanent financing at reason-

able rates for the very large new capital required to

keep up with the demands for growth of the industry.

Statement of Conclusions

Several conclusions may be drawn, then, from the

history and present conditions of such utility com-

panies :

1. The public and the officials have fairly recognized

the essential character of such utilities in modern indus-

try, the need of their expansion to meet the demand

for their service and the necessity of fair earnings,

predicated upon fair appraisals and fair rates, to estab-

lish the credit necessary to attract free capital for

expansion. The dangers to the community of low rates

and confiscatory values have been recognized and return

is not probable because the public served would be the

greatest sufferers and not the owners of public utility

securities.

2. If, as competent authorities are pretty well agreed,

the peak of commodity prices and other items of the

costs of operations has been reached it may be expected

that the present favorab'.e showing of such utility cora-

panies will continue and that their operating costs will

consequently, if gradually, decrease, with resulting

increase in their net earnings and the margin above

interest and dividend charges.

3. The recognition of these conditions by bankers

and investors should undoubtedly lead to a substantial

increase in the price level of the outstanding securities

of those utility companies, especially the electric power

and light and the gas and telephone companies, which

have survived the disorders of the past few years ; this
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increase in the price level should, because of the factors

involved, be more rapid than the increase in the price

level of long term bonds generally, which should follow

the approach of a normal ratio between commodities and

the dollar.

4. The electric power and light companies par-

ticularly are not dependent upon large amounts of labor

and are therefore relatively free from the effects of

labor unrest and disorders.

5. The high costs of labor generally, which will

undoubtedly prevail for some time, makes ever-increas-

ing demand for time and labor saving machinery, which

in modem industry is dependent upon electrical energy.

Central station power can be provided cheaper than

power from isolated manufacturing plants. Therefore,

there must be a great expansion of the electrical busi-

ness in the United States, with resulting offers of

electrical utility securities.

6. Both commissions and operators have recognized

depreciation and obsolescence of plants as proper

charges as one of the costs of operation, and electrical

securities will be increasingly protected by adequate

reserves against these costs.

7. Many unregulated industries will be unfavorably

affected by competitive production and falling prices,

which on the other hand should act favorably upon elec-

tric companies.

8. The street railway companies are sharing the

improvement in public utility conditions; the fetish of

tHfe nickel fare is losing its hold on the public mind and
has been overcome in hundreds of communities whei'e

more riders are paying higher fares. Many street rail-

way companies are showing good earnings and a safe

and increasing margin above charges, and the financial

condition and investment position of street railways
may be expected constantly to advance.

Difficulties in Utility Financing
Leading Utility Men and Bankers Give Reasons Before Illinois Commission for Inability

of Utilities to Secure Additional Capital

ABRIEF telegraphed report covering the financial

difficulties faced by the public utilities as pre-

- sented at a hearing called by the Illinois Public

Utilities Commission April 29 was published in last

week's Electric Railway Joltinal. Some of Chicago's

leading bankers and public utility men appeared before

the commission as witnesses on this occasion. The
principal thoughts expressed in their testimony are

given in what follows:

Samuel Insull, who is the controlling figure in a
number of the public utility companies of the Middle
West, was the first witness to be heard. He prefaced

his testimony by stating that the gas, electric railways,

electric light and telephone utilities of Chicago represent

a combined investment of $620,000,000, and it would
cost from one to one and one-quarter billion dollars to

duplicate their properties today. Their annual receipts

total $1.35,000,000, and they have 41,600 employees. Mr.

Insull stated that at the present time, due in large

part to the necessity to postpone all work requiring new
capital during the war, the utilities of Chicago are in

almost imperative need of $100,000,000 for new capital

expenditures. Of this amount the Chicago Surface

Lines required $25,000,000 and the elevated roads

$10,000,000 in order to bring their facilities up to

what they would normally have been if they had not

been forced to discontinue all new work.

How to finance these needed expenditures is the great

question, Mr. Insull pointed out. He said that there

has arisen a distrust of public utility securities in

general which makes it practically impossible to sell

them. This situation is felt by the strong companies as

well as the weak ones, or those whose credit has been
lost, because of a general disinclination on the part of

the public to purchase any public utility securities

whatever on account of the onus that has now come
upon them. Mr. Insull gave two reasons as being

fundamentally responsible for this situation. The first

was that the constant agitation against first one utility

and then another (he referred particularly to Chicago,

although it applies generally) has caused the people to

be very skeptical about purchasing any securities which
are constantly subjected to the turmoil of political

harangue. He declared that this was the most serious

problem which the commission has to meet in adjudicat-

ing the rates for public utility services. "When you
can get a first class farm mortgage yielding 7 per cent,

why would any one buy utility securities which are sub-

ject to continual attack, ostensibly for the good of the

people, but usually for the good of the individual making
the attack," said Mr. Insull.

The second reason for the inability to sell securities,

Mr. Insull said, was that the market for the junior
securities is very seriously affected by the low valua-

tions established. These have been so low that the rate

of the return allowed did not provide anything for pay-
ment of dividends, so that the market for junior

securities has almost completely disappeared.

Mr. Insull then cited some instances to show the
difficulty of securing new money at all, and when it

is secured, the very high rate and unusual security pro-
visions which must be met to get it. The 5 per cent
bonds of the Commonwealth Edison Company have for

years been floated with practically no discount, but are
now bringing only 81, despite the fact that the company
has unquestioned credit. Mr. Insull said he could not
explain, or could not understand, why the securities of
this company should be selling so low, for no bond
interest or dividend has been passed and the earnings
of the company are very satisfactory. The only way
that this company can raise the four to five million

dollars which it will have to have this year is to issue

short-time securities with bonds as collateral an3 pay
8 or 9 per cent. He cited another case in the gas field,

where a manufacturing company of excellent financial

standing was able to finance a $13,000,000 bond issue to

cover a new gas plant installation only by backing this

up with an equal amount of securities under conditions

which specified that they should not be public utility

securities.
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SpeaKing of the Chicago Elevated Railways, Mr. Insull

said that it was impossible to get new money. There

are $12,000,000 of notes overdue outstanding at this

time, and he said if these, notes were backed up by
property rather than securities the roads would be in

a receivership now.

In view of the great demand for capital and the severe

competition with government securities and industrials

which are selling on a big investment return, Mr. Insull

pointed out that it is now impossible to float public

utility securities, if at all, for less than 8 to 10 per

cent, dependent on the credit and standing of tMe

individual company. He advocated that the commis-

sion permit a rate of return for public utilities which

would maintain their credit and give sufficient return

to the junior security holders so that confidence in

these might be restored. He explained that he did not

mean by this that a rate of return on the property

equal to the present cost of money should be permitted,

but that there should be a rate of return high enough

to provide for the high cost of money needed, whatever

that cost may be.

B. E. Sunny, president Chicago Telephone Company,
testified that his company had recently offered $10,000,-

000 in 7 per cent notes secured by 5 per cent bonds, but

bad withdrawn this when it was found this money
would cost 9 per cent. He told the commission that the

only solution of the present financial situation for the

utilities was a general increase of rates that would

permit of the companies taking money at the existing

high rates. He pointed out that it was not a matter of

money but of service, and that it was entirely possible

and practicable to make rates high enough to provide

for this present high money cost. He advocated that

the companies be given a free rein, a carte blanche, for

a considerable period, as this would make it possible to

work out of the present difficulties. He pointed out that

the holders of public utility securities are frightened

about their investments, and said that the difficulty was
not a question of the credit of any individual company,

but rather the result of a general feeling of apprehension

in regard to all utility securities as a class. The prob-

lem then was to make all present security holders con-

fident that their investment was sound, and then the

market for them would come back and be able to take

its place in competition with industrials.

rienry A. Blair, president Chicago Surface Lines,

declared that his company could not sell bonds at any

rate of return as long as the earnings of the company
are where they are now. Capital expenditures exceeding

$150,000,000 are needed for this property within the

next ten years and 300 to 400 new cars are required

to meet the service requirements. Mr. Blair said that

every effort had been made to finance the purchase of

200 new cars ordered by the commission, but that

so far the cost of financing them had been so great

that they could not be purchased. In this connection

he called attention to the fact that whereas these cars

could formerly be purchased for $6,700 each, they now
cost over $15,000. Mr. Blair said that expenditures of

between fifteen and twenty million dollars were needed

this year, but that bankers who had supplied money to

the surface lines heretofore had refused to finance any

further until the earnings of the company were
materially improved.

E. D. Hulbert, president of the Corn Exchange
National Bank, the Illinois Trust & Savings Bank and

the Merchants Loan & Trust Company, all in Chicago,

said there is at present a greater shortage of money
and more difficulty in getting credit than there has been
in fifteen years. He said there was a strong feeling

among bankers that no new issues should be put out.

He pointed out also that the time when a 6 per cent

return on investment was adequate was gone, and
that the price of money had gone up the same as every-

thing else. He gave as one reason for the inability to

market 6, 7 and 8 per cent securities the fact that

the large investors who used to be depended upon do
not buy these securities at all now because, with a
40 per cent income tax, they cannot afford to buy
utility securities when they can buy government and
municipal bonds which are tax-free.

Mr. Hulbert referred to short-term financing as being
very unsound. He said that it could not be expected
that utility securities could be sold unless they could

show a satisfactory margin over their interest require-

ments. He said they should not be permitted to earn
as large a margin as industrial enterprises because of

their monopolistic character, but that they should be
allowed to show at least a 10 per cent earning or no
new expenditures could be financed. He gave as the

principal reason for the unpopularity of utility securi-

ties the fact that people feel that the utility cannot

readily pass on the increasing cost of its product,

whereas the industrial company can.

Mr. Hulbert said there was a great feeling of anxiety
among bankers as to the financial outlook next year
and that one of the principal causes of this was the

very large quantity of government securities held by
the Federal Reserve Bank. He said this was largely

responsible for the panic talk now going around.

Gen. Charles G. Dawes, president Central Trust Com-
pany of Illinois, made a scathing attack upon the

politicians who are continually making a political foot-

ball of the public utility enterprises. He said he did

not know how it was to be done, but the utilities must
be taken out of politics. He said that the only way
there could be any hope for the re-establishment of

public confidence in utilities so that their bonds could

be sold for somewhere near what they were worth would
be to do something to stop the political play upon the

utility, which is done without regard for the ultimate

results and without regard to the effect upon the people,

who must suffer from any deterioration in the ability

of the company to give service. "We need somehow to

give assurance that the true interest of the people is

being sought after and to have politicians who will

stand up for what is really to the interests of the

people. The difficulty is that the people do not have
the arguments on the square," he declared.

Harold L. Stuart, of Halsey, Stuart & Company, made
the broad statement that there was not a utility com-
pany in the United States the market price of whose
securities is equal to the original cost of the property.

Some of the commissioners took issue with him, but

were unable to substantiate their objections. He advo-

cated that the fair guaranteed minimum rate of return

should be sufficient to cover the value of money at the

time it was invested, and that in addition there should

be a margin above the interest charges as an insurance

to the investor that the interest would be paid. He
thought that where 7 per cent securities were involved

there should be earnings of at least 9 per cent.

Chester Cory, vice-president Harris Trust & Savings
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Bank, brought out that in the four weeks beginning

March 22, 1920, there had been floated of major issues

of bonds and notes of utilities and industrials some

$245,890,000. These cost the companies issuing them
from a minimum of 6.90 per cent to 10.75 per cent,

with an average, he was sure, not far from 8.5 per cent.

He said that borrowing money at such rates as these

was merely a question of whether a management could

afford it, assuming its credit was all right.

He pointed out that one vital difference between

industrial bonds and public utility bonds was that, when
due, the former are taken up, while the utility bonds

are refunded, not necessarily because this is the best

policy, but usually because the company cannot do

otherwise. He gave this as one reason why industrial

bonds have been popular the last few years. In other

words the earnings of the industrial company are large

enough so that it is possible to take up the debt, whereas

a utility can earn barely enough to continue the debt.

He declared that no utility can long enjoy credit if it

has no other means of paying for extensions than

with borrowed money. Such a company, he said, is

destined for a financial graveyard sooner or later. To
enjoy credit permanently there must be money for

extensions made available from the proceeds from the

sale of stock and from excess earnings. Unless a pub-

lic utility call show earnings sufficient to cover all costs,

interest charges and dividends, and a comfortable sur-

plus, its credit is not good even though it can go out

and borrow more money. The problem of a utility is

not merely to get money now but to keep its house in

order so that it can continue to get money. He pointed

to the great danger of an undue preponderance of

funded debt.

David R. Forgan, president National City Bank, said

that there never had been so great a demand for

permanent financing of both utilities and industrials

and that as a result the credit facilities of the country

had been extended to the limit. He said he thought

when the Federal Reserve Bank was created that it

would never reach its limit of liabilities, but that not

only had the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago reached

the 40 per cent limit but had been forced to borrow
$40,000,000 from another Federal Reserve Bank. He
said that he would like to see the credit of his own
bank reduced 25 per cent and felt certain that every

other banker felt the same way.
He cited several instances of the very high rates

being required for permanent financing and said that

he did not believe this to be a temporary situation, for

he could see no relief for many months ahead. If pub-
lic utilities borrow money, he said, they will have to

do it at -a net cost of about 8.5 per cent. Speaking of

public utility stocks, he said that any one who was not

now a partner in a public utility and wanted to become
one needed a guardian. Like one or two of the previous

witnesses, he said that so long as utilities must compete
in the money market with industrials they should be
allowed to earn a margin over interest requirements,

stating this should be at least twice the interest charges.

Charles H. Schweppe, of Lee, Higginson & Company,
testified that $450,000,000 of bonds and notes, indus-
trial and public utility, have been issued since Feb. 1.

He said that he thought many of these had not yet
reached the ultimate consumer. He spoke of the fact

that few companies have a sinking fund to protect their

investors and emphasized the fact that a rate of return
great enough to make possible the setting aside of a
liberal sinking fund allowance must be allowed.

Bus Routes Multiply About Los Angeles

THE accompanying table showing bus lines operat-
ing regular trips for long distances from Los

Angeles, Cal., gives a good idea of how the bus trans-

portation in southern California is extending.

Owing to the favorable climatic and topographical con-

ditions in southern California, backed up by the exten-

sive system of paved roads, it is possible for automobiles
to operate every day in the year. The accompanying
table is from an extended article on motor passenger and
freight transportation in southern California by K. Q.
Volk, which appeared in the Engineering News-Record
for March 18, 1920.

TABLE SHOWING PRINCIPAL STAGE COMPANIES OPERATING OUT OF LOS ANGELES, EQUIPMENT, DISTANCES AND
COMPARISON OF RATES

.— Equipment—

•

Los Angeles To Company No. Seating
Cars Capacity

Bakersfield and San Francisco Eldorado Stage Co... 1

1

8
6 12

Santa Barbara Pickwick Stages 2

San Francisco Nor. Division 23

San Diego

.

United Stages 4

Pickwick Stages .... 12

So. Division

United Stages 10

A.R. G.BusLine... 23

Ontario
,

Riverside I
A. R.G. B\isLine. . . 19

San Bernardino
Redlanda

Ontario

San Bernardino White Bus Co

San Bernardino.. Golden State Tours.

.

Anahdm White Bus Line

Valley Stage Line. . .

A. R. G. Bus Line. .

Sari Fernando Original Stage Co . ...

Santa Paula United Stages 3

Lancaster Golden State Tours 2

* All rates include war tax.

t Inland route via Riverside.

12

20

CI
161
25

3 7

f 12 16)
i 5 22

1

1 2 25
8 16
6 20

7 15

Destination Mile-
age

Bakersfield 125
Taft 162
San Francisco .... 416

Santa Barbara 1 03
/ San Luis Obispo .

.

221

\ San Francisco. . .

.

458

Santa Barbara. ... 103

San Diego 135
San Diego 185t
San Diego 135

San Diego 135

{Ontario 39
San Bernardino..

.

59
Riverside 56
Redlands 66

Ontario 39

San Bernardino.. . 59

Oilman & Hot Spgs 112
/ Whittier .'.

.

.

13

\ Anaheim 28

Same Same
Same Same
San Fernando. .. . 23
Santa Paula 68
Lancaster 85

- By Stage
. Fare*
One-
way
5.40
6.48
14.04

3.24
7.29
14.04

3.24

3.24
4.32

3.24

3.24

.92
1.35
1.35
1.57

.92

1.35

3.24
.30
.81

Same
Same

.54
2.00
2.60

Round
Trip
None
None
27.00

5.94
13.50
27.00

5.94

5.59
8.10

94

,94

35
16

5

5

I

2

2.54
2.54

1.35

2.16

5.40
.49
1.35

Same
Same

.97
None
4.86

Mile-
age
171
216
484

104
223
475

171

126

By Steam or Electric Road^
Faje-

126

126

40
60
63
65

40

58

95
17.5

27

Same
Same

28
65
78

One-
way
5.56
7.61
15.34

3.40

15.34

5.56

4.09

09

09

09
1.74
1.89

21

09

1.74

3.51
.41
.86

tame
Same

.78
2.21
2.60

Round-
Trip
None
None
None
5.67

None
None
6.75

6.75

6.75

1.85
2.92
3.16
None
1.85

2.92

None
.75

None

Same
Same
1.32

None
4.86
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Making the Best Use of the Car Equipment
The Author Describes a Method for Studying Car Operation by Means
of Which, with the Aid of a Few Curves, the Effects of Varying the

Several Component Parts of the Schedule Can Be Determined Quickly

By E. H. SCOFIELD
Engineer of Power and Equipment, Twin City Rapid Transit Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

AT THIS time, when the necessity for economy in

L\ electric railway operation is being impressed
J. X. more forcibly than ever before on all operating
companies, it is well to look into the adaptability to the

service and the efficiency in use of the car equipment.
For any particular service to be performed, certain

inter-related elements of operating costs exist, which,

upon analysis, may be grouped under the headings of

power costs and time costs. Outside these two group-

ings will remain other costs, such as fixed and over-

head charges, and certain maintenance costs having no

relation to the amount of service rendered. It is the

purpose of this article to deal only with the former and
to explain a method for determining the proper relation

between service rendered, power costs and time costs.

Under power costs are included electric power for

operating the cars and such maintenance and other

costs as depend directly upon the mileage run. Time
costs include platform expense, car heating and other

costs determined by the hours in service of the car

equipment. In the application of the results of this

method certain limitations must be recognized, such as

heating of the motors at various seasons, traction under
various rail conditions, safety to passengers in start-

ing and stopping, safety with regard to other traffic

on the street, nervous strain on the trainmen and pas-

sengers as a result either of too fast or too slow a

schedule.

The main factors governing the service which may be

given and the costs resulting may be listed as follows:

(1) Track conditions, (2) grades, (3) curves, (4) line

voltage. (5) weather, (6) car equipment weight, (7)

passenger load, (8) motor equipment, (9) gear ratio,

(10) condition of equipment, (11) length of run, (12)

accelerating rate, (13) braking rate, (14) coasting rate

and time, (15) standing time, (16) traffic interference,

(17) personal element—motorman, conductor, pas-

senger, (18) supervision, (19) over-all economy.

The effect of all these factors may be satisfactorily

analyzed by the method proposed, providing proper

data and constants are applied, namely, resistance-speed

curves for factors (1), (2), (3), (5), (6), (7) and

(10) ; motor-characteristic curves for (4), (8) and (9) ;

traffic surveys of conditions and established practice.

The speed-time curve has been used satisfactorily for

the solution of a simple, specific problem, but is inade-

Time Time
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PIG. 1. PARTS OF THE TIME-SPEED GRAPH. FIG. 2.

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING COMBINATION OF ACCEL-
ERATION AND RETARDATION CURVES

quate for the general consideration of problems involv-

ing several factors. This method takes the idea of the

speed-time curve, developing it through two additional

stages and producing a form of chart showing the rela-

tive effects, throughout the practical operating range,

of all factors considered.

The evolution of this method from the more cumber-

some ones is briefly this: In its usual form the time-

speed graph of the operation of a car is made up of three

parts : one representing the accelerating period, the sec-

Ampere^ Seconds- (10,000)
Ampere Seconds - f I.OOO)

50 60 70 80 90 100 IK) 120

Amperes
FI6.5

21 JO 19 18 17

Speed - Miles pei

FI6.4
Distdnce in Hundred Feet

Frs. 5

PIG. 3. CHARACTERISTIC CURVES FOR GE-200 MOTOR. FIG. 4. FRICTION CURVES FOR ASSUMED CONDITION OF
TRACK, ETC. FIG. 5. ACCELERATING CURVES SHOWING RELATION OF DISTANCE, TIME AND SPEED,

AMPERE-SECONDS AND AMPERE-SQUARED-SECONDS
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Total Time
15 14 15 16 17 18 19 to 21 IZ 11 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

One Car Mile
Motor 6. E. BOO - 4. 40 6ear Ratio
Car WeigtJt 41,700 lbs.- Load 7500 lbs

Heating Curves
Power "

9 Runs variable Length \

3 4 5 6
Distance in Hundred Feet

FIG. 6
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11 10 9
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FIG.&
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FIG. 6—RETARDATION CURVES SHOWING RELATION OF DISTANCE AND SPEED, TIME AND COASTING TIME.
FIG. 7—DIAGRAM REPRESENTING COASTING-BRAKING PERIOD. FIG. 8—APPLICATION

OF METHOD TO ONE MILE RUN

ond the coasting period and the third the braking
period. These are shown in Fig. 1. If now we have two
independent graphs, one for acceleration showing the

relation of time and speed, but indefinitely extended as

shown in Fig. 2, and the other, also represented in

Fig. 2, showing the relation of time and speed during
the coasting-braking period, also indefinitely extended
from the point of zero speed, then by combination of

these the effect of lengthening or shortening the time
of the cycle of operations can be determined graphi-

cally. The intersection of the two lines shows the maxi-

mum speed, the area under the combined graph is pro-

portional to the distance covered, and other desired

quantities can be calculated. This operation assumes
that the braking period is fixed, but by assuming a num-
ber of different braking periods and plotting the corre-
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PIG. 9—SPECIAL APPLICATION SHOWING EFFECTS OF RATES OF ACCELERATION
AND BRAKING ON TIME AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION.

FIG. 10—WEIGHT EFFECT OF LIGHT LOAD

sponding coasting lines the solution is somewhat im-
proved. However, the tediousness of calculations by
this plan is obvious, and the same results can be accom-
plished much better by plotting sets of curves on a dis-

tance rather than a time base, and this is the plan

which is follov/ed here.

The fundamental or primary curves required for the

calculations are the characteristics of the motor which

is to be used and a set of friction or resistance curves.

The former will include the effects of gear ratio, wheel

diameter and line voltage. A sample set of such curves

is shown in Fig. 3. The latter will provide for the con-

dition of the track, the weather, the weight and con-

dition of the equipment under consideration, with due
allowance of tractive effort to compensate for grades

and curves where these are present. Sample curves are

given in Fig. 4.

From these primary data, by standard calculations

presently to be taken up in the necessary detail, the

acceleration distance-speed curve shovsm in Fig. 5 and

the set of curves between maximum speed and the dis-

tance covered in coasting and braking as given in

Fig. 6 are calculated. In Fig. 6 there are really two

sets of curves, one calculated on the basis of several

assumed values of coasting time, and

the other calculated on the basis of

an assumed series of total times.

Obviously one or the other of these

must be assumed, but both cannot

be fixed.

With these two sets of curves in

hand they can be combined by
superposing one set on the other,

times and distances being additive.

In Fig. 5 are plotted also a curve

of ampere seconds and one of

ampere-seconds squared, which are

useful as a measure of the

heating of the motors under a

given schedule.

Having outlined the general

principle of the method, it now
remains to give first the detail

of the calculations underly-

ing the curves and then to show what can be done with

the curves when they have been plotted.

All calculations for the tables and curves in this article

are based upon the characteristic curves (Fig. 3) of a

GE-200 motor with 4.4 gear ratio. A 4-motor equipment

is mounted under a car loaded to 24.6 tons total weight.

The resistance curves used are those of Fig. 4, in which

the broken line curve gives the tractive effort per motor

42 4337 38 39 40 41

Seconds per Run
One-Sixth Mile Pun
Motor 0.£ 200 -4.40 6.P Wt-41, 700 Lbs
A 'Pass Load 7500 lbs Accelerationt Brakina ZMp.h perStc
o • No w n 2 w^w""
^- " " " 2 « 5 .. .. r

FIG 10
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to overcome friction. Deducting this from the tractive

effort curve of Fig. 3, by reference to the speed scales,

a net tractive effort per motor for acceleration is ob-

tained. From this there are tabulated in Table I, for

each mile-per-hour differential, the average current and

the average net tractive effort.

TABLE I—AVERAGE CURRENT AND AVERAGE NET TRACTIVE
EFFORT FOR EACH MILE-PER-HOUR DIFFERENTIAL

NOTE—Equipment Data. Motor GE-200— 4.40 Gear Ratio.

Weight 41,700-1- Load 7,500 = 24.6 Tons. Acceleration 2 m.p.h. p.s.

Amp.-Squared
Ampere

Combining with equation (6) above we have

T\-f fi- 4. _ tons X 100 X ave. m.p.h
aist. - 4 X net T. E. X 0.6821 .

_ /ft. for speed dif.\

Vof 1 m.p.h. /

T^-f /4 X ave. amp. per\
Dif. amp. sec. =

(^^^^^^ ^ dif timej

_ /power demand\
\per car /

From Characteristic
Ciirves for one Motor

Time
Tons X 100

Distance
Tonsx 100
X m.p.h.

4xT. E. 4xT.E.x 0.6821 x Time

Seconds
Seconds Ave. Current

4xAve.Current Squared x
Time

Dif. amp. sec. = ave. amp. X dif. time

_ /heating effect\
\per motor /

(8)

(9)

(10)

Si

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

19

is

17

i6

i5

14

13 2

Mult.

Ser.'

Start.

1^

21.7

23^6

24'. 4

26.0

27^9

30'2

33^0

36^6

41.5

47.5

55^0

65.0

23

50

"80

110

150

'i96

252

324

425

550

'7i

905

75 5

81

80
79
78 25 1,230
77 5

1,130

1,230

26.7
48.39 ...

12.30 442
36.09 ...

7.70

5:55

V.io

'3'i4

'2.44

'

i . 90

'i'45

"\.\2

'0^866

'o.is

'6'544

3:3'

28.39

22'84

i8!74

15.60

i3!i6

ii!26

'9'.8i

8'.69

7!82

'7M4

'6^6'

265

i83

i29

'94

70

'52

'37

27

'20

'

\A

ii

64

1,408

966

70!

518

389

295

225

173

'i36

'169

89

' '75

64

1,130

756

577

'457

380

'322

278

240

'2i2

19i

'

\7b

'i64

1,055

516

6,448 81,005
.... 6,500
5,318 74,505
... 4,585
4,568 69,920
.... 3,750
3,991 66,170
.... 3,190
3,534 62,980
.... 2,870
3,154 60,110

... 2,660
2,832 . . 57,450
.... 2,540
2,554 54,910
.... 2,500
2,314 52,410
.. 2,520
2,102 49,890
... 2,620
1,911 47,270
.... 2,870
1,735 44,400

3,100
1,571 41,300

21,100
516 20,200

20,200

Integrating the differential quantities derived from
equations (6), (8), (9) and (10) we have total amount
from point of start to any point of accelerating run.

From this data are constructed the accelerating

curves. Fig. 5, showing for any distance traveled the
relation of time, speed, ampere-seconds and ampere-
squared-seconds.

Retardation curves. Fig. 6, are constructed, showing
for any distance traveled the relation of speed, time
and coasting time. The data for these curves are

calculated by formula, assuming values for braking
and coasting rates. The curves of Fig. 6 are made on
celluloid or other transparent material for the purpose

of using them superposed on the curves of Fig. 5.

The formula for retardation curves is based on

assumption and derived as follows (see diagram Fig. 7) :

ABC = Retardation time-speed curve

AD = Speed co-ordinate in miles per hour
DC = Time co-ordinate in seconds

AB = Coasting curve = i m.p.h.p.s.

BC = Braking curve = 2 m.p.h.p.s.

Using the mean values of speed, current and net

tractive effort for the rheostat period and each 1 m.p.h.

differential, or fractional period, differentials of time,

distance, ampere-seconds per car and ampere-squared-
seconds per motor are calculated by simple formulas.

Adding these differentials from the starting point gives

aggregate quantities for any range of operation. The
values for rheostat period are determined by the as-

sumed rate of acceleration during this period.

The formulas and their derivation for these calcula-

tions are as follows:

The accelerating force required per ton for an accel-

erating rate of 1 mile per hour per second is

Speed reduction by coasting = coasting time

2000 ^ 5280
X 91.1 lb. (1)

32.16 3600

To this add 10 per cent for acceleration of rotating

parts.

F = 100 lb. per ton weight of car and load (2)

Accel, rate = net tractive effort per motor

F X tons

Dif. time
dif. speed

(3)

(4)
accel. rate

Combining equations (2), (3) and (4) above we have

dif. speed X 100 X tons
Dif. time

net tractive effort X 4

Dif. time = tons X 100 sec. for speed dif,

(5)

(6)
4 X net T. E. Vof 1 m.p.h.

Dif. distance = average speed X dif. time (7)

Speed reduction by braking = braking time X 2

Total time in seconds from maximum speed to stop is

:

_ maximum speed „ 4.- 4.-T = ^ — + 8 coasting time

Total distance in feet run from maximum speed to stop

(= Area ABCD) is

^ [^ ,^^ maximum speed ^
, „ j.- j.- wD = 1.466 T

—

h i coasting time X

(maximum speed — i coasting time)

By the use of these formulas, distances and times

are calculate^d and tabulated for various ranges of speed

and coasting time, and from these data the curves of

Fig. 6 are constructed.

With Fig. 6 superposed on Fig. 5 at any lateral posi-

tion, the distance and time scales become additive, for

the reason that the coincidence of any point on the

accelerating curve with any point on the retardation

chart is at a common maximum speed, and the time

and distance elements on both charts are calculated

from this speed to no speed. A chart is thereby formed,

for a certain length of run and any coasting time, show-

ing the relative time—accelerating, coasting and brak-

ing; distance-accelerating and retarding; maximum
speed attained; ampere-seconds used and ampere-

squared-seconds heating effect. These data, for various

lengths of runs, are entered in Table II and, being
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multiplied by the number of runs per mile, show the

performance per mile run, an allowance for standing or

interference affecting time being added to the running

time. Data from this table may be shown graphically

on charts, and covers the full practicable operating range

for any fixed set of conditions. By varying one or more
factors other data may be obtained and the results

directly compared on such charts.

Illustration of What Can Be Done
With the Charts

Fig. 8 illustrates the application of this method to a

one-mile run and by it certain general results may be

observed. To a base scale of time (seconds per mile or

miles per hour) are shown a measure of the energy (am-

pere-seconds or kilowatt-hours per car-mile) and the

heating effect (ampere-squared-seconds) , for a various

number of stops per mile through a range of coasting

from zero to twenty seconds per run. A 1-mile run made
up of four i-mile runs, one i-mile and four ^^-mile

runs, making up a mile of nine stops, see curve a,

Fig. 8, is seen to have a slightly faster time for the

same energy use than a mile of nine runs of uniform

length.

Assuming values for energy and time costs (one cent

variable per kilowatt-hour and $1.90 variable per car-

hour), a slope line A of constant over-all cost may be

established. This line will have the same slope at all

positions on the chart and its point of tangency to the

various power curves is the point of highest operating

economy in each case.

It is found that the points of highest economy on the

several curves fall approximately on a straight line

B; also that these points correspond approximately

with a coasting of 2.5 per cent and a current demand
of 73 amp. per car. This relation of approximately uni-

form coasting percentage and current demand for any

number of stops per mile extends throughout the range

from no coasting and 95 amp. to 40 per cent coasting

and 60 amp., the variation being within 2 per cent.

The relation of reduction of power to coasting is 0.8

per cent to 0.9 per cent kilowatt-hour per car-mile, or

0.9 per cent to 1 per cent current demand for each 1 per

cent increase in coasting.

Referring to heating effect, it is found that for the

same coasting percentage, the heating rate is approxi-

mately 25 per cent greater at twelve than at six stops

per mile, although the heating amount per car-mile is

70 per cent greater.

A special application of the method is illustrated by

Fig. 9, in which is shown the effect of rates of accelera-

tion and braking on time and power.

Curve A — 2 m.p.h.p.s. accelerating — 2 m.p.h.p.s. brak-

ing

Curve B — 3 m.p.h.p.s accelerating — 2 m.p.h,p.s. brak-

ing.

Curve C — 2 m.p.h.p.s accelerating — 3 m.p.h.p.s brak-

ing.

Curve D — 3 m.p.h.p.s accelerating — 3 m.p.h.p.s brak-

ing.

Runs i miile in length.

Three miles per hour per second for both acceleration

TABLE II—DATA OBTAINED BY SUPERPOSING FIG. 4 ON FIG. 3, THE DISTANCE AND TIME
SCALES BECOMING ADDITIVE

Note—Equipment Data. GE-200—4.40 Gear Ratio—49,200 lb. Accelerating- 2—Coasting- J—Braking- 2 m.p.h.p.s. In each case.GE-200—4.40 Gear Ratio—49,200 lb. Accelerating 2—Coasting 4—Braking 2 m.p.h.p.s.
upper number relates to one run and lower number to one mile.

Runs per mile
Stand per stop, second
stand per mile, second

6.0
8,3

50.0

6.5
8.1

52.5

7.0
7.9

55

8.0
7.5

60,0

9.0
7.2

65.0

10,0
7,0

70,0

12.0
6.7

70.0

s s
03 m

s»>
<a to
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5H

i~> . "3
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39,5 37,4 35.5 32.7 30.4 28.5 25.6
287 295 303 321 338 355 387

No coasting
4 50 4.30 4.10 3.83 3 60 3.45 3.12
27 28.0 28.7 30.6 32 5 34.5 37.4

68,8 67.7 66.2 64.5 62.2 61.2 59.0
413 440 464 516 560 612 708

39,6 37,5 35.6 32 8 30.5 28.6 25.7
288 296 304 322 340 356 389

Four sec, coasting . , <

;:::

4,

24
5

9

66^2

3.97
25.8

65:3

3.80
26.6

64:6

3,50
28,0

61 :

8

3.

29
25
.2

3.05
30.5

58:?

2.75
33.0

60.0 56
.,.. 397 424 448 494 540 587 672

39,8 38,0 36.0 33.2 30.9 29.1 26.2
289 299 307 326 343 361 394

Eight sec. coasting ,

.

38
23

5

64:3
386

3.68
23.9

63:3
411

3.50
24.5

6i:5
431

3,20
25,6

59:5
476

2.

26
95
.5

57:5
517

2.75
27.5

55:5
555

2.40
28.8

52:5
630

40,4 38,7 36.8 34.0 31.8 30.1 27.5
292 304 312 332 351 371 410

Twelve sec. coasting
3

21

)7

4
62^3
374

3.40
22.1

6i:o
396

3.20
22.4

59:5
416

2.92
23.3

57:5
460

2.

23
63
.7

55:0
495

2.45
24.5

52:7
527

2 10
25.2

49:0
588

41,2 39,7 37.8 35.3 33.2 31.5 29.4
297 310 320 342 364 385 433

Sixteen sec. coasting
3,

20
}3

60^5
363

3.13
20.4

59:0
383

2.95
20.6

57:4
402

2,60
20,8

54:5
436

2.

21

40
.6

52:2
470

2.20
22.0

50
500

i.88
22.6

45:8
550

42 7 41,0 39.3 36.7 34 9 33.5 31.5
306 319 330 354 379 405 458

Twenty sec. coasting
3,

18

J8

5

58:6
352

2.90
18.9

57:0
370

2.70
18.9

55:5
388

2,42
19.3

52:5
420

2.

19
18
.6

49:8
448

2.00
20.0

47:5
475

1.69
20.3

42:5
510
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and braking is seen to give 8 per cent less time for the

same power when compared with 2 m.p.h.p.s. for both.

High rate of braking is slightly more effective than high

rate of acceleration.

Fig. 10 shows the weight effect of light load ; also the

possibility of speeding up for light load by a higher

rate of braking, 7 per cent being gained for the same

power consumption. In a similar manner other com-

parisons may be made, showing effect of change in gear

ratio, field control, grade, two motors versus four motors,

line voltage, series running, various motor and car

equipments.

While this method entails a large number of calcu-

lations, yet if a process such as outlined is followed

and each step tabulated, the data for any modification

of an equipment are easily deduced from the original

data and a set of curves for any fixed conditions ob-

tained by a few hours' work. While the author recog-

nizes that certain steps in the calculations may be open

to criticism, from an accurate mathematical standpoint

it may be stated that the results are affected only in

their absolute values and for all practical purposes and

in their relative values they are within the range of

observational error.

Queue Loading in Cadillac Square, Detroit

THE queue loading practice which was started three

years ago by the Detroit United Railway at the

plant of the Ford Motor Company, with the co-operation

of the automobile manufacturing officials, has recently

been applied to Cadillac Square, in the heart of the city.

The scheme was installed with the co-operation of the

Police Department in connection with the looping back

at Woodward Avenue of five east side car lines. The

cars of these five lines stop for loading on the outbound

trip along the two sides of Cadillac Square. There is

ORDERLY QUEUE LOADING IN CADILLAC SQUARE WITH
WHICH DETROIT PEOPLE HAVE WILLINGLY COMPLIED

space along one side of the square for the simultaneous

berthing of six cars. As the cars stop for loading

collectors take up a position at the front end of each car

and a line of passengers forms at the front and rear of

each car. Passengers in the line entering the front end

of the car pay the collector as they step aboard and

those in the line at the rear end pay the conductor in

the usual manner. This front end collection scheme
and the orderly lining up of the passengers make the

loading extremely rapid.

In installing the queue loading plan in Cadillac

Square it was supervised at the beginning by the Police

Department, but the passengers will soon be educated

and will take up this formation without police direction,

unless the experience in this location is different from
that at previous installations. In speaking of the queue
loading plan, W. E. Cann said that the replacing of the
rowdy rushing of the cars at the Ford plant with this

orderly lining up of the passengers had spread into

general use throughout the city. At heavy transfer

points of Ford workers the passengers almost invariably

line up. For example, at the Grand Belt and Woodward
line transfer point a line 100 ft. long or more is often
seen. The passengers often line up along Woodward

,

Avenue also. Mr. Cann says that where this is seen it

is a pretty safe bet that there are Ford workers in

the line.

How Automatic Train Control Works

IN A written discussion of a paper on "The Automatic
Train Control Problem," by H. S. Balliet, delivered

before a recent meeting of the New York Railroad Club
and briefly abstracted in the March 27 issue of the
Electric Railway Journal, page 640, Frank J.

Sprague emphasized the importance of automatic train
control and described the system developed by his com-
pany. The discussion by Mr. Sprague was illustrated

by a diagram showing what happens with the use of
this particular system of speed-brake control when
trains entering a block adhere to or disregard the
signals.

Briefly, the system includes the division of a" block
into two sections, permissive and controlled. Along the
roadbed and clear of all equipment limitations there are
provided certain protective track magnets under the full

or partial control of the track circuit relays. In each
block is a brake application magnet in the rear of the
entrance, called the "distant" magnet; another at the
beginning of the controlled section, called the "home"
magnet, and a third, called the "reset" magnet, differ-

entially positioned near the end of the block. On the

locomotive are carried suitable receivers which register

with the track magnets, and the necessary relays, air

valves and means for initiating both service and emer-
gency braking. The receivers and relays are sealed and
free from interference by the engineer.

If a train enters the block, against a distant signal

indication, at 60 m.p.h. the engineer will receive visible,

audible and touch-responsive signals, which will clearly

indicate to him the condition of the advance block.

There will also be initiated a service brake application

which in rate and amount of air reduction, if undis-

turbed, is that suited to the particular class of train

the locomotive is hauling. The control of his valve is,

however, immediately returned to the engineer before

any actual braking takes place, and he can accept the

automatic braking or increase or diminish it at will.

If the engineer proceeds at undiminished speed and

the advance block is not cleared when he reaches the

"home" magnet, entering the danger zone of the block

at a reckless speed, an emergency brake application

will take place. If on the other hand he accepts his

initial warning and permits the automatic service brake

to come on, or manually brakes his train down to a

slower speed, meeting the requirements of the high

limit of speed for which the train can be safely manually

braked, there will be no emergency application of the

brakes. If, however, he attempts to beat the operation

while slowing down before reaching the control speed

he will get an emergency brake application.
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Business Press and Increased Production
Low Production Can Be Overcome by Correction of False Conceptions of Work, Increased

Use of Automatic Machinery, Improved Methods of Manufacture and Distribution and

Maximum Skill in Management—Business Press a Potent Factor in All These Lines

By JAMES H. McGRAW
President McGraw-Hill Company, Inc.

tow production per man is an accepted axiom in

industry throughout the world today. The Great

-^War shattered some fundamental conceptions of

responsibility, which are having their reaction the world

over in the minds of men. Low production today is a

state of mind. To bring about increased production we
must change the state of mind, as well as the physical

elements.

No greater force for practical accomplishment exists

at hand than the business press of America. Linked

as it is with the heart of industry, in practical con-

tact with what can be done and how it can be accom-

plished, it presents a great dynamic, educative force to

raise the standard of thinking of men in industry.

Production, in fact, is not a matter of theory, but of

the practical putting together of labor, of materials, of

machinery and of management, to supply the economical

wants of the work. This huge fabric of industry is

threaded by more than 2,400 business papers, trade pa-

pers, engineering papers, technical journals and indus-

trial papers. In practically every line of industry and

every phase of industry there is a journal for the man
who seeks to accomplish more in his particular line, no

matter what his trade or calling or profession. Records

available show that 819 of these publications of which
check could be made have a total circulation of 6,351,059.

How Problem op Production Is Made Up.

The one great problem of how to increase production
which is facing the world today divides itself into

several major problems. If the business men of Amer-
ica will intelligently consider these major problems, if

they will recognize the slow, but sure, process of edu-

cation in the solution of these problems, the business

press stands ready as one all-embracing medium through
which the vital and intimate needs of the separate

trades or professions may be consistently and compre-
hensively developed.

Workmen Today Managers Tomorrow

Take the world-old problem of labor and capital. False

conceptions of work have been developed until we popu-
larly have come to believe that the men who provide the

management ability and the men who provide the money
and the men who provide the manual skill and the labor

of production are different kinds of men.
As a matter of cold fact, if we may emphasize, as we

can emphasize, through the business press that the
majority of the industrial leaders of America were
once workmen, that eleven out of the twenty-four rail-

way presidents, for example, today were once messen-
ger boys or clerks, that dozens of managers and super-

intendents and hundreds of capitalists and financial men
were one time store clerks or farmer boys or mill men;

•Abstract of address presented at meeting of Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States, Atlantic City, N. J., April 28, 1920.

if we can only emphasize that the thing which separates

them into a class is not a distinction in the kind of

work they do, but in the kind of thinking they do, we
will have at least gone part way toward the solution

of the so-called labor problem. And no force exists

today better able from a practical point of view to point

out the difficulties as, well as the opportunities of in-

dustry, to stand as a third party and admit the abuses

of power on both sides, than the trade press.

America is still a land of opportunity in industry, and
hundreds of business papers today are pointing out

individual opportunities for men, literally acting as text

books for the teaching of common-sense economics in

industry and pointing out the practical plans that have
been and are being worked out in individual plants for

bringing men and management together. We can make
rules and we can agree on fundamentals with regard

to the relations between men and men, but no plan will

succeed unless the "white-collared" workers in the office,

who are responsible for carrying it out, have an actual

working contact, either themselves or through others

in sympathy with their ideas, with the overall-clad work-

men in the factories.

Influence op Invention and Application of

Machinery on Increased Production

Take the second great condition of increased produc-
tion—the invention and the application of machinery
to increased man power. Automatic machinery does
not replace men, it multiplies the thinking of men and
increases production. If this one thought could be
developed among the men in industry there would be
a more willing acceptance of automatic machinery as

a basis of accomplishment by the great group of work-
men known as "common labor" or "unskilled labor."

No nation in the world has set the standard for in-

genuity in finding mechanical ways of increasing output

more than the United States. No nation has been more
ready to put its thoughts into type than the American
inventor and the American manufacturer, and who shall

say that this fluid interchange of thought between in-

dustry and between men in industry is not one of the
potent factors in making our country the reservoir of
ideas that it today is in mechanical invention and the
mechanic arts?

Leonardo da Vinci left a personal literature of inven-
tion. You can go back in the writings of this man of
fertile imagination and individual resourcefulness and

' find the suggestion or the actual prototype of many of
our present day common-place machines. He thought
of the airplane and devised a model that might fly, yet
for five hundred years his inventions remained the in-

ventions of the individual and remained buried in rec-

ords. Who shall say that if there had been a technical

press in his day, if he had contributed his imagination
to a public technical press, instead of burying it in a
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diary, the airplane would have flown five hundred years

ago, instead of in 1908 ? Today the mechanical and ma-
chinery papers carry pages of information that have to

do with new means and methods. These are read by the

men who can put the new ideas into operation.

I have pointed out certain fundamental factors in

industry in connection with the relation of the business

press to increased production. Just now all these prob-

lems are related to the one great problem of the present.

We are in a period of credit deflation. Every careful

business man in America today is making his plans

with this as his major premise. The trade and busi-

ness paper has a very definite relation in getting things

accomplished under these conditions. There are, broadly,

two huge classes of trade papers, one of those dealing

with the problem of distributing and marketing goods,

which are more correctly known as "trade" papers, and

the other having to do with the engineering and tech-

nical problems of administration and production, which
are exactly termed "technical" or "professional" papers.

As a nation v/e are today relatively eflicient in making
goods. We are relatively very inefficient in distributing

them. The editors of the trade papers have the opportu-

nity for leadership in pointing out and making generally

understood better methods of distribution. They look

upon the merchant and the dealer not as a slot machine

for distributing merchandise for which there is an

existing demand, but as a man who is also creating

new demands locally. The editorial pages of a trade

paper are used to teach the dealer how to capitalize his

own position in creating more business for himself. The
local rtierchant pays money for his subscription to a

trade paper to get sales-building ideas, and every new
idea he gets must tie up with some manufacturer's mer-

chandise. In a similar manner, the technical papers

bring to the engineer and the professional man the

newest information with regard to progress in the art

and science with which he is associated.

Raw Materials Must Be Treated Scientifically

AND Research Encouraged

We are faced today with shortages in scores of raw
materials that form the third great group in considera-

tion of an increased production program for our nation.

We must be better miners and be betters users of by-

products. We must find out how better to distribute,

how to improve our transportation, how to improve

utilization, to make ten parts go as far as a hundred

did before. Our engineers and our technical experts,

our chemists, our transportation men are at work on

these problems today, and the technical and engineering

press of the country is the great medium of exchange

of ideas on how to get more done for less money, how
to overcome wastes. Our patent laws protect the

business interests of our nation, but one of the problems

facing this country today is the need of better under-

standing of the value of engineering thinking and the

analytical approach to the problem which the engineer

contributes to industry. Only by making the individual

industries conscious of their professional relation, only

as a practical matter of seeing the opportunity through

the columns of the technical and engineering press for

molding and leading thought and opinion, can these

things be accomplished quickly.

Our nation today is short of research men. Business

men must establish more laboratories. They must see

that opportunities are offered to the technical man, the

trained investigator, so that it is worth the while of
serious-minded young men to enter these branches of
industry. It is for this sort of thing that the technical
and business press of the country stands, and it is this

sort of thinking that will ultimately solve our raw
materials problem and the technical problems of extrac-
tion, of transportation and of utilization.

Skilled Management as Essential as
Skilled Labor

I have said that increased production and the pos-
sibilities of increased production is a state of mind.
No body of men is more responsible for this state of
mind than the management, which is the fourth great
factor in production. There is just as much opportunity
for the development of the intelligent application of
management to industry as for the intelligent applica-

tion of machineiy to the processing of materials.
Human engineering and business engineering are two
new terms in our dictionaries which have come out of
a new kind of thinking in industry. We shall never
have maximum production until we have maximum skill

in labor, minimum use of materials and maximum skill

in management. The business press sees men and ma-
chinery and material and capital put together and made
a co-ordinated whole by management.

It does no good to arouse the nation to action, or
to arouse the individual to action, unless there is also

suggested how some one has turned that action into

practice. This is an educational process. This is a
function, and a vital function, of the business press. It

is one of the reasons for a business press, and in for-

warding such movements and in explaining and inter-

preting them in the practical language of the particular

industry, the press has an opportunity for increasing

production which is second to none in any of the great

educational mediums of the nations.

Leadership of Business Press in

National Problems

In all this work the business press has a double

relation. It is evident from what has been said that

one of its values is based on the vitality of its editorial

relation to the industry which it serves. It must draw,

and in worth-while business does draw, its editors from
the industry. They may be. and are men of knowledge
of their particular lines.

But of more importance possibly than the relation of

the business press as a recorder and a clearing house of

ideas is its professional relation to its industry or
trade. The editors of the business press have the

opportunity to be both a part of an industry and to

stand on the side lines looking out over industry. They
can see, because of their exceptional opportunities for

investigation and association with leaders of their

particular fields, the general trend of an industry. They
can help and do help point out and chart the way of

the industry, and they have a sense of responsibility

toward the public which that particular industry may
serve, which is one of the fundamental values of the

business paper.

Two concessions for the installation of electric street

car lines in the city of Guatemala are said to be now
before the government of that country, with indications

that they will be favorably acted upon. At present there

are no electric roads in the country, although it has vast

water power resources.
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Railway Census Figures Issued
Report Shows a Growth of 9.2 Per Cent in Mileage and 22.7 Per Cent in Rolling Stock from

1912 to 1917—During This Period Traffic Increased 19.5 Per Cent—Operating

Expenses Fail to Reflect Present High Costs

STATISTICS of the electric railways in the country

for the fourth quinquennial census report, which

were obtained by the Department of Commerce,

Bureau of the Census, in 1917, have just been published

in book form by the bureau. The report analyzes the

conditions existing in the industry in the usual com-

plete manner and gives comparative data in all tables

covering the conditions of 1912, 1907, 1902 and in

some cases 1890.

Some preliminary statistics have already been pub-

lished in the columns of the Electric Railway Joltr-

NAL for April 26 and May 3, 1919.

The report for 1917 covers 943 operating and 364

lessor companies which operate 32,548 miles of line,

involving in all a total of 44,835 miles of single track,

94.8 per cent of which is operated by overhead trolley,

3.8 per cent by third rail and 0.7 per cent by conduit

or underground trolley. The miles of line and miles

of single track show an increase of 6.9 and 9.2 per

cent respectively over the 1912 census.

The roUing stock owned, however, increased 22.7

per cent over 1912. The total number of cars of

all types reported was 102,603, 77.9 per cent of which

were passenger cars, 11.2 per cent were classified as

"express, freight, baggage and mail cars" and 10.9

per cent as service cars. The number of cars equipped

with motors was 74.5 per cent of the total and repre-

sented a growth of 20.4 per cent in the last five years.

Capitalization

The capitalization of the operating and lessor elec-

tric railways was found to include a considerable

investment in non-railway properties, such as power /

installations for light and power purposes and other

auxiliary operations. In computing the net capitaliza-

tion per mile of track, the investments in stocks and
bonds of other companies, in treasury securities and
in other permanent investments have been deducted

from the outstanding capital stock and funded debt

securities. Table I presents the statistics for 1917

compared to 1912 and 1907.

TABLE II—Income of Operating Companies, by Source

ACCOUNT

Income from all sources

Operating revenues.

Railway operations

Passenger.

Baggage, express, and milk
Parlor, sleeping, dining, and special car ._.

MaiL_ „
Freight.

Miscellaneous transportation revenue
Power revenue.

Rent of tracks, equipment, and other rail-

way property and facilities _
Other railway operating revenue.

Auxiliary operations

Non-operating income.

PER CENT OF INCOME FROM ALL
SOURCES

Operating revenues.

Railway operations

Passenger. „..

Parlor, sleeping, dining, and special car

Freight, mail, baggage, express, and milk..

Other railway operating revenues.__

Auxiliary operations.

Non-operating income.

1917

$730,108,040

709,825,092
650,149,806
603,129,620

4,965,566
957,966
614,678

18,546,504

1,066,138

6,710,099

7,413,335

6,745,900
59,675,286
20,282,948

97.2

89.0
82.6

0.1

3.3

3.0

8.2

2.8

1912

$585,930,517

567,511,704
535,996,122
502,651,637

3,687,947
1,036,520

723,640
10,165,616
1,919,413

5,515,475

[
10,295,874

31,515,582

18,418,813

96.9

91.5

85.8
0.2

2.5

3.0

5.4

3.1

Per Cent
of

Increase '

24.6

25.1

21.3

20.0

34.6
—7.6
—15.1

82.4
-^4.5

21.7

37.5

S9.4
10.1

1 A minus sign (—) denotes decrease.

TABLE I—Capitalization, Including Floating Debt

1917

<4)

1912 1907

Per Cent of Increase i

1907-1917 1912-1917 1907-1912

Capital stock..

ComTnnn
Preferred-

Funded debt

$2,473,847
2,012,190
461,659

3,051,179
7,198

166,593

$2,379,346
1,970,385
408,961

2,329,222
6,097

296,162

$2,097,709
1,776,920
320,789

1,677,064
4,060

278,927

17.9

13.2

43.9

81.9
77.3

—40.3

4.0

2.1

12.9

31.0
18.1

-^3.7

13.4

10.9

27.5
38 9

Real estate mortgages-
Floating debt

50.2

6.2

Total 5,698,816

390,489

5,010,823

360,105

4,057.759

237,896

40.4

64.1

13.7

8.4

23 5

Stocks and bonds of

other electric rail-

way companies and
treasury securities- 51.4

Net capitalization

lavestments in other

securities and non-
railway properties-

5,308.327

251,773

4,650,718

105,145

3,819,863

136,768

39.0

84.1

14.1

139.5

21.8

—23.1

Net capitalization based
on electric railways:

Inclusive of floating

dpht i 5,056,554
115

4,889,962
153
111

4,545,573
112

4,249,415
141

105

3,683,095
108

3.404.168

37.3 11.2 23 4
Per mile of track-

Exclusive of floating

debts .._

Per mile of line 2-
43.6 15.1 24.8

Per mile of track. 101

' A minus sign (—) denotes decrease. ' Includes real estate mortgages.
» Miles of line represented: 1917, 31.968.95; 1912, 29,991.42.
* All totals in thousands of dollars—last OOO'b omitted.

The gross capital liabilities, exclusive of floating

debt, which approximates $166,500,000, averaged

$126,021 per mile of track in 1917, $116,435 in 1912

and $111,569 in 1907.

Financial Operations

The reports of the financial transactions of the elec-

tric railways conformed in practically every case to

the standard system of accounts adopted by the I. C. C.

All income from railway operations is shovpn, there-

fore, as originating with the operating companies, while

the income of the lessor companies (rentals) is re-

ported as an expense by the operating companies.

The income from all sources of the 943 operating

companies according to source and the percentage that

each bears to the total is shovvTi in Table II. Notable

factors are the relatively large increase in auxiliary

operations, chiefly in light and power business, and
the decrease in mail and special car revenues.

Table III illustrates the differences in the relative

importance of the several classes of operating revenues
for electric railways and steam railroads.

The classification of companies as to size is based
upon income from railway operations, hence income
from auxiliary operations, of which the chief is light
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and power service, and other non-transportation rev-

enues do not affect the classification, however large

they may be. Table IV shows what percentage of the

operating revenue is received from various sources,

depending upon the size of the company.

Operating Expenses

Because of the many and varied factors involved in

operating expense, such as the differences in character

of the systems, in power and the source of power,

in character of roadbed, rolling stock and the territory

served, comparisons of the costs of maintenance and

operation are only of value as illustrating general con-

ditions. Tables V and VI give comparative figures for

the last three census years of the five general or main
expense accounts, together with changes and per cent

distribution of the accounts. Auxiliary operations.

TABLE III—Per Cent Distribution of Operating Revenues by Source

CLASS OF SERVICE

Electric Railways Steam Railways

1917 1912 1907 1917 1912 1907

Operating revenues.. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Pflflflpnger 92.8

2.8

O.I

0.8

3.5

88.8
1.8

0.1

0.6

8.7

91.5

1.3

0.2

0.4

6.7

20.6
70.3

1.5

2.7

4.9

23.2

69.3
1.8

2.6

3.2

21.8

Freight - 70.4

Mail 1.9

Express. - 2.2

All other 3.6

TABLE IV—Per Cent Distribution of Operating Revenues, by Source, of Companies Classi-

fied According to Income from Railway Operations

ACCOUNT.

PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OF
OPERATING REVENUES

Operating revenues.

Railway operating revenues

Baggage, express, and milk _._.

Parlor, sleeping, dining, and special car.

Mail..

Freight-
Miscellaneous transportation

From other railway operations-

Auxiliary operating revenues

Class A—
Over

$1,000,000

1917 1912

100.0

94.1

88.4

0.5

0.1

0.1

2.0

0.1

2.9

5.9

100.0

96.7

91.7

0.4

0.2

0.1

1 2

0.3

2.8

3.3

Class B—
Over

$250,000
to

$1,000,000

1917 1912

100.0

85.0

74.8

1.2

0.2

0.1

5.1

0.2

3.4

15

100.0

81.2

1.3

0.3

0.1

3.4

0.5

3.1

10.1

Class C—
$250,000
and Less

1917 1912

100.0

80.4
71.2

1.3

0.1

0.2

4.3

0.6

2.7

19.6

100.0

84.9

76.5

1.1

0.2

0.2

4.0

0.5

2.4

15.1

TABLE V—Operating Expenses, by Accounts

ACCOUNT

(3)

1917

(3)

1912

(3)

1907

Per Cent of Increase •

1907-1917 1912-1917 1907-1912

Number of companies— _ 943

$452,595

975

$332,896

939

$251,309Operating expenses, total- 80.1 36.0 32.5

Railway operating erpensfs

Way and structures
TT/jiiipinpiit.

Power _

Conducting transporta-

421,251
55,470
48,981
76,958

174,973

2,302

62,738

17

g

31,344

318.700
44,271

38,717
53,599

2129,204

2,605

60,303

245,140
28,521

31,486
43,973

597,122

1,731

.42,307

71.8

94.5
55.6

75.0

80.2

33.0

48.3

32.2

25.3
26.5

43.6

35.4
—11.7

24.7

30.0
55.2

23.0
21.9

33
Traffic .

Genera! and miscellane-

ous
Transportationforinvest-

mept—crpf^it

50.6

is.q

Auxiliary operations—ex-

penses 14,19S 6,169 408.1 120.8 130.1

1 A minus sign (—) denot-^s decrease. ' Includes super ntendence of pover.
3 All totals in thousands of dollars—lastOOO's omittJ.

chiefly light and power business, constitute an im-
portant factor. Considering railway operating ex-
penses, the expenses for conducting transportation con-
stituted 41.5 per cent in 1917, 40.5 per cent in 1912
and 39.6 per cent in 1907. Power expenses amounted
to 18.3 per cent of the same total in 1917, 16.8 per
cent in 1912 and 17.9 per cent in 1917.

A classification of companies by income, as in Tables
VII and VIII, shows that considering railway operat-
ing expenses solely, the expenses for conducting trans-
portation constitute a greater proportion of the total

for the larger companies than for the smaller com-
panies and power expense is a greater proportion of
the total railway operating expenses for the smaller
than for the larger companies.

Taxes and Other Deductions

At prior censuses taxes were treated as a deduc-
tion from income, together with rentals for leased
lines, interest, charges for sinking funds and other
deductions, but in accordance with the system of ac-

TABLE VI—Per Cent Distribution of Operating Expenses, by Accounts (Based on TableV

ACCOUNT 1917 1912 1907

100.0 100.0 100.0

Railway operating expenses. 93.1
12.2

10.8

17.0

38.7

0.5

13.9

(')

6.9

95.7

13.3

11.6

16.1

38.8
0.8

15.1

97 5
Way and Rtnictiires 11 3
Erjiiipment .

, , , 12 5
Power 17 5
Conducting transportation
Traffic

38.7
0.7
16 8(reneral and miflcellaneonfl

Transportation for investment—credit
Auxiliary operations—expenses.- 4.3 2 6

' Less than one-tenth of 1 per cent.

TABLE VII—Operating Expenses, by Accounts—Companies Classified According to Income
From Railway Operations: 1917.

ACCOUNT

Number of companies

Operating expenses, total.

Railway operating expenses..

Way and structures

Equipment.
Power..
Conducting transportation

Traffic.

General and miscellaneous.-
Transportation for invest-

ment—credit

Auxiliary operations—expenses—.

Total

Class B—
Over

$250,000 to

$1,000,000

4^19
7,776,210

Class C—
$250,000
and Less

650

$42,234,862

35,953,096)
4,968,416;
4,250,467
8,104,13»
11,961,261

310,650
6,359,554

I

IfiSS
6,281,766

TABLE VIII—Per Cent Distribution of Operating Expenses of CompaniesVClassified
According to Income from Railway Operations: 1917 (Based on^Table VII)

By Classes By Accounts

ACCOUNT
Class

A
Class
B

Class

C

All

Com-
panies

Class

A
lass

B
Clae
'-IV

Operating expenses, total 75.1 15.5 9.4 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Railway operating expenses 76.6

75.6

77.4

73.0

80.0
55.0

72.9

96.7
55.1

14.9

15.5

13.9

16.5

13.2

31.5

17.0

2.5
24.8

8.5

9.0

8.7
10.5

6.8

13.6

10.1

0.8
20.1

93.1

12.2

10.8

17.0

38.7
0.5

13.9

«
6.9

94.9

12.3

11.1

16.5

41.2
0.4

13.4

(•)

5.1

88.9
12.3

9.7

18.0

32.8
I.O

15.1

(>)

11.1

85.1
11.8

10.1
19.2

28.3

0.7
16.0

(')

14.9

Power

Traffic, -

General and miscellaneous

Transportation for investment-
credit

Auxiliary operations—expenses

1 Leas than one-tenth of 1 per cent.
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TABLE IX—Taxes and Other Deductions-Operating Companies TABLE XII—Employees, by Claases of Occupation

(»)

1917

(•)

1912

(»)

1907

Per Cent of Increase

1907-1917 1912-1917 1907-1912

Taxes assignable to railway

$45,757

21,805

23,952

$175,306

(')$35,028 $19,756 131.8 30.6 77.0

On real and personal

On earnings, capital and

Deductions from gross in-

frOme... 149.866 .ni8,339 48.1 17.0 26.6

Rent for leased roads

(lines and terminals)...

Interest on funded debt
Interest onunfunded debt
Miscellaneous rents.

Income transferred to

other companies

48,303
110,507

8,606
1,775

900

5,215

44,785

98,025

7,056

48,023

63,741

(2) 6,576

0.6

86.9

7.9

21.5

—6.7

53.8

Miscellaneous debits, not
elsewhere specified.

J Includes $603,226 rental of subways and tunnels (Boston Elevated Ry. Co.).

' Includes "Charges for sinking fund."
» All totals in thousands of dollars—last OOO's omitted.

TABLE X—Taxes

1917 1912 1907

Per Cent of Increase

1907-
1917

1912-
1917

1907-
1912

Total $45,756,695 $34,424,739 $19,755,602 131.6 32.9 74.3

(TIms a 37,157,324
5,902,953
2,696,418

128,098,949

3,935,021

2,390,769

15,524.362
2,479,106
1,752,134

139.3

138.1

53.9

32.2
50.0

12.8

81.0

nuMiTi 58.7

riasar 36.5

' Not including $603,226 rental of subways and tunnels (Boston Elevated Railway Co.).

counting in vogue "taxes assignable to railway opera-

tions" are a charge against net operating revenue and

charges for sinking fund are handled as a profit and

loss account.

The ratio of taxes to income from all sources less

operating expenses increased from 11.1 per cent in

1907 to 13.6 per cent in 1912 and to 16.5 per cent

in 1917. The aggregate of operating expenses and

taxes was $498,351,349 in 1917, of which amount taxes

form 9.2 per cent, or taking operating revenues as a

basis taxes absorbed 6.4 per cent.

Taxes, when classified according to the size of the

company, as shown in Table X, indicate the greater

increases are for the larger companies.

The interest charges of the 943 operating companies
on funded and unfunded debt amounted to $119,113,018

in 1917, an amount 21.5 per cent greater than the

CLASS

Number of companies..
Persons employed

Number..-
Salaries and wages^

Salaried employees

—

Number.
Salaries*

Salaried officers of

corporation

—

Number.
Salaries*.

Managers and superin-
tendents

—

Number.
Salaries*.

Clerks, stenographers,
and other salaried

employees

—

Number...
Salaries*.

Wage earners

—

Number'.
Wages*
Conductors and motor-

men

—

Number
Wages*.
Conductors

—

Number
Wages*. _

Motormen

—

Number...
Wag^.

All other employees

—

Number.

1917

943

294,826
$267,240

27,151

$33,910

1,883

$6,786

2,889

$9,205

22,379

$20,918

267 675
$233,331

136,184
$127,222

68,352
$62,997

67,832
$64,230

131,491
$106,109

1912

975

282,461

$200,891

23,271
$26,129

1,927

$5,709

2,882

$5,376

18,462
$15,044

259,190
$174,762

131,321

$95,452

65,726
$47,102

65,595

$48,350

127,869
$79,311

1907

1907-1917,1912-1917 1907-1912

221,429

$150,991

11,700

$12,909

1,518

$3,8.52

2,094

$3,580

$5,477

209,729
$138,082

115.518

$75,705

60,032
$38,234

55.486
$37,471

94,211

$62,377

Per Cent of Increase'

33.1

77.0

132.1

162.7

24.0

76.2

38.0"

73.3

176.7
281.9

27.6

«9.0

17.9

«8.0

13.9

«4.8

22.3

71.4

39.8
70.1

4.4

33.0

16.7

29.8

—2.3
18.9

0.2
15.4

21.2

39.0

3.3

33.5

3.7

33.3

4.0

33.7

3.4

32.8

2.8

33.8

27.6

33.0

102.4

26.9

48.2

37.8

50.2

128.3
174.7

23.8

26.8

13.7

28.1

9.5

23.2

18.2

29.0

35.7
27.1

• A minus sign (— > denotes decrease.
' Exclusive of 6 companies which failed to furnish this infonnation.
• For 1917 as of date Sept. 29; for 1912, Sept. 16; for 1907. average number for the year.
• Totals for salaries and wages are in thousands of dollari—last OOO's omitted.

interest charges in 1912, the increase for 1907 to 1912

being 53.8 per cent. In the case of the 364 lessor

companies the interest on funded debt in 1917 amounted
to $16,147,380, as compared with $15,234,132 in 1912.

"Deductions from gross income" when classified by
companies according to income indicate a 57.1 per
cent increase over 1912 for the Class A companies.

Class B companies increased but 44.6 per cent, while
Class C showed a decrease of 4.9 per cent. The cause
for these variations is due entirely to the increased

interest charges on funded debt.

General Results of Operations

The report gives tables for the several standard
units of comparison and Table XI shows the result

of operation of all operating companies classified ac-

cording to income from railway operation.

The number of persons employed in 1917 was 4.4

TABLE XI—GENERAL RESULTS OF OPERATION OF ALL COMPANIES AND OF COMPANIES CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO INCOME
FROM RAILWAY OPERATIONS

UNIT
All Companies

1917 1912 1907

Class A—Over $1,000,000

1917 1912 1907

Class B—Over $250,000
to $1,000,000

1917 1912 1907

Class C—$250,000 and Less

1917 1912 1907

Number of companies-
Operating ratio (per cent).

Per mile of track:

Operating revenues-
Operating eipenses-
Net operating revenues-

Per oar-mile:

Operating revenues-
Operating expenses-

Net operating revenue-

Per revenue paaaenger
Operating revenue-
Otierating expensea
Net operating revenue-

943
63.8

$15,832
10,095
5.737

Centt

33.17
21.15
12.02

6.28

4.00
2.28

975
58.7

$13,820
8,107

5.713

Centt
29.53

17.32

12.21

5.95

3.49

2.46

939
60.1

$12,268
7,373
4.895

Centt
25.97
15.61

10.36

5.63

3.39
2.25

114
62.3

$20,940
13,046

7,894

Cents
32.80
20.43

12.37

5.84

3.64

2.20

91
56.7

$19,844
11,252

8.592

Cents

29.49
16.72

12.77

5.54

3.14
2.40

76
58.4

$19,287
11,256

8,032

Cents
26.25
15.32

10.93

5.28
3.08
2.20

179

66.4

$10,314
6,853

3.461

Cents

36.04
23.95
12.09

8.51

5.66
2.85

155

61.7

$8,937
5.517
3,420

Cents

30.63
18.91

11.72

7.51

4.64

2.87

130
61.9

$8,009
4,956

3,053

Cents

25.71

15.91

9.80

6.53

4.04
2.49

650
72.5

$6,839
4,962

1,877

CenU
31.99
23.21

8.7S

8.22
5.96
2.26

729
68.3

$5,784
3,949
1,835

Cents

28.32

19.3S
8.99

7.68
5.24

2.44

733
67.4

$5,251
3,539
1,712

Cents
24.84
16.74

S.10

6.99
4.71

2.2S
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per cent more than in 1912, but the salaries and wages

paid increased 33 per cent. The greatest increase

in wages was to clerks, stenographers and other sal-

aried employees. This increase was 39 per cent. The
267,675 wage earners in 1917 is an increase of 3.3

per cent compared with 1912, but the amount paid in

wages, $233,330,688, is an increase of 33.5 per cent.

Expressed in terms of an average unit wage, the

conductors and motormen received an annual average

wage of $934 in 1917, as compared with $727 in 1912,

and all other classes of wage earners an average of

$807 in 1917 and but $620 in 1912.

Table XII gives a comparative summary for the last

three censuses of employees' salaries and wages for the

year by classes of occupation.

Problems of the Super-Power Plant
ATA meeting of the Washington Section of A. I. E. E.

l\ held on April 13 Harold Goodwin, Jr., of the Gen-
eral Electric Company gave the principles and procedure

followed in the design of a 200,0Q0-kw. power plant to

be built in Paris, France. It is intended to supersede

all present generating stations in that city. The plant

will be near the city on the Seine River and the main
generating equipment will consist of seven 35,000-kw.

generators. The plant will feed ten 60,000-volt under-

ground lines and two 60,000-volt overhead lines. The
turbines driving the generators will operate at 325 lb.

pressure and 320 deg. F. superheat.

With such large concentration of power, special

attention was given to feeder protection. It was
decided that the maximum allowable concentration at

any point under the city is 500,000 kva., in case of a

"dead" short circuit, as 580,000 kva. is the breakdown
capacity of the oil switches. As 200,000 kva. could be
supplied to any feeder from a single generator and
transformer, special reactors were needed. The neces-

sary flexibility and protection were provided by con-

necting each generator and transformer to a high-
tension bus and connecting each of these buses through
reactors to a synchronizing bus.

The boiler plant will contain four boilers of novel

construction for each turbine. They are to be equipped
with superheater coils set between the lower and upper
banks of tubes, in order to produce the high degree of

superheat specified.

The plant is intended to operate on a 50-cycle basis,

replacing the several frequencies now in use, namely,
16§, 40 and 42 cycles. It is estimated that the plant as
designed would have cost approximately $45 per kilo-

watt at pre-war prices, but the exact present cost has
not yet been estimated. It will, however, be between
two and three times the pre-war cost.

Rail Hardening Experience in England
AMONG items reported to the London County Council

. by the highways committee at the meeting held on
March 30 information was given as to the result of the
Sandberg rail-hardening process, which is used to a
considerable extent in Great Britain. It was stated that
the effect of the treatment is to raise the elastic limit
of the surface of the rail from about 25 tons to more
than 100 tons per square inch. Measurements which
have been made indicate that the life of rails can be
extended more than three years by this process. An
absence of corrugation on the treated rails has been
noted.

Lack of Public Policy Deplored
National Municipal League Committee Presents

Report Outlining a Suggested Correct Pub-
lic Policy Toward Street Railways

AS A supplement to its April issue the National
l\ Municipal Review, published by the National
Municipal League, Concord, N. H., publishes a report
of the league's committee on public utilities, in which
all previous reports of this committee are summarized
and the unsolved elements of the problem analyzed. Dr.
Delos F. Wilcox is chairman of the committee, whose
membership includes seven other men from different

parts of the country.

That there is a recognized crisis in local transporta-
tion, due largely to the fact that the policy of private
management under partial public control has broken
down, is the starting point of the report. The necessity
for street railway service is recognized, yet the various
cities have not prepared themselves to assume responsi-
bility for it. The present condition is a public menace
on account of the financial condition of so large a
business, on account of the breakdown of such an essen-
tial service, on account of the loosening of control of
public authority over the street railway and on account
of the danger of an unprecedented series of conflicts

between the companies and labor. There are several

points of view on these questions and the fact that the
public lacks a definite policy merely delays the final

solution of the problem. The problem is made more
complex by the forty-eight separate jurisdictions, aside

from the national one under which railways have to

operate.

The report then goes on to review the league's efforts

to outline and develop a public policy during the last

twenty years and reviews the previous reports made
by the committee. Its original program that "every
city . . . shall be vested with power to perform
and render all public services" is still maintained. In

other vi^ords, ultimate authority of a municipality to

own and operate its street railway system, if the people

of the city desire it, is a part of the policy of the league.

The report closes with a listing of the unsolved prob-

lems that demand immediate attention, which are out-

lined as follows:

1. A location of authority between states and local

bodies.

2. Formation of definite policy for consummation
of municipal or state ownership and successful public

operation of utilities. Under this heading several sub-

problems are outlined, such as (a) preparation of spe-

cific constitutional amendments; (b) preparation of con-

demnation laws with all the various corollary questions;

fc) preparation of legislation to enable cities to secure

funds on advantageous terms (involving the question

of debt limit) ; (d) preparation of satisfactory plans

for public operation; (e) preparation of plans for

adjustment of disputes between municipalities and
employees; (f) preparation of a policy of extension and

of rates.

The committee then reaches its conclusions that street

railway transportation is a public function and that it

cannot be put upon a permanently sound basis until the

organized community has prepared itself to perform

the function.

As an appendix is given the public utility section of

the National Municipal League's model city charter.
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Centrifugal-Electric Tie Tampers
A Three-Phase Motor Operated from a Motor-

Generator Set Is Used on Account of

Its Rugged Construction

AN exceedingly simple and yet apparently effective

. electric tie tamper has been brought out by the

Kalamazoo Railway Supply Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.,

under the name of the "Jackson tie tamper." It com-

prises simply a three-phase, 60-cycle, 110-volt squirrel-

cage induction motor with an unbalanced weight

THE ROTOR AND UNBALANCED WEIGHT ON THE TAMPER
MOTOR SHAFT

mounted on the end of the shaft at which the tamping
tool is bolted to the motor housing. By rotation of the

motor at a speed of 3,600 r.p.m. the centrifugal force

of the unbalanced weight on the shaft produces a

tamping impulse of some 400 lb. 3,600 times a minute.

The well-known ruggedness and simplicity of the

squirrel-cage motor is taken advantage of by making
use of a motor-generator set for supplying the neces-

sary alternating current, the advantages of this type

of motor being considered so important as to offset the
investment necessary in the motor-generator set, as

compared with use of the direct-current motor in the
tamping tool. The rotor of the tamping motor is

mounted upon a heavy nickel-steel shaft which runs on
two heavy ball bearings. The motor housing is made
extra heavy and is claimed to be rain, dust and dirt

proof. The tamping tool is bolted to this housing at

one end and the operator's handle at the other end.

This handle is also of unique design since it is con-

structed of flat spring steel and provided with leather

hand strips. This spring handle relieves the operator
of vibration and permits the tamping bar to take any
working angle without the necessity of the operator
bending his back or assuming a cramped, unnatural
position. The tamping bar can be quickly attached to

the motor and it is supplied in various widths and
thicknesses, to conform to the requirements of the

ballast.

Each tamper requires approximately J hp. for its

operation, it is daimed, and the generator supplying
the energy is designed for a capacity of four tampers.
No operating switch is provided on the tamping tool,

since this is considered to be a source of trouble which
the manufacturers have considered could be very largely

eliminated by making use simply of a plug and socket-

type switch in the power lead. The weight of the

tamper, exclusive of the tamping bar, is 40 lb.

CENTRIFUGAL-ELECTRIC TIE TAMPER IN OPERATION

Arkansas Association Meets at
Hot Springs

A Three-Day Meeting Packed Full of Instructive

Discussion, Particularly with Relation

to Managerial Problems

THE Arkansas Utilities Association met at Hot
Springs, April 26 to 28 inclusive. At the opening

of the convention the Hon. Charles H. Brough, Gover-

nor of the State, said that the 200 leading utilities in

the State represent an investment of $150,000,000, and
that the tax commission reports show them to be re-

porting their investments fairly. J, S. Wharton, pres-

ident of the association, in responding, said that the

records show that the utilities are paying, on a basis

of assessment, double the average of the other industries

of the State.

Next a paper on "Lightning Protection" was read

by J. L. Buchanan, president Wesco Supply Company,
St. Louis, Mo., followed by one on "Underfeed Stokers,"

by 0. P. Barnell, Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-
turing Company, St. Louis. P. W. Thomas, mechanical

superintendent Arkansas Light & Power Company, dis-

cussed the three fuels readily available in the State,

namely, coal, oil and natural gas, with special reference

to labor supply, first cost, reliability, economy and over-

load requirements. The discussion was merged with
that of an address by W. G. Schmauder, Texas Power
& Light Company, Dallas, on "Present Operating Prob-

lems," the important points in which were the cost of

money, the open shop and power-plant efl!iciencies.

Mr. Schmauder advocated firing so as to produce a

gray haze at the stack rather than black smoke or no
smoke at all, and banking by intermediate firing. He
also urged investigation of turbine performance and

condenser conditions.

The association voted to affiliate vdth the South-
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western Geographic Section of the N. E. L. A. and to

meet again at Hot Springs next year. The result of

the election was as follows : President, C. J. Griffith,

Little Rock; first vice-president, J. F. Christy, Jones-

boro; second vice-president, J. A. Whitlow, Pine Bluff;

third vice-president. Judge R. M. Foster, Helena ; secre-

tary-treasurer, S. E. Dillon, Hot Springs.

On the closing day Judge Thomas E. Wood, member
Arkansas Corporation Commission, discussed primarily

the indeterminate franchise feature of the corporation

commission act. He commented on the commission's

responsibility in preserving service for the public and
avoiding receiverships at this time. He decried the bit-

ter hostility of some cities that had depended upon
paid propagandists instead of the orderly processes of

law.

Sample Car Tried in Milwaukee
Use of New Cars, Together With Remodeling of

Old Rolling Stock, Planned to Help Out
General Shortage

THE sample car after which the 100 new cars which
the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company

is about to purchase are to be patterned has been

completed in the shops of the company and is being

operated in regular schedule for trial purposes. This

car embodies several new ideas in design. It is 45 ft.

long, seats forty-eight people in winter and fifty in

summer within the car body, with a few additional seats

on the platforms, and weighs only 31,480 lb. It is

fifty-three passengers. In addition to the control at

one end, the trailers were equipped with air-operated

doors and safety devices. The two cars, having control

equipment on opposite ends, are thus operated as a
single unit and consequently they may be run anywhere
in the same manner as a single-car unit. As these two-
car trains are used only in the rush hour, the rather

heavy weight of the trailer is not considered of impor-

tance and the scheme provides the dual advantage to

the company mentioned above.

First Annual Meeting of American
Welding Society

THE American Welding Society held its first an-

nual meeting in New York on April 22. Morning
and afternoon sessions were devoted to business mat-
ters, including the election of J. H. Deppeler as pres-

ident, J. W. Owens as vice-president to serve for two
years and D. B. Rushmore as vice-president to serve

for one year.

The retiring president. Comfort A. Adams, spoke

briefly regarding the work being done by the American
Bureau of Welding. He said that the bureau's activ-

ities had been devoted principally to determining how
a good weld can be assured. Methods will be sought

for testing the quality of a weld after it is made and
for determining the best way to eliminate "locked-up"

stresses in long welds.

The evening session was devoted to the presentation

and discussion of three papers. The first was on "The

MILWAUKEE TWO-CAR TRAIN, UTILIZING INTERURBAN T RAILER (LEFT) IN CITY SERVICE IN WINTER

equipped with double trucks designed by the company,
which are of very light construction with no springs

except the long elliptics in the bolster. The trucks are

equipped with 26-in. wheels and four baby motors. The
car is also equipped v^^ith complete safety devices.

During the past winter the Milwaukee company has

developed a plan for providing additional equipment to

help out against the general shortage, without making
new purchases, and at the same time to put into use

equipment which ordinarily stands idle in the winter.

This has been accomplished by equipping a number of

interurban trailer cars with control equipment on one

end, through power cables and one trolley, and coupling

these permanently to some of the larger four-motor city

cars. These trailers weigh 39,000 lb. and seat about

Speed of Metal Arc Welding," read by William Spra-
ragen of the University of Washington. He said that

it is desirable to be able to compute the rate at which'

arc welding could be accomplished, but there are so

many elements entering into the calculation that it is

difficult. For inside work 1.8 lb. of metal deposited per
hour is considered a reasonable rate, but when the

work is performed out of doors the average appears to

be about 1.2 lb. This decrease is no doubt due to the
cooling action of air currents.

The other papers were: "Automatic Arc Welding
Machines" by H. L. Unland, power and mining engineer-

ing department General Electric Company, and "Recent
Developments in Gas Cutting" by Stuart Plumley, the

Davis-Bournonville Company.
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When Appraisals Were Forgotten

SANDERSON & PORTER of New York have just

issued in pamphlet form an address entitled "Ap-
praisals and Rate Making," by Cecil F. Elmes of the

engineering staff of the firm, which was presented before

the fifteenth annual convention of the Illinois Gas Asso-

ciation, March 20, 1919, at Chicago, 111. The paper is

an able argument for the appreciation of the public

utility business as based economically upon the same
laws as privately conducted business.

Mr. Elmes opens his address by calling attention to

the automatic rate regulation of commodities by public

opinion during the war and immediately therafter, but

says that during this time there was no mention of the

word "appraisal" of a miUc company's plant even though
public sentiment, assisted by newspaper advertisement,

forced the price of milk in a given community to 22

cents for grade "A" and 17 cents for grade "B." He
notes that when we, the American people, started to

drop non-essentials one of the first to go overboard was
the appraisal, and it was dropped while we were making
rates on commodities vital to the national life. And in

general the work was well done and done with justice.

The rest of the address is devoted to an analysis of

rate making, the worth of service and the determination

of value and rate of return. The general purpose of

the address seems to be to show the similarity of the

public utility business to private business, and con-

"versely the similarity of so-called private business or

commercial ventures to public utilities. Basic commis-

sion and court decisions are called upon to substantiate

this analysis, and at the end Mr. Elmes indicates that

there is real progress in the comprehension of the eco-

nomics of public utility business.

To support some of his statements and arguments

Tsdth reference to questions of value Mr. Elmes gives

some very interesting data on the average cost of wheat,

iron, lead, cattle and sheep and the wages of carpenters

and masons, all in England, between the years 1260 and

1918 inclusive.

annually and acting through an executive board; (4)

financial support of such association by contributions

from all participating organizations on the basis of

membership; (5) a form of organization which will

permit expansion and development.

A large number of societies have indicated their will-

ingness to co-operate with the "founder societies" in

this movement.

Engineers to Hold Organizing

Conference

THE joint conference committee of the national

societies of civil, mining and metallurgical, me-

chanical and electrical engineers has issued a call for a

conference to be held in Washington June 3 and 4 for

the purpose of forming an organization of engineering

and allied technical associations. The purpose of such

organization will be to further the public welfare

wherever technical knowledge and engineering training

are involved and to consider matters of common con-

cern to the professions represented.

The plan of organization has been formulated by the

joint conference committee upon the following princi-

ples: (1) Non-interference with the inter-relations with

respect to technical matters, and the maintenance of

the autonomy, functions and operations of individual

organizations; (2) local affiliations of existing groups

of engineers in order to facilitate united action in local

questions of public welfare and other matters of com-
mon interest; (3) national association of engineering

organizations by means of a national council composed
of representatives widely chosen by local affiliations or

organizations and by national organizations, meeting

Purchasing Coal on Specification

THE Western Society of Engineers devoted a recent

meeting to the subject of coal purchase by specifica-

tion, with particular reference to the objections which
are made to this practice. Among many interesting

things brought out, the following are of particular

interest

:

In preparing specifications for coal to be purchased
on the B.t.u. test basis a maximum limit of the per-

centage of ash should be named on account of the dele-

terious effects of the ash on the coal. A penalty for the

ash content in the coal over the maximum should be
provided, heavy enough so that very little such coal

would be furnished. The penalty should be on a scale

that increases rapidly as the percentage of ash increases.

If the ash content is lower than the limit named in the

specifications the contractor should obtain an increased

price per ton, corresponding to the increased value of

the coal.

In writing proposals for coal to be purchased on a

B.t.u. basis, limits for the B.t.u. per pound should be

named far enough apart so there will be plenty of

opportunity for competitive bidding and yet the coal

will still be limited to the general quality desired.

Operators in general are not in favor of selling their

coal on the B.t.u. basis on account of their fear of the

terious effects of the ash on the coal. A penalty for the

samples for analysis is the most difficult part of the

entire operation. The fundamental principle governing

in this matter is that samples shall be so taken as to

be fairly representative of the entire lot of coal. The
latest bulletin on this subject is technical paper No. 133

published by the United States Bureau of Mines, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Taking up in more detail the objections of the coal

operators to the purchase of coal on a B.t.u. basis, the

following objections were noted:

1. That the contracts as drawn are not mutual.

2. That the terms of settlement are based on the

assumption that air samples taken are truly represent-

ative of the quality of the coal delivered, while the

operators do not consider this to be true.

3. That the contract so operates that the deductions

made for the delivery of coal below contract grade is

greater than the loss actually sustained, making such

deductions, therefore, a penalty instead of liquidated

damages.

4. That the plan offers an opportunity for graft and
"shake-downs" on the part of the buyer's representa-

tive, and the same opportunity for bribery and trickery

on the part of the contractor.

5. That the plan promotes and fosters unfair compe-

tition, which works to the detriment of both the buyer

.and the contractor.

The above objections were taken up in detail and dis-

cussed at the meeting, but space limitation prevents

more than the listing of the objections here.
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Association News
Waterloo, Cedar Falls & Northern Railway, members of

Mr. Henry's committee, assisted on May 6 in the

presentation of the electric railway companies' case.

Hearing Before I. C. C.

Mr. Henry Urges That Status of Electric Railways
Under Transportation Act Be Determined

—

Questionnaire to Be Sent Out

BEFORE attempting to interpret Section 422 of the

transportation act the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion feels that it must have more data with regard to

the freight carried by interurban electric lines. In

order to secure those data a questionnaire will be sent to

all companies. The committee on national relations of

the American Electric Railway Association has been
asked to prepare a draft of a questionnaire which will

give the commission full information on the subject.

The interpretation of the transportation act so far as

it applies to electric railways is a matter to which the

American Electric Railway Association, through its

Washington office, has been giving a great deal of

attention. On March 22 Charles L. Henry, chairman
of the committee on national affairs of the association,

requested an interpretation of the clause in the bill

which excludes from the operation of the law such inter-

urban electric railways as are "not engaged in the gen-

eral transportation of freight." A report of the first

hearing on this question was published on page 659 of

the issue of this paper for March 27. On May 6 another

hearing was granted to the committee by the commis-
sion. At this hearing the committee's views, as ex-

pressed by Mr. Henry, may be summarized as follows:

"The clause 'engaged in the general transportation of

freight' includes only such roads as have either direct or

indirect physical connection, interchange arrangements
and joint rates with connecting steam railroads and are

actually handling general freight traffic.

"It is to be understood, of course, that this definition

will not only include those that now are thus situated

but also those that may hereafter be thus situated and
qualified.

"This committee respectfully suggests that if the

commission will promulgate such a definition of the

clause 'engaged in the general transportation of freight'

as above outlined, or in such other words as the com-
mission deems best, the whole situation will be so

clarified that most of the interurban electric railways

of the country will be able to determine for themselves
whether or not they are amenable to the provisions of

amended Section 15 of the interstate commerce act.

"If there are a few companies that cannot so deter-

mine, they can make application to the commission for

a definition as covering their status, or the commission
may call upon them for facts that will enable the com-
mission to determine their specific case."

The commission did not feel justified in accepting the

interpretation suggested by the committee, and after

Mr. Henry had been questioned nearly an hour, it was
decided that it would be best to send out the question-

naire. The suggestion of the committee for the ques-

tionnaire will be drafted ^at once and submitted to the
commission.

In addition to Mr. Henry, Edwin C. Faber of the

Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Railway and C. D. Cass of the

Experience with Equipment During the

Severe Winter
SECRETARY E. B. Burritt, on behalf of the com-

mittee on equipment of the Engineering Association,

has sent out a questionnaire to electric railway com-
panies in the Northern States asking for information

regarding their experience during the recent severe

winter. It is desired especially to collect data for the

purpose of recommending improvements. The topics

covered by the questions include snow conditions and
removal, tracks and roadway, equipment for snow re-

moval, and equipment troubles with motors, armatures,

fields, gears, pinions, gear cases, axles and wheels.

There are also two questions on equipment tests.

Letter to the Editors

Infringement of Contactor Patents

Nachod Signal Company, Inc.

Louisville, Ky., April 24, 1920.

To the Editors

:

IN A recent issue of your paper you published an

article describing an overhead trolley contactor made
by an electric railway for its own use in connection

with the operation of a highway crossing signal. The
contactor described is substantially like the contactor

made by the Nachod Signal Company and covered by

United States patents, dated May 18, 1909, and May
9. 1911.

Electric railway managers should know that the manu-
facture of a patented article by the railway itself, even

for its ovra use, is illegal and constitutes infringement.

In some cases manufacturers hesitate to institute, suits

on account of the good will of the customer and because

the amounts involved are not large, but the duplication

of patented articles is manifestly unfair to those who
put their time, energy and resources into the develop-

ment of such devices, and it will retard their design

and manufacture. Carl P. Nachod, President.

Auto Traffic Increases

THE number of privately owned automobiles in

Kansas City, Mo., has increased from 10,000 in

1915 to over 30,000 in 1919. Approximately 75 per

cent of these are passenger cars, all of which at some
time or other during the day carry people about the

city at the expense of the street cars. In a check

made by the Committee of One Hundred of the Cham-
ber of Commerce on ten different heavily traveled

streets leading to the business section 4,677 private

cars, carrying 9,336 passengers, were counted coming
in between the hours of 7 and 9 a.m. and 6,231 carry-

ing 13,265 passengers were counted outbound be-

tween 4:30 and 7 p.m. The estimated loss from such
competition during the rush hours on these streets

alone is estimated at $1,700 per day. The total loss

due to all the private automobiles for twenty-four hours
per day would exceed this figure by more than 800
per day.
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Employees Reaffirm Plan
Kansas City Men Heartily in Favor of

Representative Plan of Co-operation
Installed a Year Ago

The "representation plan" of co-

operation by employees in the oper-

ation of the Kansas City (Mo.) Rail-

ways was readopted, with slight modi-
fications, by the employees, on April
5. This plan had been put into effect

April 1, 1919. It provides for com-
mittees of employees in each depart-

ment, and a central committee of rep-
resentatives from the department
groups, chiefly to handle matters af-

fecting relations of employer and em-
ployee. The members of the commit-
tees are elected on May 1.

An important element in the opera-
tion of the "representation plan" is

that the various committees are not
arbitrators, but advocates of the em-
ployee with a grievance. The com,-

mittee investigates the case; and if

such case has merit, the committee ap-
pears before the officials of the com-
pany, or before higher committees, to

urge the cause of the complainant,
and to assist him in gathering his

evidence and testimony.
Matters which cannot be adjusted by

the division or department committee,
or by the central committee, get finally

into a board of arbitration, composed
as follows: One man selected by the
employees' branch of the central com-
mittee, one man selected by the em-
ployer's branch of the central com-
mittee, and three men so far as possible
representing the public interest, se-

lected by these two.
In cases of discipline or discharge,

the committees function as follows:
1. Employee applies to the employee

members of his division committee.
2. Division committee confers with divi-

sion superintendent or general foreman.
3. Division committee may appeal to

superintendent of transportation or
department head.

4. Division committee may then appeal
to the general manager.

5. An appeal may be taken from the
general manager to the president of
the company.

6. The case may then be referred to the
general committee.

7. The next appeal rests with the central
committee.

8. The board of arbitration is the court
of last resort.

On all other matters, the functioning
is as follows:

1. Division committee takes up case.
2. Appeal taken to general committee.
Z. Appeal taken to central committee.
4. Arbitration.

notification of Franklin T. Griffith,

president, recently that the company
desired that the present wage scale be
terminated on April 30. The new pay
would mean an increase of 8 cents an
hour for motormen and conductors.

According to Mr. Griffith, the com-
pany cannot consider any increase in

wages. Mr. Griffith states that the

present wage scale in Portland is one
of the highest in any city of the coun-
try. Under it the company is running
behind more than $1,000,000 a year.

The existing scale was arrived at last

fall, after a prolonged hearing before
an arbitration board, the employees
securing a slight increase at that time.

When the agreement was entered into,

however, it was provided that either

side could negotiate to change the
agreement at the end of any six-month
period by filing notification of such
desire thirty days before such date.

About a month ago Mr. Griffith took
advantage of this clause, and announced
the desire of the, company of which he
is the operating head to terminate the
agreement.

$10,000,000 Expenditures Being Held Up
Inability of City and Company to Get Together Becoming Very

Serious at Pittsburgh

A. W. Thompson, president of the Philadelphia Company, the holding com-
pany for the Pittsburgh Railways, said in an interview with the resident cor-

respondent of the Electric Railway Journal in Pittsburgh that all that has
been accomplished after more than a year's work and the expenditure of $500,000
in valuing the local railway under the direction of the Public Service Commission
bids fair to be lost or of no avail unless good judgment is used now. As far
as Pittsburgh itself is concerned Mr. Thompson said it was well to kteep be-

fore the people, more particularly the business men, the real question in con-
nection with the railway problem and what is to the best interests of the
public. Mr. Thompson regards the public as the people who ride on the cars,

the employees who operate the cars and every one who invests in traction

securities. Mr. Thompson said:

Company Would Terminate
Labor Agreement

The employees of the Portland Rail-

way, Light & Power Company, Port-
land, Ore., have asked an increase to

66 cents an hour, in reply to formal

WHAT the "car rider" wants is good
service for a reasonable fare ; if he
gets that he is satisfied. The em-

ployee desires and should have a fair rate
of wage commensurate with the work he
does and the time required to perform that
work. The investor desires and should be
assured of a reasonable return on the
money he has invested. '

Investors Driven Away
If the security holder, after investing

his money, finds that because of misman-
agement, unfair legislation and other rea-
sons which reduce the value of his secur-
ity, he has individually suffered an unfair
loss, having suffered that loss he is not
likely to invest again in such securities

;

and if this number is large the result is

the destruction of the company's credit.
Much has been said by the city and the

traction company in regard to the matter
of valuation of the Pittsburgh Railways
properties. Valuation means little to the
car rider except as it is reflected in the
fare he must pay. Valuation means much
to the investor because of the recognized
amount of property behind his investment.
The difficulty of serving the people and at
the same time paying a reasonable return
to the investor is more imaginary than
real, as it is to the advantage of both to
have a well-operated and prosperous prop-
erty of any kind.

$4,200,000 FOR Fixed Charges
The present fixed charges are $4,200,000,

nearly $1,000,000 more than has been pub-
licly stated by a representative of the
city. If the valuation as handed down
helps the credit of the railways and makes
possible financing estimated to be $10,000,-
000. to be applied to rehabilitating the
railway, then such a decision undoubtedly
works to the advantage of Pittsburgh. Based
on the value of the nickel today, the 11-
cent fare has less purchasing power than
the 5 -cent fare had six or seven years ago.

Past experience indicates to every one that
only through co-operation and confidence
between the various interests, particularly
between the city officials and the traction
company officials, will the best results be

got, and that controversies resulting in
hearings, suits, etc., too frequently involv-
ing a discussion of technicalities of the law
and a demand for each point by both sides,
with no spirit of give and take, terminate
in long-drawn-out arguments, during which
time the public suffers. Is it not reason-
able to expect that, having gone through
a procedure of valuation and arguments
before the Public Service Commission, and
that body having come to a decision, it

is time to make a start toward bringing
about something constructive and not have
the situation turn into one of appeals, ar-
guments, etc. ?

More than $500,000 has been expended
for the purpose of finding out the fair
value of the traction properties, and now
with the decision of the Public Service Com-
mission at hand, is there to be further
delay and discussion, some of which it

seems fair to prophesy will be idle? Had
it been possible for all interests to have
agreed in the beginning, $500,000 spent for
hire of engineers and statisticians could
have been invested in new cars.

Reorganization Imperative
If it is possible to bring about a re-

organization of the finances, working out
a return on investment which will cover
a period of years, bringing about improve-
ments which are sadly needed and stabil-
izing the industry, then and only then can
Pittsburgh look forward to a greater de-
velopment, greater industrial activity, which
can only result to the highest degree from
efficient and sufficient transportation.

Controversies in court and out have con-
tinued to the extent that the people are
tired of hearing about the traction problem.
The credit of the traction company is

becoming more impaired each day, if it

is not already wholly destroyed.
Expenditures ar'e necessary for improve-

ments, and money cannot be borrowed for
tliese improvements until this problem is

settled. It seems to me that the broad
question of what is best for Pittsburgh
should be immediately determined, so that
tlie proper service may be rendered by the
traction lines to the best interests of the
public, the city and the railway.
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Legislative Session Fairly Productive

Some Important New York Measures Failed, but Many Stabilizing

Bills Were Enacted

While the New York State Legislature of 1920, recently adjourned, has received

its usual annual baptism of criticism for the things it has omitted to do, for its

usual and to-be-expected shortcomings and for some spectacular stunts, and
while the defeat of the electric railway relief bills was indefensible, much
important general legislation of a permanent structural nature was enacted.

Sensible and desirable amendments were passed to the insurance, banking and
tax laws and measures were put through calculated to relieve existing conditions

of stress during the reconstruction period.

IN
the matter of legislation affecting

electrical interests it was particu-

larly liberal in the consideration of

measures reflecting every angle of the
situation. The Jenks measures provid-
ing relief for street surface lines and
the permissible establishment of a
service-at-cost-plus plan were defeated,
in the opinion of some observers,
more on account of the lateness of the
time at which they were introduced
than on account of the desire of the
Legislature not to afford remedial
legislation.

Office Created, but No
Appropriation

The Senate bill providing for the
appointment by the Public Service
Commission of the First District of at
least one and by the Public Service
Commission of the Second District of
at least two accident inspectors at
salaries to be fixed by the commission
passed both houses and is in the hands
of the Governor. The Legislature,
however, failed to provide any appro-
priation to pay the said accident in-

spectors, so that in the event of their
appointment they will be obliged to
work for nothing until another Legisla-
ture can appropriate for their salaries.

Senate bill No. 1352 passed the
Senate but died in the Assembly. It
amended the public service commissions
law by providing that if after a hear-
ing on complaint alleging violation
of Section 26, relating to safe and
adequate service and just and reason-
able charges by street railway com-
panies, or upon consideration of facts
admitted in writing by a carrier the
Public Service Commission shall de-
termine that any party complainant is

entitled to reparation the commission
shall make an order directing the
carrier to pay such sum.

Rate Suspension Measure
Killed

The Senate bill which allowed the
Public Service Commission to suspend
rates of steam, telegraph or telephone
corporations for not to exceed 120 days
pending a hearing passed the Senate,
but died in the Assembly. The effect-
iveness of this measure was killed by
the subtle amendments made at the

,
request of the telephone people against
whom the bill was originally directed
who against their will dragged in the
telegraph and steam corporations.
Had the measure prevailed it would
have formed an opening wedge to
similar amendments to the law in

reference to the suspension of street

railway rates under similar conditions.

The Legislature passed and the

Governor signed Senate Print No. 357
(chapter 275 of the laws of 1920)
providing for compulsory arbitration

of civil agreements. Much confusion
has arisen in reference to the applica-

tion of this measure, there having also

been before the Legislature Assembly
Print No. 1662, which provided for
compulsory contracts between public
service corporations and their em-
ployees. This measure, modeled some-
what after the Kansas statute, never
had a chance of passage, but the press
and many members of the Legislature
were of the' opinion that the latter was
the bill which was passed. The meas-
ure which was enacted is of vital in-

terest to corporations and business
people in general. It is intended to

afford a short cut in the legal pro-
cedure necessary to bring about the
settlement of all agreements that are
in dispute.

Senate Print No. 761 amended the
civil code providing that in an action
wherein the validity of a rate or
charge made by a public service cor-

poration is involved the municipality
granting the franchise shall be a
necessary party to the action, except
where a corporation furnishes service
throughout the state or in more than
two municipalities. This measure
passed the Senate but died in the
Assembly.

Railway Investigation Bill Dead

Assembly Print No. 303, appropri-
ating $50,000 to investigate the con-

dition of traction companies of the
State and determine whether or not
the fare now authorized is sufficient,

just and reasonable, died in the ways
and means committee of the Assembly.

Senate Print No. 434 and Assembly
Print No. 458, two different measures
introduced by Senator Walker and
Assemblyman Donohue, Democratic
minority leaders in the Senate and
Assembly, respectively, providing for

municipal ownership of public utilities,

both died in committee. There was no
politics in their death, however, as

Senate Print No. 1305, the Republican
public utilities measure, met with a
similar fate.

Senate Print No. 426 (Mayor Hy-
lan's municipal bus line measure) after

being given the honor of a public

hearing at which the Senate cities com-
mittee was subjected to the same
stereotyped tirade the Mayor had pre-

viously delivered to the Assembly
judiciary committee on the Jenks
electric railway measures, was never
reported for a vote.

A most important measure. Senate
Print No. 1019, introduced by George
F. Thompson of Niagara County and
public service commission investigation

fame, was calculated to relieve street

railway corporations from keeping in

repair any portion of the street except
a space 6 in. on each side of each rail

instead of the space between the rails

and 2 ft. outside as at present. The
railways asserted that the present law
is a relic of the days of the horse-
drawn vehicles; that they were never
consulted when a municipality wished
to repave a street, and that if relieved

from the present burden many new
cars could be bought and the service

materially improved. The measure
was opposed by Corporation Counsel
Andrews of the city of Albany and the
Mayors' Conference. It was never
reported out of committee.
The Legislature has been exceedingly

fair in its amendments to existing tax
laws clarifying conflicting sections and
relieving corporations from the pay-
ment of double income and other taxes
and passing a measure which is before
the Governor repealing the tax on in-

tangible assets.

Council Directs Preparation of

Service-at-Cost Grant
The Mayor and the Corporation

Counsel of Rochester, N. Y., were
directed by a unanimous vote of the

Common Council on the evening of

May 4 to negotiate and prepare a
service-at-cost contract with the New
York State Railways. The Council
specified that the contract be drawn as

outlined by the Mayor in his com-
munication of April 27 and then sub-

mitted to the Council and executed by
the Mayor when directed by that body
to do so. The report of the law
committee on which the Council's action

was based is particular to call atten-

tion to the fact that the cost is to

include as one item a fair return on
property actually used and useful in

giving service. This fair return is to

have no reference to the company's
capitalization, to the amount of money
taken in or to the amount of money
spent for other items of the cost of

operation. Compensation for the use
of the property involved in giving
service is to be just as much an item
of cost as compensation for the labor

used.

Preparing Bill to Create Chicago
Transportation District

At a meeting on April 23 of the Chi-

cago Traction Commission, which is

considering the Thompson plan for

transportation, announcement was
made of the synopsis of the proposed

bill for establishment of the Chicago
Transportation District. Th s matter

will be taken up by the State Legisla-

ture next year, and it is intended to
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ask for the establishment of a special

taxing district comprising the city of

Chicago and possibly some outlying ter-

ritory where local transportation is to

be furnished for a 5-cent fare. The bill

would exempt this district from con-
trol of the State Utilities Commission
and give the five trustees power to pur-
chase, condemn, build, maintain and
operate surface lines, elevated railways,
subways and monorail systems.

May Assist in Track Renewal
New Ohio Law Provides That City Can

Do Work and Railway Repay in

Ten Installments

Through an amendment to the gen-

eral code known as Senate Bill No. 211,

the General Assembly of the State of

Ohio has made it possible for a mu-
nicipality to finance the renewal, repair

or reconstruction of the track of an
electric railway at the time the street

is paved, the cost being subsequently

assessed against the company in ten

equal annual installments plus 6 per
cent interest. It is understood that the
Pennsylvania-Ohio Electric Company,
Youngstown, will reconstruct about
$500,000 of track this year on this plan.

The bill recently signed by Governor
Cox provides that a City Council may
by ordinance order a railway to renew,
replace or reconstruct its track and
roadbed at the time the street is torn
up for paving or resurfacing. H the

company is dissatisfied with the ordi-

nance, provision is made that within ten
days after its passage the company
may file a complaint or appeal to the

Public Utilities Commission. The com-
mission is thereafter charged with the
duty of hearing and determining the
case within thirty days, either approv-
ing, modifjmig or reversing the ac-

tion of the local Council. If the rail-

way then fails to notify the local coun-
cil in writing that it will do the indi-

cated construction work directed by the
commission, or if without appeal, by
the City Council, then it is provided
that the Council may by ordinance au-
thorize the receiving of bids and a
contract for furnishing the necessary
material, and labor to make such re-

newal or reconstruction of the track
and roadbed itself. In this case it is

understood the company may bid and
get the contract on a competitive basis.

Having done this work, the code pro-
vides that the Council shall by ordi-

nance assess the entire cost of the labor
and material required for the work
against the railway, and upon failure

of the latter to pay the assessment in

cash it becomes a lien upon all of the
property of the company located with-
in the city. This assessing ordinance
must provide for the payment of the
assessments in ten equal annual in-

stallments with interest until paid and
not to exceed 6 per cent per annum;
provided, however, that the company
shall not be liable for any installment
of the assessment falling due after the
expiration of the company's franchise
unless the use of the track is continued.

Detroit Scene Shifted
Court Called Upon to Fix Company's Rights—Trustee Seeks to

Prevent Municipal Bond Issue

The City Council of Detroit, Mich., has indicated its willingness to stand back
of the Mayor and the Street Railway Commission in their program for street
railway extensions, and if the Mayor's policy is carried out, no more Jines will
be built in the city by the Detroit United Railway. The Council'.s attitude in
the matter became evident when a majority of the CouncJmen voted to instruct
the Street Railway Commission to construct a line on Harper Avenue from
Gratiot Avenue to Van Dyke Avenue, disregarding the fact that the Detroit
United Railway had previously been granted permission to build the same line.

maintains that the case should not be
heard in the federal court, as no fed-
era] question is involved. He also
pointed out that the Supreme Court
has ruled on similar cases that a muni-
cipality had the right to order the rail-
way off the streets upon the expiration
of ccntrolling franchises.
The Detroit United Railway and the

city are now involved in four suits in
the courts. The two cases in the fed-
eral court, one by the Detroit United
Railway and the other by Lhe New York
Trust Company, involve practically the
same points. It is asked that the mu-
nicipal street railway ordinance be de-
clared void and invalid, and that the
city be enjoined from proceeding under
Its authority. The third case filed in
the Circuit Court by E. J. Burdick
general manager of the railway in-
volves the legality of the form of bal-
lots used in the election on the city
street car ordinance. The fourth suit
was instigated by the Corporation
Counsel to commence ouster proceed-
ings against lines on which the fran-
chises have expired.

A PRIVATE right-of-way on the

north side of Harper Avenue is

owned by the Detroit United
Railway and about two yeart; ago the

company was authorized to construct a
double-track line in the center of the

street, and the company in turn agreed
to pave between the tracks when the

city was ready to pave the remainder
of the street. The company now claims

a right-of-way in the center of the

sti-eet. The Mayor also proposes to

build one of the municipal extensions
authorized by the voters on April 5,

when the $15,000,000 bond issue was
approved, along the Harper Avenue
route.

Mayor Would End Company's
Privilege

Mayor Couzens will ask the Council
to rescind the Council resolutions which
give the Detroit United Railway per-

mission to build extensions, except in

the case of the Twelfth Street line,

where all preparations have been made
for laying the tracks. These lines, in-

cluding the Harper, St. Jean, Shoe-
maker, West Warren and McGraw ex-

tensions, will probably be built by the
city.

This present plan was favored by
several of the councilmen last year, but
at that time did not receive the Mayor's
support. The Council wanted to con-
struct the new lines and make replace-

ments on the existing lines with the
ultimate result that all lines would be-
long to the city.

Opposition to the city activities on
the Harper and other lines where agree-
ments have been made with the Detroit
United Railway will be made by the
company. The plan on the part of the
city to stop work on extensions where
the Detroit United Railway has already
started work will probably result in

delay from controversy over compen-
sation to be allowed the company for
work already done.

Injunction Holding Bond Issue

Bonds for financing the proposed city
car lines are being held up by the in-

junction proceedings in the federal
court instituted by the Detroit United
Railway and the New York Trust Com-
pany, but the Street Railway Commis-
sion is proceeding -with the plans for
the work. Corporation Counsel Clar-
ence E. Wilcox has made a motion be-
fore Federal Judge Tuttle to dismiss
the company's suit for an injunction,
and May 10 has been set as the date
for hearing on the motion. Mr. Wilcox

Staten Island Strike Settled
The strike of trainmen employed by

the Richmond Light & Railroad Com-
pany on Staten Island was settled on
the evening of May 5 and arrangements
made to resume service on the momins
of May 6. Public Service Commissioner
Lewis Nixon drew an order permitting
8 cents to be charged as a single fare
and decreeing that the company shall
place on sale tickets in strips of ten
to be sold to passengers at 75 cents for
ten. Fares for school children were re-
duced from 4 to 3 cents by the order of
Mr. Nixon.

The strike was declared on April 27.
Under the settlement the men will get
50, 55 and 60 cents an hour, dependent
upon length of service, instead of
40, 42i and 45 cents. Their original de-
mands were for from 65 to 70 cents.
The settlement of the strike came after
conferences between representatives of
the men and Captain Kuhn. who was ap-
pointed receiver by Federal Judge E. L.
Garvin, and between Captain Kuhn and
Comip.ssioner Nixon. Judge Thomas L
Chat field concurred in the terms of the
settlement, it was stated, and author-
ized the receiver to resume operation of
the road. An order has also been issued
by the court permitting the receiver to
proceed unmolested in the discharge of
his duties and in the operation of the
road.
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Legislative Session Apparently Disastrous restricted except for such regulations

as the cities and towns are empowered

Opinion Prevails That Rhode Island Company Cannot Be Reorganized *^° ^"^p^.^^-

Under Legislative Relief Extended °"^"^*" ^'^^^^^

Two of the acts most desired by the underlying traction interests in Rhode

Island were strangled by the Senate judiciary committee in the final hours of the

legislative session on April 28. The five other measures passed by the General

Assembly were signed and became laws May 5. Two acts, one declaring jitneys

and buses common carriers after July 1, and placing them under the control

and regulation of the Public Utilities Commission, and the other authorizing

towns to contribute to the cost of service, passed the House, but were held up

by the Senate judiciary committee, which refused to report them after one of the

most bitter fights ever waged in the Rhode Island Legislature.

THE traction people and the street

car men's union were opposed by

the jitney and bus interests, and

the latter won their fight on the jitney

act. The same fight was made on the

act permitting towns to subsidize the

electric railways for service rendered,

with the additional influence of their

respective Senators, who were opposed

to allowing this burden to fall upon

their constituents.

Railway Charter Amended

An act passed by the Assembly and

signed by the Governor amends the

charter of the United Electric Railways

which places the government of the

corporation in the hands of a board of

directors of nine; five elected by the

stockholders, one appointed by the

trustee under any general or refund-

ing mortgage, two appointed by the

Governor with the advice and consent

of the Senate, and one appointed by

the Mayor of the city of Providence.

It also requires that the United Elec-

tric Railways shall be required to take

over and operate all of the properties

of the Rhode Island Company, unless

otherwise agreed by the Attorney-Gen-

eral of the State. It is also provided

that the company shall first pay in

$1,000,000 in cash to be used in rehabil-

itating the properties. The act limits

the indebtedness of the United Electric

to $22,000,000 and provides that all

stock or bond issues must first be ap-

proved by the Public Utilities Commis-
sion. Dividends under the act are

limited to 6 per cent on the common
stock in any one year, but in the case

of a lower dividend in one year the

deficiency may be paid the following

or subsequent years.

Company Has Not Acted

Another act passed and signed places

the primary control of the United Elec-

tric in the City Councils of the cities

and the Town Councils in the towns,

but gives the company the right of ap-

peal to the Utilities Commission for

modification of any ordinances claimed

to be unjust or unreasonable. Other

acts relieve the company from fran-

chise taxes and paving obligations, and
provide an increased appropriation of

$10,000 for the utilities board for cler-

ical assistance to handle the additional

work under the jitney act, which did

not become a law.

Up to the present time nothing has

been done to take advantage of the

electric railway legislation passed, and

doubts are expressed in some quarters
as to whether or not the United Trac-
tion and the Rhode Island Suburban
stockholders and bondholders will avail

themselves of the new laws.

It has been said by men in close

touch with the situation that it ap-
peared improbable that the Rhode
Island Company could be reorganized
under the relief given, and that the
lopping oflF of several of the non-paying
lines seemed a certainty. It is known
that the receivers of the Rhode Island
Company, at the present time, have
under serious consideration the cutting
off of certain non-paying suburban
lines.

Representatives of the stockholders
say that it is impossible to keep the
present trolley system intact with the
jitneys and buses allowed to run un-

with regard to the
future of the traction properties is

expected at a meeting to be held in

the near future. There is said to be a
possibility that the United Electric

Railways will not accept its charter
as amended because of the provision
which requires it to take over all of the

properties. If any plan of reorgan-
ization is decided upon, it will be only

upon the condition that the lines held

by the New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford Railroad be left out.

There is talk of a special session of

the Legislature to take up again the

question of jitney and bus regulation.

The realization of such a move is only
problematical at the best, in view of the
present temperament of the Senate.

There is another hitch that has not
yet been discovered, or if it has noth-

ing has been said about it. The Gov-
ernor is required to appoint two mem-
bers of the board of directors of the
United Electric Railways, under its

amended charter, "with the advice and
consent of the Senate." This the Gov-
ernor did not do and the Assembly has
ended its session. No provision is made
in the act to allow him to appoint these

two members when the Senate is not
in session. Consequently, he cannot
act.

Three New York Cities Tied Up by Strike

Men in Rochester, Syracuse and Utica Return Under Pressure from
Union Officers and a Thoroughly Aroused Public

After having repudiated its agreement with the New York State Railways to

arbitrate all differences by walking out on a strike which lasted three days.

Division 282 of the Amalgamated Association at Rochester, N. Y., finally voted,

on Monday evening, May 3, to return to work on the morning of May 4. This
ended a strike which had been opposed by the international union and which
violated the principle of arbitration, a plank of the international. By their

action, the railway employees incurred the disfavor of public opinion and the

suspicion of their international officers. The probabilities are they will receive

not one cent more than the offer the railway first made to them.

A'
CLAUSE in the agreement be-

tween the employees and the

company calls for arbitration of

all differences. On this account it was
not expected there would be a strike.

The new agreement was to go into

effect on May 1. The company had
offered an advance of 10 cents an hour.
This would mean 55 cents an hour, the
former scale having been 45 cents. The
employees, however, demanded a flat

increase amounting to a new scale of 85
cents an hour and an eight-hour day.

At a meeting early Saturday morn-
ing, before dawn, the employees not

only refused the company's offer, but,

despite the pleadings of their local

union officers and international officers,

refused to arbitrate and voted to walk
out immediately.

The meeting, it is said, was domi-

nated by a radical minority; President

James F. Hamilton, of the New York
State Railways, also expressed that be-

lief, and James Largay, Utica, the in-

ternational vice-president, believed that

that was the cause for the three-day

strike. Nevertheless, no employee, nor
group of employees, attempted to de-

feat the attempts of the "radical mi-
nority." It was not until William D.
Mahon, international president of the
Amalgamated Association, told the men,
on the night of May 3, that unless they
voted to return to work immediately
they would have their charter taken
away that the employees voted to re-

turn to work. David Archbald, presi-
dent of the local division, also declared
that unless the men returned he would
resign.

During the three days of the strike,

industrial operations were considerably
hampered and the public was greatly
inconvenienced and had to rely on the
"jitney," which reaped a harvest.
Nevertheless, it is doubtful if any other
labor situation in this city has brought
about more bitter public opinion against
the employees. Newspapers and indi-

viduals are almost unanimous in de-

nouncing the action of the Amalga-
mated Association in violating the prin-

ciple of arbitration.
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About 1,460 members of the Amal-
gamated Association, employees of the

New York State Railways, in Syracuse

and in Utica also declared a strike at

meetings on the morning of May 2.

Owen Lynch, president, and John Dro-
han, business agent of the Syracuse
local, pleaded with the men to avoid a

walkout, but they would not heed their

advice. When Business Agent P. T.

Noon, Utica, announced before the

Utica meeting that the Syracuse men
had left their jobs, the Utica employees
immediately voted to join them with-

out a dissenting voice.

Offer of Settlement Made

James F. Hamilton, president, and
B. E. Tilton, vice-president of the New
York State Railways, made an offer

to the Syracuse and Utica strikers the

same as that made in Rochester. The
men had a choice of the following

propositions

:

ilotormen and conductors to receive 5
cents an hour increase, effective May 1,

1920, and arbitrate hours and wages.
Hour clause to read : Worliing day to be

on a basis of nine hours, with leeway of one-
half hour to complete schedules, with 5
cents an hour Increase, effective May 1,

1920, and arbitrate wages.
Wages of motormen and conductors

effective May 1, 1920, to be 51 cents an hour
first th'^ee months, 53 cents an hour next
nine months, and 55 cents thereafter on
city lines ; 57 cents flat an hour on inter-
urban lines and 60i cents an hour on the
Oneida lines between Syracuse and Utica.
Men to accept whatever hours they wish in
the different localities (thus an increase of
pay of 10 cents an hour or 22 per cent).

The wages of the men previous to

the strike were 41 cents for the first

three months, 43 cents for the next
nine and 45 cents thereafter.

The Utica men insist on an eight-

hour day and a six-day week. The
Syracuse men met Monday night fol-

lowing the settlement of the Rochester

strike, but failed to reach an agree-

ment and adjourned the meeting until

the morning of May 5.

Syracuse and Utica Service Restored

Service in Syracuse was resumed on
the morning of May 5 and in Utica on
May 6. The men there will also abide

by arbitration. Mr. Mahon addressed
the meeting in Utica on May 5. He
warned the strikers that the organiza-
tion charter would be taken away if

they did not live up to their contract
with the company made two years ago
to arbitrate differences. Mr. Mahon
also addressed the Syracuse men the
same day, but they contended that
arbitration would do no good as the
fare in Syracuse must be raised to

afford the company sufficient revenue
to meet the wage demands. They were
inclined to the belief that a strike was
perhaps the best means of provoking
a boost in fares. Mr. Mahon's second
attempt was successful. A board of
nine arbitrators will be chosen, three
each representing the Amalgamated
locals, the company and distinterested
parties.

There are 610 men in the Utica local
and 850 in the Syracuse branch. No
cars were operated by the company in
either city during the strike.

Pittsburgh Strike Postponed
Problem Up to City of Making Good on Promises to Employees-

Early Statement of City Plan Expected
Acting upon the recommendations of

their wage scale committee, the 3,000

trainmen of the Pittsburgh (Pa.) Rail-

ways have decided to postpone their

contemplated strike action for at least

thirty days. Mayor E. V. Babcock and
the City Council entered into the
negotiations between the trainmen and
the receivers for the Pittsburgh Rail-

ways on April 27. The Mayor prom-
ised the men that if they would post-

pone their strike action he would evolve

a plan which would enable the receivers

to give them a material wage increase.

The men are demanding a 75 per cent
advance, or a maximum hourly pay of

91 cents.

May Discard Previous Studies

The issue that is before the Mayor and
the City Council is whether the mu-
nicipal authorities of Pittsburgh will

now discard the results of more than
three years of intensive studies of the
city's railway transportation system
and compromise for the sake of po-
litical expediency the issues of in-

creased wages. To do this would result
in forfeiting the benefits of the valu-
ation recently concluded, in preventing
the building up of credit which is ab-
solutely necessary to rehabilitate the
traction companies, and in a repudia-
tion of the reports and findings of the
city's own experts.

Following the prosecution of a series

of complaints filed by the city of Pitts-

burgh, the Public Service Commission
rendered a decision in March, based
upon a report of a valuation board
composed of representatives of the city,

company and the commission. This
report was unanimous with respect to
the fixing of an operating budget for
the years 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923 and
1924, including a definite rehabilitation
program for such period, and an agree-
ment that the value of the property was
not less than $48,000,000, on which a 7
per cent return was reasonable.
The receivers of the company there-

upon prepared their 1920 budget to con-
form with the Public Service Commis-
sion's findings. This program was such
as more than to exhaust any balance
remaining after meeting bare operating
costs, taxes and the 7 per cent return
on the agreed to value of "not less than
$48,000,000."

Demands Made Last Month

In April the motormen and conduct-
ors presented demands for an eight-
hour day, revised working conditions
and a wage rate of 91 cents an hour
as a maximum, the total increased
labor costs from which would agggre-
gate about $7,000,000 a year.
The receivers of the company notified

the wage committee of the men and
later the municipal authorities that
they had granted a 10 per cent in-
crease in wages, effective on April 1,

1920, but that it was impossible to meet

the new demands for further increases.

The Mayor and the Councilmen then
met with the employees and stated they
would endeavor to secure an increase
in wages if possible without a fare in-

crease, or, if found necessary, vnth
such an increase.

The problem is thus squarely up to

the city. Through its complaint pro-
ceedings, it brought forward the bud-
get, the rehabilitation program and the
least amount as a fair valuation. Now
with that determined and with a lack
of funds to carry out the requirements
of the same for 1920, the city cannot
evade the issue of recommending what
it considers an appropriate wage and
at the same time approving a rate of
fare and the elimination of municipal
charges to secure the revenue to meet
the budget deficit.

For the purpose of putting into effect
its pledge to find a way to increase
wages, in return for which pledge the
members of Division 85, Amalgamated
Association, deferred for thirty days
the taking of a strike vote, the city
through C. K. Robinson, special city
counsel, in charge of traction litiga-
tion for the city, asked Receivers C. A.
Fagan, W. D. George and S. L. Tone
of the Pittsburgh Railways for a de-
tailed financial statement of the com-
pany. This, it is expected, will include
the annual budget the receivers made
up, with detailed explanations of pro-
posed expenditures. The receivers
agreed to furnish this. Means of pro-
viding the wage increase without in-
creasing street car fares, mentioned
May 5, are:

To reduce the volume of track repair
and other maintenance provided for in the
budget and pay the money to the men.
To abandon the plan of the receivers to

purchase 150 new cars (expected to cost
between $1,500,000 and $1,750,000), and
meaning no increase in fares for Pittsburgh.
To make the entire city a 7 J -cent fare

zone, and increase the fares to those livins
outside the city.

After a study of the receivers' state-

ment of the financial condition of the
company, the Mayor and the Council
are expected, probably early next week,
to meet with the receivers and outline
the city's plan. In preparation of this
plan, the Mayor and the members of
the Council were to meet on May 7 in
the Mayor's office.

Sidetracked by the crisis over the
carmen's wages, plans of the city to
work out with the receivers a service-
at-cost plan for operating the Pitts-
burgh Railways will be taken up later.
At the same time an effort will be made
to reach an agreement on a fair valu-
ation of the railways company, to
supersede the valuation placed on the
properties by the Public Ser\ice Com-
mission.

Following instructions of the Mayor
and the Council to protect the city's
interests, in case a valuation cannot be
agreed upon, counsel for the city on
May 5 filed in the Superior Court an
appeal from the Public Service Com-
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mission's refusal to grant it a rehear-

ing on the valuation decision. Ihe ap-

peal to the Superior Court even if set

^head, cannot be argued before fall.

The city authorities proved them-

selves unequal to the occasion last

^ar, when during the noting attend-

ing the railway strike the property of

the Pittsburgh Railways suffered dam-

ages to the extent of $250,000, not to

speak of the great loss in revenue.

Mavor Babcock was severely censured

by the citizens for his inability to pre-

vent the rioting.
^ ^ „

Postponement of the strike for a

period of thirty days does not mean

that all danger of one is over. There

are those who believe a strike on June

1 is probable, because by the scheme

that Mayor Babcock contemplates he

will be unable to realize sufficient

money to give the men more than a

10 per cent wage increase. The men

say they will not be satisfied with that.

Good Service Paramount

Mayor Peters of Boston Opposes In-

creased Wages to Carmen on

Elevated System

Mayor Peters has urged the Boston

(Mass.) Elevated Railway to refuse

the demands of the men for increased

wages. His appeal is very unusual.

It was made to the general counsel for

the company, who is one of the arbi-

ters in the present wage dispute, ihe

Mayor said in part:

In comparing wages and wording

conditions of city employees with those

of the trainmen the Mayor says that

to give the trainmen a higher salary

than the police and firemen is not only

unwarranted but would work an injus-

tice to certain municipal employees.

He holds that the men should not re-

ceive any additional compensation un-

til they have shown themselves worth

more by causing the elevated to show

an increased earning capacity, ihey

have it in their power to do this

through improved service to the public.

According to the Mayor it is no longer

possible to shut our eyes to the fact

that public service employees should en-

force their rights only as far as they

do not conflict with or encroach upon

the greater rights of the public.

James H. Vahey, the arbiter of the

men on the board, issued on his own

account a summons to compel the at-

tendance of Mayor Peters and to sub-

mit to cross-examination before the

arbitration board. Instead, the Mayor

sent his corporation counsel, who ques-

tioned the legality of the summons

when signed only by a single member.

Mr. Doherty, the presiding arbiter,

ruled that there was no necessity for

summoning the Mayor. If needed

later, he could be asked to appear.

Tension Lessened in Cleveland

At a conference between Mayor

Fitzgerald of Cleveland, Ohio, and

officers of the local branch of the

Amalgamated, during a special meet-

ing of the City Council on May 5, an

agreement was reached to submit the

demand of the employees of the Cleve-

land Railway for an eight-hour day to

a special committee of Council. At the

same time the officers stated they would

call off the strike, scheduled for the

following day, and ask the men to vote

again on the offer of J. J. Stanley,

president of the company.

Under this offer the wage scale

would be as follows: 70 cents an hour

for the first three months; 73 cents

for the next nine months and 75 cents

for all who have been in the service

more than one year. This amounts to

an increase of 25 per cent over the bid

scale; 50 per cent over what the men
were deceiving a year ago and 140 per

cent over the figures of five years ago.

According to late estimates made by

the United States Department of La-

bor, the cost of living in Cleveland has

increased 95.05 per cent during the

past five years.

Mr. Stanley said he had probably

offered the men more than he had a

right to, in view of the fact that the

rate of fare under the service-at-cost

grant will probably have to be raised

in order to cover the additional wage
payment. The increase will aggregate

$1,500,000 annually.

It was stated that Mr. Stanley at

once began to commit to writing the

matters he feels that the committee

should take into consideration. The

special committee will consist of Coun-

cilmen Dittrick, Michell, Reynolds,

Hichcliffe, Finkle, Damm, Kadlecek

and Potter. With the exception of the

last three, the committee is composed

of members of the Council street rail-

way committee.

Successful Municipal Ownership

Vote.—An ordinance providing for the

purchase by the city of the property

of the Ashtabula (Ohio) Rapid Tran-

sit Company for $296,000 was carried

on referendum vote on April 27 by a

majority of twenty-one votes. The
property consists of 5.5 miles of line all

in Ashtabula.

Men at Trenton Want More.—The
employees of the Trenton & Mercer

County Traction Corporation, Trenton,

N. J., have petitioned the company for

an increase in wages. The operators

of the two-man cars are now being

paid 46, 48 and 50 cents an hour, while

the operators of the one-man cars re-

ceive 55 cents an hour. The company

is asked to grant whatever increase it

can afford. Union officials say that

many men will probably quit their posi-

tions and seek work elsewhere unless

wages are advanced.

Preparing for Scranton Arbitration.

—T. Frank Penman, Scranton, Pa.,

and John F. Reynolds, Carbondale, will

represent the Scranton Railway as

arbitrators in deciding a new agree-

ment with the employees, and Patrick

McLane, Scranton, and James H.

Vahey, Boston, will represent the men.
These four men will endeavor to de-

cide the issue and in event it is neces-

sary to select a fifth man the latter

will be selected by W. D. Mahon,
international president of the union,

and Van Horn Ely, head of the Ameri-
can Railways. The final disposition of

the matter is to be handed down within

fifteen days from the time the board
convenes.

Trenton Suburban Strike Unsettled.

—The New Jersey & Pennsylvania
Traction Company, Trenton, N. J., has
announced that employees who were
responsible for the strike will not be
reinstated to their former positions

when the strike is settled. Deputy
sheriffs of Mercer County are guarding
the Princeton division, where only one
car has been run during the strike.

Members of the State Constabulary of

Pennsylvania are patroling the lines

in that State. The railway has re-

fused the offer of Princeton students to

operate cars. Joseph R. Buchanan, of

the United State Department of Labor;
Sydney L. Wright, president of the

railway; Charles J. Fury, a government
mediator, and P. J. Shea, represent-

ing the strikers, conferred on May 3,

but no settlement was reached.

City Ownership Recommended.—The
Miami (Fla.) Traction Company is will-

ing to dispose of its holdings, including

tracks, etc., to the city of Miami. It

is reported that the company has set a
price of $150,000 on the property. Some
time ago Mayor Smith appointed a
committee to decide under what fran-
chise the company would resume oper-
ations. The committee held several

meetings, and a resolution was passed
advising that the city purchase the
tracks. At the present time jitneys

and buses are the public conveyances
'that operate in the city. The City
Council has so far failed to pass a
jitney ordinance that safeguards the
people. Two attempts have been made
along this line, but the courts decided
that the ordinance was unconstitutional,

so the jitney business is flourishing. It

is reported that the 5-cent jitney will

pass out and a 10-cent jitney take its

place.

Program of Meeting

Central Electric Railway Association

The summer meeting of the Central
Electric Railway Association will be
held at the Hotel Ottawa, Ottawa
Beach, Mich., on July 7, 8 and 9.
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Financial and Corporate

"Watered Stock" Claim False

Vice-President of Brooklyn City Rail-

road Denies Charge Made by City

Accountant

H. Hobart Porter, vice-president and
general manager of the Brooklyn (N.

Y.) City Eailroad, has characterized as

"wholly false" the recent statement

made at the traction investigation of

the Board of Estimate by Deputy Com-
missioner of Accounts Wood D. Lou-
doun, which was referred to briefly in

the issue of May 1. Mr. Porter also de-

clared that there was not a dollar of

"water" in the capitalization of the

company. In discussing Mr. Loudoun's
testimony, he said:

Mr. Loudoun's testimony must be mis-
takenly reported, for the accountants of
the city were allowed access to the books
of the railroad and had opportunity for a
full examination. These books show that
the Brooklyn City Company is capitalized
at $18,000,000, divided into $6,000,000
of bonds and $12,000,000 of stock. The
books show further that all of this except
a stock dividend of $750,000 in 1865 was
paid for by the bondholders and sharehold-
ers, dollar for dollar, at par. In 1894
$6,000,000 was paid in cash.
There is not one dollar "water" in the

capitalization of the company. In addi-
tion to this property, the company is oper-
ating 469 cars which belong to the Brook-
lyn Rapid Transit Company and which it

is claimed cost that company more than
$3,000,000 and for which the Brooklyn City
Railroad will pay the receiver of the Rapid
Transit Company a rental. The receiver
of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
further claims that the Brooklyn City
Company is indebted to the Rapid Transit
Company for additions and betterments
which cost more than $10,000,000.

Loudoun Statement False
Mr. Loudoun swore that the Brooklyn

City Railroad has accumulated more than
$300,000 for the purpose of paying a divi-
dend for the first quarter of 1920. This is

wholly false. The Brooklyn City Railroad
earned and paid large dividends prior to
1893 when its properties were leased to the
Brooklyn Heights Railroad. Prom 1893 to
July, 1919, dividends were paid by the
Brooklyn City Company out of a rental of
its properties paid by the Brooklyn Heights
Railroad. The lessee surrendered the prop-
erty and terminated the lease last October.
No dividend was paid for the quarter end-
ed Oct. 15, 1919. and no dividend has been
paid since and no dividend will be paid
during 1920 or for years to come unless
the company is relieved of its present situ-
ation. The company is not paying interest
on its full bonded debt of $6,000,000. A
little less than $2,000,000 of its first mort-
gage bonds are in a guarantee fund
claimed by the Brooklyn City Company
and on these bonds ,lt is not paying inter-
est. It will pay interest on a little more
than $4,000,000 of bonded debt, say $200,-
000 a year, a fraction over J. per cent upon
the money actually paid into the company
by its stockholders and bondholders, less
than two-thirds of 1 per cent upon the ap-
praised value of its own property. The
stock of the company which a year ago
sold at $16 for a share of the par value of
$10 sold within the last few days jit $4 per
share.
The first mortgage bonds which were

sold above par are now offered at 60 cents
on the dollar. This means that the se-
curities of the Brooklyn City Railroad
show a shrinkage of more than $16,000,000
in market values. To a mind of very or-
dinary intelligence these market values
would have disproved earning capacity or
the possibility of dividends.

At the hearing Mr. Loudoun testified

that the Brooklyn City Railroad had

received $35,968,314 in dividends in

corporate life and that in 1894 when it

increased its capital from $9,000,000 to

$12,000,000 it paid dividends at par
to all stockholders, although a number
of them have not paid in full for the

increased shares. If the company had
distributed dividends on a 6 per cent
basis there would now be a surplus of

$14,069,314.

Record Franchise Taxes
Increase in New Jersey Over Last
Year Nearly $1,000,000—Largest

Collections Ever

The largest amount of money ever
collected by the municipalities of New
Jersey for franchise taxes of public

an increase over last year of $934,410
or 31.2 per cent.

The nineteen electric railways of the
State are assessed to pay $1,064,303 or

27 per cent of the total tax. Last year
the electric railways paid a tax of

$960,910, or 32 per cent of the total.

This is the first levy to be made
at the maximum rate of 5 per cent
of the gross receipts as a result of the

passage of the 1917 law. Previous to

that year the assessment was at the
rate of 2 per cent of the gross receipts,

but in 1917 the Legislature enacted a
law by which the rate was increased by
1 per cent annually until a maximum of

5 per cent was reached. Utility com-
panies whose gross receipts are less

than $50,000 are not affected by this

law and still taxed 2 per cent of their

gross. Another reason for the increased
tax is the fact that in nearly all cases
the rates for services have (been
changed vnth the result that the gross
earnings of the companies have also

been materially increased. The tax
just levied is based on the gross re-

ceipts for the year ended Dec. 31, 1919.

Number
of

Companies
Total 254
Street railways 19
Water companies 110
Gas and electric companies 75
Telegraph and telephone companies. . . 33
District tel. messenger. 3
Sewer and pipe lines 17

Number
1919 of 1 920 Per Cent Increase
Tax Companies Tax in Tax Over 1919

$3,925,744 294 $2,991,334 31 2
1,064,303 29 960,910 10.8
224,924 114 168,974 32.8

1,970,813 100 1,416,029 39.0
625,572 35 429,249 45.5

4,632 3 3,495 32.4
35,500 16 12,674 180.0

utility corporations and others for the
use of the highways will be paid this

year as the result of the assessment just

concluded by the State Board of Taxes
and Assessments. The tax to be paid
by 254 corporations and three individ-

uals using the streets totals $3,925,744,

California Companies Report

The accompanying table shows the

number of companies and taxes paid,

together with the percentage increase

over the previous year for the classes

of public utilities utilizing the streets.

INCOME STATEMENTS OF CALIFORNIA

Petaluma &
Santa Rosa
R. R. Co.

Year ended Dec. 31, 1919:
Miles of line 37.02
Miles of single track 43. 41

Operating revenue $ 369,301
Operating expenses 249,573

Net revenue railway operations. . $ 1 19,728
-Auxiliary operations (net) 2,657

Net operating revenue $ 122,385
Non-operating income 1,033

Gross income $ 123,418
Deductions:

Taxes on railway operations. . . 15,971
Rentals
Interest on funded debt 38,412
Miscellaneous deductions 1,523

Total deductions $ 55,906
Net income for year 67,512
Credit balance from previous year 22,561
Miscellaneous additions— 1919

Total credits $ 90,073
Miscellaneous deductions— 1919 . 561
Dividends 18,123
Appropriations to reserves 1 3,383

Total debits $ 32,063
Surplus at end of year 58,006

Road and equipment account, $1,670,775
Miscellaneous physical property. 77,850

Total value of property $1,548,625
Capital stock 944,300
Funded debt 698,400

Total securities outstanding. $1,642,700

* Deficit.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS YEAR ENDED DEC. 31, 1919.

San Francisco
Napa &

Calistoga Ry.

41 66

Sacramento
Northern R. R.

San Francisco-
Oakland

Terminal Rys.

144 37
262.00

$ 5,793,501
4,788,902

Los Angeles
Ry. Corp.

184 50
44.52

$ 334,020
173,470

212.00

$1,506,734
1,210,767

$ 295,967
12,244

389.00

$ 7,336,550
6,097,776

$ 160,550 $ 1,004,599
81,499

$ 1,238,774

$ 160,550
4,684

$ 308,211
29,980

$ 1,086,098
21,804

$ 1,238,774
67,040

$ 165,234 $ 338,191

61,531

$ 1,107,902 $ 1,305,814

32,796 298,264
4,103

783,065
334,941

373,800
294,066

63,678
1,745

117,610
52,218

992,525
12,253

$ 98,219
67,015
*3,224

$ 231,359
106,832

$ 1,420,373
*312,471
*751,127

92,839

*$ 970,759
162,332

$ 1,672,644
*266,830
*368,999

301 2,996 5,332

$ 63,791
96

$ 109.828
109.828 21,934

8,861 185,414

$ 109,828$ 8,957
55,134

$ 162,332
*1, 133,091

$ 207.348
*937.845

$2,016,929 $9,651,320
154 904

$46,072 168
1.592.064

$44,812,997

$2,016,929
731,700

1,155,100

$9,805,224
4,469.023
5.225,360

$47,664,232
28,175,000
18,769,500

$44,812,997
20.000.000
18,753,000

$1,886,800 $9,694,383 $46,944,500 $38,753,000
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Conditions in Boston Are Better

Elevated Railway Earns Enough with 10-Cent Fare to Pay Cost of

Service and Reduce Part of Accumulated Deficit

The second annual report of the public trustees of the Boston (Mass.)

Elevated Railway shows that the deficit for the year ended Dec. 31, 1919, was
$978,130. Passenger revenue increased 41.2 per cent and operating expenses

31.8 per cent over the previous year. This was further reflected in a 91.5 per

cent increase in net operating revenue, and the net loss for the year was 67.3

per cent, or $2,008,576 less than in 1918. These gains in revenue are due to

the several fare changes that have been made since the trustees took over the

operation of the property on July 1, 1918.

IN
AUGUST, 1918, the unit rate of

fare was changed from 5 to 7 cents,

which in the following December
gave way to an 8-cent flat fare. The
receipts from the 8-cent fare, after a

trial of seven months, also proved in-

improvement which can be completed
only in a series of years. The changes
thus far made are featured in the pur-
chase of modern cars, in the replace-

ment and addition to former equipment,
the completion of certain through lines.

INCOME STATEMENT—BOSTON ELEVATED RAILWAY

Year Ended Dec. 31 1919

Revenue from transportation $28,860,271
Revenue from other railway operations 544,320

Total railway revenue ,. . . . $29,404,591
Way and structures "... $3,783,71

5

Equipment 4,290.040
Power 2,980,659
Conducting transportation 1 0,530,882
Traffic 4,758
General miscellaneous 2, 1 1 0,285

Total railway operating expenses $23,700,339

Net operating revenue $5,704,252
Taxes assignable to railway operations ! ,045,502

Operating income $4,658,750
Non-operating income 93,991

Gross income $4,752,741
Deductions from gross income:
Rent for leased roads, including rent for Tremont subway 2,775,232
Miscellaneous rents, including all other subways and tunnels..

.

1,339,502
Net loss on physical property purchased from W. E. St. Ry. . . 7,986
Interest on funded debt (B.E.) 1,309,477
Interest on unfunded debt (B.E.) 246,31

3

Amortization of discount on funded debt 44,291

Miscellaneous debits 8,070

Total deductions from gross income $5,730,871

Net income transferred to profit and loss *$978, 130

* Deficit.

1918

$20,462,781
514,184

Percentage
Change
-l-Inc.
—Dec.
+ 41.2
+ 5.8

$20,976,965
$2,372,932
3,142,369
2,604,366
7,772,434

9,167
2,094,829

+ 40.2
+ 59.6
+ 36.6
+ 14.7
+ 35.7— 48.2
+ 0.7

$17,996,097 + 31.8

$2,980,868
917,515

+ 91.5
+ 13.9

$2,063,352
85,728

-1-125.5

+ 9.7

$2,149,080

2,752,214
1,059,072

9,136
1,120,787
181,370

7,818
5,389

-1-121.0

+ 0.7
+ 26.

A

— 12.6
+ 16.8
+ 35.8

-i-'W.h'

$5,135,786 + 11.6

*$2,986,706 -I- 67.3

adequate to meet the cost of service

as defined under the statutes, and on
July 10, 1919, the unit flat fare was
increased to 10 cents. Owing to strikes

and other extraordinary conditions,

operating losses continued until the

middle of September. Since that time
the 10-cent fare has produced revenues
in excess of expenditures. This surplus

on Dec. 31, 1919, had reduced the defi-

cits incurred in July, August and
September, aggregating $928,695, to

$459,008, including the back pay due
to employees on account of an arbitra-

tion agreement. The trustees believe

that by June 30, 1920, all losses will

have been absorbed and no deficit will

exist to be assessed upon the cities and
towns served. In the previous year a
deficit of nearly $4,000,000 had to be
met by city and town assessment even
after the $1,000,000 reserve fund of the
company had been used. As the law now
stands there can be no lower fare until
the cities and towns have been reim-
bursed for the amount paid to meet
past deficits and this reserve fund has
been restored.

The trustees during the year have
made a beginning under a program of

the lengthening of tunnel trains and
with the introduction of two and three-

car trains on surface lines.

In the 1920 budget additional im-

provements have been authorized that
will cost $5,700,000. Part of these,

however, will be from the depreciation
fund, as full provision is now being
made for maintenance and deprecia-

tion.

The sale of the Cambridge subway
makes available for further capital

expenditures the sum of $7,868,000.

The trustees hold that only a prudent
use of this money, which at present
affords their only source of capital,

would be justified. Such use should
secure important improvements, with
resulting economies, and tend to re-

establish the credit so vital to the
development of railway facilities.

The trustees also reiterate their be-

lief that car riders ought not to be
subject to a special tax for using public
highways, either through payment of
subway rentals or assessment for street

improvements. The question is be-
tween the car rider and the tax payer
and is one for legislative decision

—

determining what is proper service

at cost.

The accompanying table gives details

as to revenues, expenses and traffic

handled for 1919 as compared to 1918,
together with the percentage change in

each item.

New Jersey Valuation Bill Vetoed
Governor Edwards of New Jersey

has vetoed the bill of Senator Allen pro-

viding for a valuation of the property
of the Public Service Railway. The
Governor in his veto points out that the
Allen bill is much weaker than the bills

which the Governor caused to be pre-
pared and which Assembl3mian Gaede
introduced, but which the Republican
Legislature rejected. In his veto the
Governor said:

I am forced to return this bill un-
approved, for these reasons;

1. The bill is limited in its application
to the valuation of street railway property.
Therefore the properties of the Public Serv-
ice Gas Company, the Public Service Elec-
tric Company, and other similar utilities
would escape valuation.

2. The scope of the investigation and
valuation under the bill in question is lim-
ited to the physical property. If that is

STATISTICAL INFORMATION—BOSTON

Year Ended Dec. 31

Mileage—first main track
Second main track

Total—all track (incl. car-houses, cross-overs, yards, etc.)

Car-miles—In passenger service 53,533,522
By express and freight cars
By sprinkler cars

Total revenue mileage run 53,721,249
Car-hours—In passenger service 4.749,318
By express and freight cars 1 6,765
By sprinkler ears 1,017

Total revenue car-hours run 4,767, 1 00
Ratio CM to CH (speed m.p.h.) 1 1 . 28
Revenue passengers total 324,758,685
Gross passenger revenue $28,767,544
Average fare per passenger (cents) 8 . 85
Passenger rev. per mile of line $1 15,700
Passenger rev. per mile of single track 53,700
Car-mUe statistics:

Operating revenue (cents) 54.70
Operating expenses (cents) 44 . 1

Net income (cents) 1 . 82
Passenger traffic (revenue) 6 . 05

Car-miles per rev. passenger . 1 65
Car-hour statistics

:

Operating revenue $6.18
Operating expenses $4.97
Net income $0 . 20
Passenger traffic (revenue) 68 . 1

Operating ratio—^per cent 80.6

LEVATED RAII,WAY
Per Cent
Change

1919 1918 -1- Inc.
—Dee.

248.42 248.98 — 0.2
214.14 214.32 — 0.1
535.33 534.86 + O.I

53,533,522 52,762,285 + 1.6
175,020 239,283 —26.9
12,707 20,248 —38.2

53,021,816
4,641,730

23,675
1,873

+ 1.3
-1- 2.3
—29.2
—45.7

4,667,278 + 2.1
11.32 — 0.3

348,664,700 — 6.86
$20,352,412 4-41.2

5.84 -1-51.5

$81,800 4-41.3
38,170 4-40.8

39.60 4-38.2
34.00 4-29.8
5.64 4-67.8
6.57 — 7.9

0.152 4- 8.59

$4.50 4-37.5
$3.86 4-28.9
$0.64 4-68.7
74.90 — 9.1
85.9 — 6.17
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not so the best that can be said for the
language defining the scope of the investi-

gation is that it is vague and indefinite.

3. This bill, instead of creating an in-
dependent board, as the Gaede bill does,
provides for a commission, consisting of the
Governor, the State Treasurer and the State
Comptroller.

Contrast the definite, specific direction
contained in the Gaede bill with respect to
the extent and scope of the inquiry to be
made, with litigation-creating language of
the bill now returned, and you will under-
stand why I cannot approve this measure.
Instead of authorizing an investigation into

the issuance or alleged Issuance of stocks
and bonds without consideration, this bill

limits the investigation to the valuation of

the utility property. Just what is meant by
the phrase, "including every proper and
lawful element thereof," I do not know, but
It is an invitation to litigation.

of tax assessed on the property of the new arrangement the lines will be

company for the year of 1919. opened up shortly.

St. Louis Valuation Figures

by July 1

J. L. Harrop, chief engineer of the

Missouri Public Service Commission,

who is in charge of the valuation which

is being made of the properties of the

United Railways, St. Louis, says that

two months will be required to com-

plete the engineers' • work and prepare

the report.

Company engineers are also making
a valuation.

The value of the property of the

company has been variously estimated

between $38,000,000 and $60,000,000.

The latter figure was fixed by the city

as a basis for determining rates under
the compromise franchise settlement

ordinance rejected by the company
after the measure had been passed by
the city.

The Public Service Commission's ten-

tative valuation of the property for the

establishment of the 8-cent cash fare
and the 7-cent token fare, recently ab-

rogated, was $58,000,000.

The valuation was undertaken by the
commission as a basis for the deter-
mination of reasonable fares to be
charged by the company.

Financial

News Notes

New Director for Portland Company.
—Harry M. Verrill has been elected a
director of the Cumberland County
Power & Light Company, Portland, Me.
Mr. Verrill was recently chosen presi-
dent of the company.

Equipment Notes Approved.—The
Public Utilities Department of Massa-
chusetts has approved the petition of
the Berkshire Street Railway, Pittsfield,

Mass., for an issue of notes to the
amount of $64,000, to pay for twelve
one-man cars.

Annual Tax Paid in Lump Sum.

—

The Boston (Mass.) Elevated Railway
departed from its usual custom of pay-
ing annual taxes in installments and
pres'ented to the State of Massachu-
setts a check for $375,000, the amount

Hearing on Abandonment.— The
Easton (Pa.) Transit Company threat-

ened to abandon the line from the

Country Club Junction at Easton to

Nazareth, Pa. Judge Stewart has fixed

June 7 as the time for a hearing on

the application of the company to dis-

continue the line.

Plans to Reclaim Abilene Road.

—

The American Public Service Company,
Dallas, Tex., has agreed to take over

and operate the railway in Abilene,

Tex. The Public Service Company has

agreed to spend $60,000 in repairs to

track and equipment. It will operate

the lines under supervision of the city.

Massachusetts Pays for Cambridge
Subway.—The State of Massachusetts

has obtained title to the Cambridge
Subway in paying, by means of a cer-

tified check, the amount of $7,868,000

to the Boston Elevated Railway. It is

estimated that the rental payments to

the State from the subway will

amortize the indebtedness in about fifty

years.

Long Island Road Suspends Again.

—The New York & North Shore Trac-

tion Company, Roslyn, Long Island,

which operates in Queens and Nassau
Counties, has suspended service. In a

letter to the Public Service Commis-
sion, President George A. Stanley of

the company asserted the powerhouse
lacks coal. He added that competi-

tion by municipal buses has caused

heavy losses of revenue.

Plan to Lift Receivership.—Thomas
J. Keenan, of Curtis, Keenan, Brink &
Harrison, attorney for William G.

Phelps, receiver of the Binghamton
(N. Y.) Railway, has secured an order

from United States Judge George W.
Ray, in which full approval is given to

the proposed agreement by which the

receivership will be relinquished within

the next six months and the property
returned to the Binghamton Railway.

Ohio Lease Abrogated.—The Dayton
& Western Traction Company, Dayton,
Ohio, took over its property at 12: 01

a.m. on April 25. This comprises the

road from Dayton, Ohio, to Richmond,
Ind., about 40 miles. For the last four-

teen years the property has been leased

to the Ohio Electric Railway and oper-

ated by it as the Dayton-Richmond di-

vision. In the future it will be oper-

ated separately under the organization

noted elsewhere in this issue.

Weymouth Votes $28,000 to Railway.
—-At a special town meeting held in

Weymouth, Mass., it was voted that the

sum of $28,000 be appropriated for aid-

ing the Eastern Massachusetts Street

Railway in operating within the town
boundaries. At two previous meetings
held for the purpose of considering the

matter of extending aid the vote had
been against any contribution. Lack-
ing the necessary revenue for opera-

tion the Eastern Massachusetts Street

Railway closed the lines. Under the

Natchez Line Offered for Sale.—The 6

miles of single-track electric railway in

Natchez, Miss., owned by the Southern
Railway & Light Company, are being
dismantled as the operation of the rail-

way has recently been discontinued, due
to the high cost of operation, and the

small earnings, due to the large number
of privately owned automobiles. The
entire equipment is offered for sale as

there seems to be no chance to resume
operation of the railway. A modem
auto bus has been tried for two months,
but the results are not satisfactory.

The cost of operation of the bus has
been high and the earnings are small,

even though the fare is 10 cents. The
company will continue to operate its

gas and electric plants.

Fort Wayne Property Transferred.
—The Fort Wayne & Northern Indiana
Traction Company, Fort Wayne, Ind.,

which went into the hands of a receiver
last year, has ceased to exist and the
Indiana Service Corporation became
an operating reality when on April 28
the recording of the deeds and the
transfers of property was completed
in the local courts. The Indiana Serv-
ice Corporation now controls the in-

terurban lines from Fort Wayne to
Bluffton and Lafayette and the city

lines in Fort Wayne, in Wabash, Peru,
Logansport and Lafayette. The offi-

cers of the company are the following
who are actively engaged in operating
the company's property: President,
Robert M. Fuestel; vice-president and
general manager, S. W. Greenland, and
secretary and treasurer, Harry E.
Vordermark.

Notes Offered on 8 Per Cent Basis.

—

The Guaranty Ti-ust Company, New
York, N. Y., and Stone & Webster, Bos-
ton, Mass., are offering $1,500,000 East-
ern Texas Electric Company five-year

7 per cent convertible gold notes dated
May 1, 1920, and maturing May 1,

1925. These notes, which are redeem-
able as a whole or in part at any time .

on forty-five days' notice at rates vary-
ing from 103 per cent and accrued in-

terest before May 1, 1921, to 100 per
cent and interest between May 1, 1924,
and maturity, are being offered at 96
and interest to yield about 8 per cent.

The notes are direct obligations of the
company issued under provisions which
secure the holders against any increase
in the funded debt unless earnings have
equaled at least twice the interest on
the entire funded debt for eighteen
consecutive months out of the preced-
ing two years. The Eastern Texas
Electric Company owns and operates
the entire electric light, power and
street railway business in Beaumont,
Tex., and the entire electric light and
power business in Port Arthur, Tex.,

as well as the interurban electric rail-

way between these two centers. The
company has outstanding an issue of

$750,000 of three-year 7 per cent notes
due Aug. 1, 1921, which are to be called

for redemption.
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Traffic and Transportation

Buses Start in Milwaukee
Railway Establishes Feeder Bus Route
to Learn if Territory Served Will

Support Traiisportation Service

Another electric railway company,
namely, the Milwaukee Electric Rail-

way & Light Company, has ^one into

the bus business to determine if the

public will give its support to a route

over which there has long been a clamor
for service. The line begins at a point

about 3i miles fiom the terminal build-

ing and is virtually a IJ-mile extension

of the Mitchell Street trolley line. As
the electric cars are now routed the

patrons have had a maximum walk of

not more than 1,500 ft.

During the war the Mitchell Street
merchants petitioned the Wisconsin
Railroad Commission to order a trol-

ley extension over the route now used
by the buses. The request was refused
on the ground that the costs at that
time were excessive and that the pos-

sible new traffic did not warrant the
extension. The city of Milwaukee ap-
pealed the case to the State Supreme
Court, but the court upheld the com-
mission.

After the armistice, the so-called
Mitchell Street Advancement Associa-
tion again urged that the company ex-
tend transportation facilities through
this territory on the grounds that it

would greatly benefit trade conditions.
The bus line is the result. The line

connects at both ends with existing
trolley lines. Service was started on
April 17, 1920, with three Reo "speed-
wagon" chasses mounting home-made
bodies which seat sixteen passengers.
The buses have the entrance and exit
at the front, with door under the con-
trol of the operator. They are equipped
with pneumatic tires.

Ten-Minute Headway Established

The present hours of operation are
from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. Between 6 a.m.
and 7 p.m. the buses are run on a ten-
minute headway, whereas after 7 p.m.
service is cut to a fifteen-minute head-
way until 11 p.m., when all bus service
is withdrawn. Two buses are required
to maintain the ten-minute schedule,
which leaves one bus in reserve at all

times for inspection and repairs. The
fare is the same as on the trolleys,

and transfers are exchanged between
both classes of service. The method of
fare collection is according to the pay-
enter plan. All fares are deposited in

a lock fare box, which is mounted just
back of the dashboard. The bus is in

charge of a single operator, who also
acts in the capacity of fare collector.

In Wisconsin buses operated for the
transportation of passengers for hire
are classed as common carriers and
come under the jurisdiction of the State

Railroad Commission. Under the com-
mission's regulation it is necessary for

an operator of buses to obtain a per-

mit before he can start operations.

Thes3 permits, however, are free. Such
licenses as are required are issued by
the State and cover only the ordinary
registration and drivers' licenses.

The Mitchell Street merchants who
formed the association are enthusiastic

over the company's willingness to try
the bus experiment and hope that the
earnings will uphold their previous
claims that the extension was war-
ranted.

Three Cents a Mile Asked
Indiana Interurbans Apply for Increase
from 2|-Cent Basis—Material and

Labor Costs Higher

Petitions were filed with the Public
Service Commission of Indiana on
April 28 by the Terre Haute, Indian-

apolis & Eastern Traction Company and
the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction
Company, Indianapolis, requesting an
increase in basic interurban passenger
fare from 2% cents a mile to 3 cents a
mile. A similar petition will probably
be filed by the Union Traction Company
of Indiana and by other traction lines

operating within the State. Increased
cost of operation resulting from a pros-

pective increase of $1 a ton on coal, a
25-per cent increase in coal freight

rates, a 25-per cent increase in material
and supply costs since Jan. 1, 1920, and
increases in labor costs are given as

the reason for the advance in fares.

The petition of the Indianapolis &
Cincinnati Traction Company states

that with the increased fare the com-
pany contemplates the continued use
of interchangeable penny coupon books
whereby $20 worth of transportation is

sold for $17.50. Commutation books
also would be sold on the present basis

of forty trips for twenty-five times the

one-way fare with a minimum fare of

10 cents. The Terre Haute, Indian-

apolis & Eastern Traction Company
proposes that commutation fares be on
a basis of five-eighths of the regular
passenger rate with a minimum of

$3.25 for forty trips.

The Indianapolis & Cincinnati Trac-
tion Company estimates that operating
expenses will increase $81,214 for the

twelve months from May 1, 1920, and
that the increase in fare would increase

the gross receipts $38,496. Substantial

increases in passenger receipts for the

first three months of this year, if con-

tinued for the year beginning May 1,

will increase the gross revenue $98,037
over 1919 figures. The net income
asked, the petition says, will yield little

over one-third of the amount the com-
pany is entitled to earn on the value of

the property.

Portland Planning Relief

Election Called for May 21 to Vote on
Proposal to Rescind Franchise

Requirements

The City Council of Portland, Ore.,

has ordered a special city election on
May 21 for the purpose of submitting-

to the voters three measures, each of-

fering financial relief to the Portland
Railway, Light & Power Company,
with a view to keeping to a minimum
any increase in fares which may be
granted by the Public Service Com-
mission.

The first of the three measures to
be voted upon provides for relieving

the company of license and franchise
taxes and a portion of the bridge tolls,

and also provides that the company
shall not carry city employees with-
out payment of the prevailing fares.

This measure further provides that
five-tenths of one mill be levied for
1920 to cover the costs of such relief,

and that the Council be authorized to
levy not in excess of three-tenths of
a mill for the same purpose each year
thereafter.

The second measure covers the cost
of new pavement, relieving the com-
pany of payments on work which would
have to be done if the tracks were not
at present in the streets. All costs

for excess work will be charged to the
company. A tax levy of three-six-

teenths of one mill for 1920 is provided,
and three-tenths of one mill for each
year thereafter.

Relief from Paving Charges

The third measure proposes to re-

lieve the company of pavement recon-
struction and repair costs when such
repairs and reconstruction have not re-

sulted because of the trackage in the
street. The plan for relief in this

connection is on the same basis as
new pavement, and a tax levy of IJ
mills for the first year and 1 mill

thereafter is provided. The proposals
were worked out by a special trans-

portation committee of the Council,
and approved for submission to the
voters by unanimous vote of the Coun-
cil.

It is estimated that even with the re-

lief provided in the plans to be sub-
mitted to the people, an increase of
1 cent in fare will be necessary, mak-
ing a 7-cent fare in Portland. Failure
of the passage of the measure will be
followed by a 2-cent fare increase, it is

believed.

The former plan to float a $5,500,-

000 bond issue to bring relief to the

company was discarded.

Traffic Survey for Memphis

Ross W. Harris, traffic expert, who
represented the city of Memphis, Tenn.,

in the recent appraisal of the property

of the Memphis Street Railway, has
been engaged by the city and the com-
pany to make a survey of traffic con-

ditions in Memphis. The expense of

the work will be borne jointly by the

city and the company.
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Ten-Cent Fare Asked in Toledo

Railway Appeals to Court to Enjoin City from Interfering with
Collection of New Rate

The Toledo Railways & Light Company has applied to Federal Judge John
M. Killits at Toledo, Ohio, for an order allowing it to collect a 10-cent cash
fare and charge 2 cents for transfers. This action was taken on April 30 so

as to protect the rights of the company before the ouster ordinance, passed
last summer, became effective on May 1, under the terms of an extension by
Council which allowed the cars to be brought back from Michigan under the
protection of the court. The company also asks that the city be enjoined from
interference with the collection of the higher fares. If not granted, the com-
pany asks such modification of present orders as to allow it to stop service

and remove its property from the city streets.

THE cross-bill seeks to obtain a
compensatory return for the com-
pany's investment, to establish

the rights and status of the company
on the streets of Toledo, and also to

settle several moot questions which
remain unsolved after several weeks of

negotiations between the members of

a commission drafting a cost-of-service

ordinance and Henry L. Doherty, the

principal owner of the railway.

The bill first recites the history of

the case, beginning with the expiration

of franchises from 1906 to to 1914. It

bases the rights of the company on the

so-called "Three-Cent Fare Ordinance"
of Nov. 24, 1914, which resulted in liti-

gation in the federal court establish-

ing the day-to-day privileges of the

company, and also upon various paving
ordinances.

Under all present orders of the

federal court issued since the ouster

ordinance a permanent settlement was
supposed to have been submitted to the

people for ratification at the election

on April 27, but due to disagreement
between the commission and Mr. Do-
herty no measures were ready for a
vote at that time. Therefore, the
company asserts its right to ask for
a compensatory return or the privilege

of withdrawing service when it desires.

The company now is operating under
an order which fixes the fare at 7

cents with 2-cent transfers. Henry L.

Doherty claims this does not provide a
fair return.

$15,000,000 Valuation

In the cross-bill the valuation of the
property is said to be $15,000,000 and
the present fare provides barely 3 per
cent on this investment. Eight per
cent is cited as a compensatory return.
This rate will have the backing of the
city and cost-of-service commissioners
who have already agreed to this return
on the stock of the company formed by
the new ordinance. Allowance for
amortization of the property is also
asked for in the cross-bill.

It is doubtful whether there will be
a hearing on the matter before thirty
days. Mr. Doherty agreed with the
city officials that he would give them
that much notice, but filed before May
1 to safeguard the rights of the com-
pany. Judge Killits will fix a date for
hearing when he returns to Toledo.
The City Council wll be asked to fur-
nish a fund of $20,000 to secure special
counsel and technical advice in the

fight against the establishment of 10-

cent fares.

It is a question of whether or not
Council will ask the Public Utilities

Commission of Ohio to order the com-
pany to take up its tracks and remove
its property. A minority of Council
which opposed the return of the cars
to the streets during the recent strike

may attempt to balk the company by
taking advantage of the provisions of

the Miller public utilities abandonment
law and giving the company thirty

days' notice to vacate.

In the latest petition filed by the
company, however, the Miller law is

claimed to be inapplicable to the
Toledo railway case. Judge Killits has
held it applicable thus far in the pro-
ceedings. The company claims its

right to withdraw from the streets is

preserved in a decision of the Circuit
Court of Appeals in the same case in

which the present action is filed.

Miller Law Attacked

If held applicable, the company de-

clares that the Miller law is unconsti-

tutional in that it would take property
"without due process of law," violate

contract rights, violate the "home rule"

provisions of the Ohio constitution, and
also of the city charter of Toledo.

Mr. Doherty seeks by this new cross-

bill to clear up all the various loose-

ends of the controversy. The officials

believe they can prove a much higher
valuation than what Mr. Doherty has
said he would accept for the property,

and also that they will clear the air

of false charges regarding the price

charged for current used by the rail-

way department. The initial fare to

be charged under a cost-of-service plan
could also be obtained after valuation
and return were approved by the court.

In negotiations for the approval of

the cost-of-service ordinance in process

of being completed, Mr. Doherty won
several important contentions recently.

The maximum rate of fare has been
eliminated, the premium for perform-
ance clauses have been stricken out,

and the provision governing interur-

bans has been modified. Interurbans
using city streets will now contract
with the company and points con-

tested by the city will be arbitrated in

the usual manner by representatives
chosen by the city, company and fed-
eral court.

What Mr. Doherty termed "evolu-
tionary rather than revolutionary mu-

nicipal ownership" has been injected

into the plans for the cost-of-service

measure. The union of the ideas of

cost-of-service and municipal ownership
were suggested at a meeting at which
both Mr. Doherty and Mayor Cornell

Schreiber were pres^.ent. General plans
were formed and will be presented in

written form by Mr. Doherty.
Under the new plan the city will

begin to acquire an equity in the rail-

way immediately upon the new ordi-

nance going into effect. Mr. Doherty
has said that this plan is both legal

and feasible as far as he is able to

determine.
When the new cost-of-service ordi-

nance becomes effective money will

begin to accrue in both the sinking and
amortization funds. As these funds
grow it would be invested to retire

outstanding bonds of the company.
Then the bonds would be retired
through the issue of common stock
which would be held and owned by the
city, the company debt being reduced
through retirement of the bonds and
the city ownership growing through the
exchange for the common stock, until
ultimately the entire property might
become city owned.

It is thought that this new plan will

bring the agreed ordinance down to
the place where the important differ-

ences remaining to be settled will be
the one of valuation. And the new
court angle may settle this matter.

Rate Reduced in Fall River.—The
Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway
has installed a reduced ticket rate on
its lines in Fall River. A ticket good
for sixteen rides is sold for $1.

Asks More on Ohio Interurban.—The
Columbus, Delaware & Marion Rail-

way, Columbus, Ohio, has applied to the
State Public Utilities Commission for

an increase of 5 cents in the rate be-
tween Columbus and Worthington. The
present fare is 15 cents.

Sunday Cars Authorized.—The On-
tario Legislature has amended the rail-

way act so as to permit of the operation
of electric cars on Sundays in cities of

15,000 population. The present mini-
mum population is 50,000. St. Thomas,
with a population of about 20,000, is

expected to be the first municipality to

take advantage of the amended act.

Fares Up on Ottawa Line.—The Ot-
tawa (Que.) Electric Railway has been
authorized by the Railway Commission
to increase the rates charged on its

Britannia line. An advance of 5 cents

ir. granted from Holland Avenue to

Britannia. A similar increase is

allowed on the eastern extension from
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Cloverdale Avenue to EocklifFe Rifle

Range.

Seven Cents Asked in Rutland.—Ap-
plication has been made to the Ver-

mont Public Service Commission by
the Rutland Railway, Light & Pov/er

Company, Rutland, for an increase in

cash fare from 6 cents to 7 cents in

each zone. The company proposes to

install the new rates on May 20. It is

planned to sell fifty tickets for $3.15

and fifty school tickets for $1.50.

Seven-Cent Fare Made Permanent.

—

The Massachusetts Department of Pub-
lic Utilities has issued an order making
permanent the 7-cent zone fare now
being charged by the Worcester Con-
solidated Street Railway. The fare on
the company's suburban lines remains
at 6 cents for each zone. The 7-cent
fare was authorized by the board tem-
porarily on March 7 last.

Asks Six-Cent Fare.—A tariff pro-
viding for a 6-cent fare within the
cities of Aberdeen and Hoquiam and
the town of Cosmopolis and between
Cosmopolis and Aberdeen, vnth a 12-

cent fare between Cosmopolis and
Hoquiam, has been filed with the Wash-
ington Public Service Commission by
the Grays Harbor Railway & Light
company, Aberdeen. The company re-

cently applied to the commission for a
7-cent local rate.

Fares Raised in Macon.—Fares on the
lines of the Macon Railway & Light
Company, Macon, Ga., were raised from
6 cents to 7 cents on May 2. The in-

crease was sanctioned by unanimous
vote of the City Council. The ordinance
passed by the Council provides for a
7-cent fare for a period of two years,

after which the grant may be abro-
gated by the city upon sixty days'
notice. Two years ago the company
was granted a 6-cent fare.

Seven-Cent Fare in Augusta.—A 7-

cent fare will go into effect on May 9 on
the lines of the Augusta-Aiken Rail-

way & Electric Corporation of South
Carolina, Augusta, Ga. The increase
will be made in accordance with the
terms of an order issued by the State
Railroad Commission on May 1. The
company had applied to the commis-
sion for a 10-cent fare. The commis-
sion granted the company's request for
a general readjustment of lighting and
power rates.

Would Foster Riding Habit.—Promo-
tion of the riding habit offers the best
hope of relieving the financial condi-
tion of the Eastern Wisconsin Electric
Company, Sheboygan, Wis. This is the
conclusion reached by the management
of the company, which has asked the
Sheboygan municipal authorities to co-

operate with it in securing a fare re-
vision from the State Railroad Com-
mission. The company proposes to in-

stall a 5-cent fare for the habitual rider

through the sale of fifty tickets for
$2.50. It is also proposed to sell six

tickets for 35 cents. The cash fare is

,
to be 7 cents.

May Raise Rush-Hour Fares.—An in-

crease in fare during morning and

evening rush hours was suggested by
witnesses for the Milwaukee Electric

Railway & Light Company, Milwaukee,
Wis., at a recent hearing before the

State Board of Conciliation. Representa-
tives of the company declared that, if

the demands of the carmen for higher

pay were granted, the company would be
forced to secure additional revenue. It

was intimated that in this event the

State Railroad Commission would be
asked to allow an increase in fare dur-

ing the rush-hour period. The carmen
are asking a wage advance of 6 cents

an hour. They also seek changes in

working conditions.

Would Raise Philadelphia Suburban
Rates.—The Philadelphia (Pa.) Rapid
Transit Company has filed with the

State Public Service Commission a re-

vised rate schedule which it proposes
to place in effect on its Willow Grove
line on May 28. Under the proposed
plan there is an increase in the number
of fare zones between Philadelphia

and Willow Grove, Doylestown, Ches-
ter and Media. The 5-cent fare in

each zone will be continued. Between
Philadelphia and Willow Grove there

will be three zones instead of two as at

present. The proposed new schedules
also call for an extra charge for char-
tered or special cars.

Eight Cents Asked in Grand Rapids.
—An 8-cent cash fare with five tickets

for 35 cents is asked in an application

filed recently with the City Commission
of Grand Rapids, Mich., by the Grand
Rapids Railway. The company also

requests authority to install a loop sys-

tem in the downtown section of the city

and to make other changes in routing to

accommodate the one-man safety cars

which will shortly be placed in service.

In seeking a fare increase, L. J. De
Lamarter, general manager of the- rail-

way, stated that during the coming
year the system would be called upon to

expend $288,950 for replacements and
betterments. At the present rate of

fare the company's revenue will, it is

estimated, fall short by $255,965 of
providing for operating expenditures
and those already authorized for re-

placements and improvements.

Six-Cent Fare Extended.—The 6-cent

fare on the Chicago (111.) Surface Lines
v/ill continue in force at least until

July 1. This extension of time was
allowed by the Illinois Public Utilities

Commission on April 26, the date of

expiration having been set originally

for May 1. Counsel for the city con-

tended that a 5-cent fare should again
be made effective, oh the ground that

even at this rate the March traffic

would have produced $150,000 after

payment of operating expenses. The
commission held that this rate would
rot be sufficient and that there was no
reason for disturbing the present tariff

ui;til the conclusion of the valuation

hearings. The city has been ordered
to close its case by May 20 and the com-
pany by June 10. The report of the

surface lines showed an increase in

revenue of $751,632 for February over
the same month for 1919.

Fare Ordinance Modified.—The or-

dinance to be referred to the voters of

Duluth, Minn., in the referendum elec-

tion on June 21, at the request of the

Duluth Street Railway, will make a

G-cent fare mandatory for a period of

one year. The ordinance provides that

after one year's trial the Council may
order a change to any "reasonable rate

of fare not higher than 6 cents." The
original ordinance submitted by the

company to the Council to be referred

to the voters was one which provided

that the Council should have the power
to fix the fare at a figure not to exceed

6 cents. A new angle to the railway's

campaign for a higher fare and in-

crease in revenue was furnished when
the Federated Trades Labor Assembly
wrote to the City Council urging the

purchase of the railway without con-

demnation proceedings, if a "reason-

able price can be obtained."

Rejects Fare Ordinance.—A fran-

chise ordinance providing for an in-

crease in fare from 5 cents to 6 cents

has been rejected by the Little Rock
Railway & Electric Company, Little

Rock, Ark. The ordinance was passed

by the City Council in March. In de-

clining to accept the grant the com-
pany stated that it would be unable to

comply with conditions contained

therein with regard to the making of

.

improvements and the furnishing of

additional service. It stated further

that, without a flexible adjustment of

fares, it would be unable to make an
adequate return on the investment. The
railway department of the system was
operated at a loss of $85,000 in 1919.

Since receiving its present franchise in

1901, the company has expended ap-

proximately $1,000,000 on street paving
and has paid to the city on account of

percentage of its gross receipts about

$160,000.

Salt Lake Lines in Need.—A 7-cent

fare is required by Utah Light & Trac-

tion Company, Salt Lake _ City, Utah,

to enable it to meet operating costs

and to make an adequate return on the

capital invested in the property. This

fact was brought out at recent hearings

before the commission on the com-
pany's application for an increase in

rates. The company some time ago
filed a petition for a 7-cent fare vdth
a 1-cent transfer charge and a 4-cent

school ticket. For the past five years

the system has earned annually not
more than a 3.79 per cent return on the

valuation of $8,468,000 fixed by the

commission. During 1919 each pas-

senger car paid on an average 5.37

cents for a ride which cost the com-
pany 6.51 cents. Witnesses for the

company contended that $286,000 should

be set aside each year for depreciation.

The company asks a return of 8 per

cent. The commission has taken the

application under advisement. In De-
cember, 1917, the commission author-

ized the company to charge a straight

5-cent fare. The company subsequent-

ly received permission to raise the cash

rate to 6 cents and to sell twenty tick-

ets for $1.
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Legal Notes

Illinois—The Rulings of Public Serv-
ice Commissions Mv^t Be Reason-
able.

The Public Utilities Commission has
received no arbitrary powers by statute,

and its orders and decisions are subject

to review and must be reasonable and
lawful. [State Public Utilities Com-
mission vs. Bartonville Bus Line, 125
Northeastern Rep., 374.]

Illinois—Paving Assessm.ents Upheld
on Street Railway Property.

Where a city ordinance provided that
a street railway company shall at its

own expense pave and repair that por-

tion of the street occupied by its tracks,

the city is not prevented from assessing
for paving improvements, property
owned by the street railway company
and used as material yards on the

theory that the property will be bene-
fited by the proposed improvement,
while devoted to street railway pur-

poses. [City of Chicago vs. Chicago
Railways, 125 Northwest Rep., 327.]

Massachusetts—Reserved Space for
Car Tracks in Center of Street Is

Not Available for General Public
Use.

In a special reservation in the center
of the street where the electric rail-

way company had received a grant to

lay tracks and operate cars, the com-
pany owed a duty to trespassers that it

was liable only for wanton conduct.
[Crowell vs. Boston Elevated Railway,
125 Northeast Rep., 607.]

Missouri—-Construction of Ordinance
Giving Right of Way to Fire Ap-
paratus Going to Fire.

Under a city ordinance giving fire ap-
paratus right-of-way when going to a
fire, a motorman need not know that it

is going to a fire and is not excused
from colliding therewith, unless he did
not know, or did not have any reason
to believe, that it was approaching until

too late to prevent collision. [Haekel-
man vs. Kansas City, 217 Southwestern
Rep., 618.]

Missouri—Payment of Fare Not Nec-
essary to Make a Person Become a
Passenger.

Where one boards a street car, in-

tending to become a passenger, the con-
ductor making no objection, and thus
impliedly accepting him as a passenger,
it is immaterial whether he paid his
fare. Hence, when he was injured while
attempting to alight after being told
the car was going to the carhouse it

was a question for the jury whether the
company was negligent. [Chapman vs.

Kansas City Railways, 217 Southwest-
em Rep., 290.]

Missouri—// Car Exceeds Speed Limit,

Person Injured Is Not Necessarily
Freed from Consequences of Con-
tributory Negligence.

An automobilist, who passed behind a

street car at an intersection so closely

as not to see a car approaching on the

other track, was held to be guilty of

contributory negligence although the

car with which he collided was exceed-

ing the speed limit, and there was a

municipal ordinance giving him the

right of way, known as the "Vigilant

Watch Ordinance." [Zeis vs. United
Railways of St. Louis, 217 Southwest-
ern Rep., 324.]

New Jersey—Student Conductor Is

Not an Employee.

Applicant for position as conductor,

who was injured before he had received

an appointment and while being in-

structed in the duties of a conductor
under an arrangement whereby he was
to receive no compensation during such
time except a bonus in case he was
ultimately accepted, was not an em-
ployee of the railroad at time of injury

within the workmen's compensation act.

[Fineberg vs. Public Service Railway
Co., 108 Atlantic Rep., 311.]

New York—Workmen's Compensation
Act Protects Employee Waiting
Ten Minutes to Take Train From
Employer's Premises After Work.

Ten minutes was not an unreasonable
time for a railroad employee to stay on
the premises of his employer while
waiting to take the next train home, on
which train he had a right to ride free

of charge, and if injured during such
time he was entitled to compensation
under the workmen's compensation act.

[Kowalek vs. New York Consolidated

Railway, 179 New York Supp., 637.]

New York—Power to Regulate Fares
Includes Power to Increase Them.

The Milburn Agreement, between
city of Buffalo and certain street rail-

ways, abolishing transfers but provid-

ing it should not prevent the Legisla-

ture from regulating fares, etc., does

not preclude the Public Service Com-
mission from authorizing increased

fares, since the regulating power re-

served to the State includes the power
to increase inadequate rates as well as

reduce excessive fares. [International

Ry. vs. Public Service Commission,
Second District, 124 Northeastern Rep.,

123.]

Utah—Company Not Liable for In-

juries Due to Obstruction Caused
by Order of the County Road Com-
mission.

A traction company, which pursuant
to an order of county ofiicials removed
dirt and rock from its track on a county
road and dumped this material at a
place designated by the county officials,

was held not liable for injuries to a

traveler due to the obstruction. [Shep-
ard vs. Utah Light & Traction Co., 184
Pacific Rep., 542. See also a similar

case, Bagwell vs Georgia Ry. & Power
Co., 99 Southeastern Rep., 712.]

New
Publications

Boiler and Furnace Testing

This is a reprint of Engineering
Bulletin No. 1 of the United States

Fuel Administration. It is a simple,

practical treatise suitable for putting

into the hands of the men in the boiler

room.
Corona Discharge

By E. H. Warner and Jakob Kunz, Bulle-
tin No. 114, Engineering Experiment Sta-
tion, University of Illinois, tjrbana, 111.

This bulletin will be of interest to

power transmission engineers who are

following the progress in high-voltage

transmission.

Exhaust Systems
No. 32 in Series of Safe Practices

Phamphlets of National Safety Council,
Chicago, 111.

This circular, which is well illus-

trated, gives details of plans for ex-

hausting the dust, fumes, etc., which
are produced by machines.

Report to the President of the United
States Bituminous Coal Commission
From Henry M. Robinson, chairman, and

John C. White and Rembrandt Peale, com-
missioners. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C.

This contains the majority and mi-

nority reports of the commission which

was appointed to adjust matters of con-

troversy between the bituminous coal

miners and the operators of the coun-

try. The report covers the history of

the controversy and gives valuable data

relating to the coal industry.

Reports of Investigations

Bulletin No. 1 of School of Engineering
Research, University of Toronto, Toronto,
Ont. 243 pages. Published by the Uni-
versity.

The first publication of the Univer-

sity of Toronto's School of Engineer-

ing Research contains the results of

tests of properties of girderless con-

crete floors, of a single-stage turbine

pump, of the strength of cast iron in

bending and of many other investiga-

tions. There is also a paper of a

mathematical nature on the calculation

of transmission line networks.

Modern Practice in the Construcnoii

and Maintenance of Rail Joints and
Bonds in Electric Railways

Technologic Paper No. 62 of the Bureau
of Standards, by E. R. Shepard, associate
electrical engineer. Bureau of Standards.
Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C, 131 pages.

This is a second edition of the bulle-

tin originally issued in 1915. It in-

cludes an appendix describing recent

developments and improvements. The
publication as a whole constitutes an
excellent treatise on the subject and
should be in the hands of every elec-

tric railway man who has anything to

do with bonding directly or indirectly.

It is well illustrated and covers practice

up to within a few months.
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Personal Mention

Mr. Beggs Again Active

in Milwaukee

John I. Beggs has assumed control of

the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light
Company, Milwaukee, Wis. The new
position of chairman of the board of

directors was created with the under-
standing that he would accept the place

and thereby acquire ;i controlling direc-

tion of the company's affairs, including

its relations with the public. No presi-

dent will be appointed for the time
being and no changes in the present
personnel of the organization are con-

templated.
In speaking on the subject to a repre-

sentative of the Electric Railway
Journal Mr. Beggs said that he would
maintain the company's present organ-
ization as it is and would apply himself
particularly to the solution of the com-
pany's public policy problems and to
finding ways and means of raising the
$10,000,000 which the company needs
this year. He also said that for the
present street railway extensions will

be built only when the factory or com-
munity directly benefited will buy
enough of the company's securities to
finance the track extension and addi-
tional equipment required.

Mr. Beggs has for many years been a
dominant figure in traction circles,

particularly in Wisconsin. He built
most of the interurban lines radiating
from Milwaukee and was closely asso-
ciated with the development of tho city
lines of the Milwaukee system. He
took charge of the Milwaukee lines in
1897. The company had just emerged
from bankruptcy, but Mr. Beggs built
it up into one of the most prominent
and successful combined central station
and electric railway properties in the
country.

He is a member of the firm of Fran-
cisco & Jacobus of Chicago and New
York. It is reported that Mr. Fran-
cisco will be succeeded by Joseph
Strauss, president of the Strauss Bas-
cule Bridge Company.

F. L. Francisco, Traction
Engineer, Resigns

F. LeRoy Francisco, city member of
the Board of Supervising Engineers,
Chicago Traction, has tendered his res-
ignation to Mayor William H. Thomp-
son of Chicago. Mr. Francisco was
appointed to this position on May 15,

1916, and since that time has been a
very constructive force on the boarJ.
His service has been characterized by
a devotion to engineering principles and
an utter disregard of the political as-
pects of his position.

The Chicago Daily News attributed
his resignation to the fact that "he
could not stand for the tactics of the
Lundin political machine and its con-
duct of city affairs." It is believed that
Mr. Francisco was influenced to resign
from the board because of the pressure
of his consulting engineering practice
in this country and in South America.

R. P. Woods at New Post
Will Operate Interurban Line—Resigns

from Kansas City Railways
Board of Control

Robert P. Woods has resigned as a

member of the board of control of the

Kansas City (Mo.) Railways to accept

the position of vice-president and gen-
eral manager of the Kansas City, Clay
County & St. Joseph Railway. As

and organized the American Associa-

tion of City Representatives of Electric

Railways. Mr. Woods was at that time
chosen president of the new body.

Mr. Woods was born in Buffalo,

N. Y., on March 4, 1870. At the age
of twenty-one years he entered engi-

neering work, and for the following ten
years was engaged on a number of

bridge, waterworks and sewer projects

for various corporations. In 1901 he
was made chief engineer in charge of
construction of the Wabash River trac-

tion line. One year later he was ap-
pointed to a similar position with the
Indianapolis - Shelbyville interurban.

From 1902 to 1904 he served the Indi-

anapolis & Northwestern Traction
Company as chief engineer.

In the latter year he became con-

sulting engineer in charge of design
and construction of the Lebanon-
Thorntown Electric Railway, Lebanon,
Ind. Upon the completion of the line

Mr. Woods was made vice-president and
general manager. He subsequently be-

came president of the company. From
1911 to 1913 he had charge of the

building of the 80-mile line of the
Kansas City, Clay County & St. Joseph
Railway. His connection with the road
terminated automatically with the com-
pletion of the system.

R. P. WOODS

operating head of the latter road
Mr. Woods succeeds the late J. R. Har-
rigan. A brief announcement of

Mr. Woods' election was published in

the Electric Railway Journal for

May 1.

Mr. Woods has been the city repre-

sentative of the Kansas City Railways
board of control since 1914. In this

capacity he has had supervision over

many of the improvements made by the

company. Because of his thorough
knowledge of these phases of the sys-

tem's activities, it is understood that

he will act temporarily as consulting

engineer to the board. He will thus
be in a position to direct the carrying
out of the extensive traffic improve-
ments which are being made at the

direction of John A. Beeler.

For several years Mr. Woods has
taken an active part in the civic life

of Kansas City. He has also been
prominently identified with the move-
ment for the formation of an associa-

tion of municipal representatives of

public utilities. A group of such
officials met at Atlantic City during
the convention of the American Elec-
tric Railway Association last October,

V. M. Loudon, general manager of
the Cleveland, Alliance & Mahoning
Valley Railroad, Ravenna, Ohio, has
resigned.

H. Albright has been appointed
master mechanic of the Cleveland Alli-

ance & Mahoning Valley Railroad, Ra-
venna, Ohio.

Frank D. True has been elected vice-

president of the Cumberland County
Power & Light Company, Portland, Me.,

to succeed A. H. Ford, who resigned

several months ago.

Mark A. Williams has been appointed
manager of the railroad department of

the Cumberland County Power & Light
Company, Portland, Me. Mr. Williams
has had supervisory charge of the rail-

road department for some time.

W. E. Riddle, superintendent of

transportation of the Cleveland, Alli-

ance & Mahoning Valley Railroad, Ra-
venna, Ohio, has been made general

manager of the company. Mr. Riddle

succeeds V. M. Loudon, resigned.

H. M. Verrill, general counsel of the
Cumberland County Power & Light
Company, Portland, Me., has been
elected president of the company. Mr.
Verrill succeeds William M. Bradley,
who resigned more than a year ago be-
cause of ill health.

Percy Priestly has been appointed
general manager of the Liverpool Cor-
poration Tramways in succession to C.

W. Mallins, resigned. Mr. Priestly,

who has had a varied experience as an
engineer and a manager, held a double
office for Oldham Corporation Tram-
ways before he went to Liverpool in

April, 1918. He then took up the posi-

tion of deputy general manager under
Mr. Mallins.
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Edwin H. Reed has been appointed

auditor of the Brooklyn (N. Y.) City

Railroad. For the past five years Mr.

Independent operation of the lines of Reed has held the position of general

the Dayton & Western Traction Com- accountant

Dayton & Western Personnel

Announced

pany, Dayton, Ohio, was resumed on

April 25. For fourteen years the road

had been operated as the Dayton-Rich-

mond division of the Ohio Electric Rail-

way, Springfield, Ohio. The Dayton &
Western connects Dayton and Rich-

mond, Ind., forty miles apart.

The following operating staff has

been named:
Valentine Winters, president.

Henry Gebhart, general manager.

W. A. Coleman, superintendent.

P. A. Hommel, general auditor.

F. L. Boyer, general passenger and
freight agent.

Valentine Winters, now president of

-the road, occupied that position up to

the time when the system was taken

•over by the Ohio Electric Railway. He
is the second vice-president of the City

Railway, Dayton

of the American Public,

Utilities Company, Grand Rapids,

Mich., resigning recently to join the

Brooklyn City lines. He was formerly

special accountant for the Indiana Pub-

lic Service Commission.

Ralph W. E. Donges, Camden, N. J.,

former president of the Board of Pub-

lic Utilities Commissioners of New
Jersey, has been appointed a Circuit

Court Judge to succeed Howard Car-

row. His territory will comprise the

southern section of the State. Mr.

Donges resigned from the utility body

in 1918 to accept a position in one of

the military departments of the Federal

Govex-nment.

Thomas F. Glynn has been made

A. T. Potter, Traction Pioneer

Albert T. Potter, vice-president and
formerly general manager of the

Rhode Island Company, Providence,

R. I., died at his home in Edgewood,
R. I., on April 23. Mr. Potter had
been ill since July, 1917. He retired

from active connection with the Rhode
Island Company two years ago.

Mr. Potter's name has been identi-

fied with the Providence traction sys-

tem for more than half a century.

Starting as a switch boy and hostler

shortly after the opening of the first

- Providence horse-car line, he literally

superintendent of the Lynn (Mass.) g^ew up with the system. He super-
division of the Eastern Massachusetts intended its development from small

, ,,„xrt-nTi
Street Railway. Mr. Glynn, who was beginnings into one of the most im-

Hlnrv Gebhart annointed general
formerly a car starter, was recently p^.t^^t electric railways in the East.

^liTJZ !^ vt^^flTr^H Sp^pra advanced to the position of assistant Respected and loved both by the com-

^^^^f!r nf r^. 0«Wood ??rlf Ran superintendent of the Lynn division. ^^^.^ employees and by the public atmanager of the Oakwood Street Rail-
^^^ promotion to the superintendency

followed shortly thereafter. He suc-

ceeds Benjamin B. Foss, who has re-

signed.

L. J. Davis has been appointed engi-

neering assistant to C. E. Morgan, as-

sistant general manager of the Brook-

lyn (N. Y.) City Railroad. Mr. Davis

was formerly sales engineer for the

Company, bu?resigned in" 190710^ b?- Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur- Soon thereafter he was promoted to

•come superintendent and purchasing i^^g. .Co^.Pf"yv7'*^_^^u^?^^^*^^'„!Ll-t ^fr,?'^"5__*.!„?!l'll*?? f_^'i!!''^J._^°
-agent of the Oakwood Street Railway.
Four years later he was advanced to

way, Dayton. Mr. Gebhart will con-

-tinue< his connection vdth the latter

company. For two years following his

graduation from the University of

Pennsylvania with the degree of elec-

trical engineer, Mr. Gebhart served as

.an instructor in engineering at that in-

istitution. He then joined the West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing

large, Mr. Potter did much to promote
a feeling of co-operation between the
railway and its patrons. The title,

"A. T.," by which he was generally
known, illustrates the universal good
will with which he was regarded.

Mr. Potter was born on Jan. 20, 1851.

At fifteen years of age he entered the
employ of the old Union Railroad.

the position of general manager.
W. A. Coleman, superintendent, was

formerly connected with the Dayton
-& Western. When the system was
taken over by the Ohio Electric Rail-

way, he continued with the latter com-
pany as assistant superintendent of the

Dasrton-Richmond division. He resigned
his position Aivith the Ohio Electric

Railway several months ago.

P. A. Hommel, general auditor, and
F. L. Boyer, general passenger and
freight agent, were formerly employed
by the Ohio Electric Railway.

Edward I. Blair, assistant to the
-president of the Chicago (111.) Ele-
vated Railways, has been selected by
President Britton I. Budd to have di-

rect charge of the operation of the

lines of the Chicago & Interurban
'Traction Company.

J. R. Cooper has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent of the lines of

the Connecticut Company, New Haven,
Conn., formerly known as the Shore
Line Electric Railway. These lines re-

cently reverted to the Connecticut Com-
pany under court order.

Edward J. Glennon, Deputy Public
Service Commissioner for the First Dis-
trict of New York, has been appointed
-a Justice of the State Supreme Court
by Gov. Alfred E. Smith of New York.
Mr. Glennon was formerly assistant

• district attorney of Bronx County.

troit, Mich. He was born at Vandalia,

111., in 1880. Shortly after his gradua-

tion from the University of California

in 1905, he entered the employ of the

Westinghouse Company as an appren-

tice. He spent several years in the

erection department, where he perfected

his knowledge of the equipment and

maintenance of cars and locomotives.

He was later put in charge of the in-

spection of the railway and central

station apparatus turned out at the

company's East Pittsburgh plant. He
was then transferred to Detroit as sales

engineer.

H. T. Ely, who for the past nine

years has been in the employ of the

Eastern Pennsylvania Railways, Potts-

ville, Pa., has been promoted from dis-

patcher to division superintendent of

that company, with jurisdiction over

that portion of the system between

Middleport and Mauch Chunk, Pa.

Mr. Ely's headquarters will be at Lans-

fcrd. Pa. He entered the electric rail-

way field in 1899, with the St. Louis

(Mo.) Transit Company, since which

date he has been connected at one time

or another with the United Railroads

of San Francisco, the Interborough

Rapid Transit Company, the Boston

Elevated Railway, and the Public Ser-

vice Railway of New Jersey. Prior to

his connection with the Eastern Penn-

sylvania Railways he held the position

of superintendent of the Beaumont
(Tex.) Traction Company, a subsidiary

of the Eastern Texas Electric Com-
pany.

1875 he was transferred to Providence
as assistant to the superintendent. He
became general manager of the com-
pany in 1888. Four years later, when
the Union Traction & Electric Com-
pany took over the lines of the Union
Railroad, Mr. Potter was made gen-
eral manager of the entire system. In
1902 he was elected general manager
of the Rhode Island Company, and in

the following year he became its vice-

president. He was subsequently suc-

ceeded as general manager by his son,

Albert E. Potter, now president of the

company.

David T. Davis, first vice-president of

the Havana Electric Railway, Light &
Power Company, Havana, Cuba, died at

his home in New York City on April

25. Mr. Davis was a member of the

New York law firm of Davis, Symmes
& Schriber.

Oliver P. Covell, aged seventy-three,

knoviTi as "Old Dad Covell" by hundreds
of Toledo people, and the oldest motor-

man in the service of the Toledo Rail-

ways & Light Company, died at his

home in Toledo recently. Mr. Covell

had been in the employ of the Rail-

Light and its predecessors for more
than forty-five years. At one time he
drove a horsecar in Toledo. Except for

short vacations, "Dad" Covell had
worked as a platform employee since

Sept. 5, 1875. He held badge No. 1 and
had the distinction of operating the first

electric car in Toledo.



Manufadures and the Markets
DISCUSSIONS OF MARKET AND TRADE CONDITIONS FOR THE MANUFACTURER.

SALESMAN AND PURCHASING AGENT

ROLLING STOCK PURCHASES BUSINESS ANNOUNCEMENTS

Paulista Railway Contracts

Westinghouse International Electric

Company Receives Orders for

Locomotives and Equipment

Since the announcement of the

Paulista Railway electrification in

Brazil was made in the April 24 issue

of the Electric Railway Journal it

has been learned that the Westinghouse
Electric International Company has
obtained contracts for a portion of the

equipment therefor. Two of the four

locomotives to be built by this company
are for passenger service and two are

for freight service.

The passenger locomotives have a

one-hour rating of 2,000 hp. and weigh
121 tons. They will be operated from
a 3,000-volt direct-current overhead
trolley system and will be complete
with regenerative control. They are

designed for a maximum speed of 65

miles per hour and have a track gage
of 5 ft. 3 in. The freight locomotives

have a one-hour rating of 1,500 hp. and
will weigh 87 tons. They also are oper-

ated from a 3,000-volt, direct-current

overhead trolley system and will be
complete with regenerative control.

The maximum speed will be 40 miles

per hour and the gage 5 ft. 3 in.

Metal Market Situation

Copper Market Quiet, with Deliveries

Held Up—Lead Stocks Low

There has been virtually no change

in the copper market within the past

few weeks. Prices in the producers'

market during the past month have in-

creased one-quarter cent and have held

almost the entire month at 19.25 cents.

That price still holds for May and
second-quarter delivery. Third quarter

is marked at 19.50 cents. In the out-

side market, on the other hand, 18.50

cents is being asked for nearby deliv-

eries, which is three-quarters of a cent

below prices asked a month ago. This

market is even a little less strong, as

a rather large sale was reported this

week at 18.37i cents New York.
Demand in both markets is light. A

few sales for near delivery are going
through, but sales for futures are quiet.

Unrest in four brass mills in New York
State and in New England is helping

to put a damper on buying for futures
as the course of labor is so uncertain.

Traffic, too, is still hindering deliveries

to refineries, and walkouts in Buffalo
railroad yards add uncertainty to the
future. Sheet copper is in heavy de-

mand.
Lead stocks in the East are low.

Labor shortage and poor transportation

are serious adverse conditions which
make production of the metal unsatis-

faictory. Nearby demand is better at

from 8.75 to 9 cents in the outside mar-
ket in New York. The leading pro-

ducer's price is still 9.25 cents. Zinc

shows little change over last week.
There are sufficient stocks available for

the small volume of sales going through.

Electrical Materials Booked
at New High Record

Heavy Ordering of Cars and Equip-
ment Indicate Railway Field

Is Contributing Its Share

From the looks of things, manufac-
turers of electrical apparatus and sup-

plies are moving on to new high records

for the year 1920. According to last

week's issue of the Electric Railway
Journal, orders placed for rolling stock

alone will total more than $4,000,000,

and for the previous week, April 24,

orders reported will total $1,500,000 for

rolling stock, in addition to $2,000,000

for an electrification, which is the

amount of the contract of one manufac-
turer. In this issue orders which will

amount to more than $1,000,000 are

noted. Hardly a week passes but that

contracts are placed in the electric rail-

way field for equipment that calls for

a large expenditure in electrical

apparatus.
Bookings for the first four months

are at an unprecedented rate and
are well in excess of the amount
that manufacturing capacity can turn
out. Several manufacturers have ad-

mitted this to be the case. The one
great drawback, besides that of the

inability to get sufficient labor to man
the machines and handle raw materials,

in the manufacturing problem today
is the shortage of rolling stock and
poor transportation conditions, which
are holding up the movement of both
raw and finished materials. This con-

dition is backing up shipping schedules
in the plants and making it increas-

ingly more difficult to close up the gap
between booking and billing.

Noticeable increases in orders taken
are found in generating apparatus and
supplies. Orders on General Electric

during the first quarter of 1920 were
at the rate of $375,000,000 for the year,
and during the . month of April even
this rate was increased. This brings
bookings at a rate of $1,250,000 a day.
Orders on Westinghouse during this

first three months were at a rate of

$180,000,000 for the calendar year,
which is $600,000 a day. Shipping dates
on a large part of the big apparatus
will not be consummated during the
present year.

Pole-Line Stocks Low
Deliveries Lengthened By Transporta-

tion Delays—Difficulty in Getting
Lumber Out of Woods

Supplies of virtually all pole-line

equipment are short in the market. It

has been almost impossible to secure

delivery on poles, cross-arms and wood
pins for some time, and stocks in the

East and in the Middle West are swept
clean. In the South conditions are
better. Inquiries and orders in the

Mid-West are off a bit, possibly be-

cause buyers feel it useless to place

orders with deliveries as uncertain as

they are. Cross-arms are reported in

plentiful supply at the mills, but they
cannot be moved to jobbers' yards. In

some cases producers have been com-
pelled to curtail operations because of

congested shipping docks. Several car-

loads of arms are enroute to Eastern
markets but are held up by embargoes.
Wood poles, too, are short, especially

in the 30-ft. and 35-ft. lengths. The
40-ft. and 45-ft. poles are in slightly

better supply. Red cedar is reported
particularly hard to get and is said to

be sold up for the year. Lack of snow
in certain parts of the Northwest was
responsible for fewer poles getting out
of the woods last winter because of dif-

ficult sledding conditions.

Wood pins are so short in some East
and Mid-West markets that Western
Union steel pins are being substituted

in places. Chicago and New York
stocks are virtually exhausted, but
several cars are in transit. In New
York territory wood-pin prices are very
uncertain, while in the Chicago market
a recent advance has set lots of 2,000
to 3,000 at $52.94 per 1,000.

Line hardware is in better condition
and stocks are in fair shape. Buying
is good, in fact better than heretofore.

Foreign Trade Convention
on Pacific Coast

During the past few years the re-

lation of the United States to foreign
trade has undergone a marked change,
leaving this country in the creditor

class of nations, and it is the effect of

such a situation that has been taken as
the theme of the seventh national for-

eign trade convention, to be held next
week. May 12-15, in San Francisco.
The general sessions, which will be

held each morning and Wednesday
afternoon, will take up in order the
following topics : Fundamentals of Our
Foreign Trade; Exports and Imports;
Foreign Trade Policies; The Merchant
Marine; National Program of Foreign
Trade. Group sessions will also be held
at which many topics will be discussed.
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Heavy Demand for Power-

Saving Devices

One Manufacturer Advances Prices 10

Per Cent—Good Deliveries

Being Made

Pressure upon electric railways to

reduce operating costs is reflected in

the present healthy market for devices

designed to facilitate the saving of en-

ergy by motormen. After much pio-

neer work, manufacturers have suc-

ceeded in developing equipment which

not only stimulates the car operator to

make a good showing in negotiating

stated schedules, but which stands up

faithfully under the arduous condi-

tions of railway service. The natural

result is a growing demand for this

class of apparatus, particularly under

present conditions of coal cost and in

view of the price levels of energy even

when purchased by electric railways

from central stations and hydro-electric

companies.

Power-saving devices for car service

have not suffered in general from ad-

verse conditions surrounding the manu-
facturer as much as apparatus of

heavier types, according to the state-

ment of one of the makers of this type

of equipment whose manufacturing con-

ditions are discussed in the follow-

ing paragraphs. While it has not been
possible to build up large factory stocks

and maintain them against orders for

extremely prompt shipment, deliveries

are in fairly good shape. In one line,

shipments can be made in from six f-^

eight weeks after receipt of order, not-

withstanding increased sales compared
with last year and rapidly growing
foreign inquiries.

Raw material stocks are in pretty

fair shape, so that in a representative

factory work is under way to build up
a stock of 5,000 equipments. Owing
to protracted labor troubles in the wire
mills, a serious shortage of small sizes

of wire used in instrument coils is

being sustained by purchasers. The
outlook for improved conditions is bet-

ter, however, for in one notable case

involving one of the largest wire-draw-
ing plants in the country, a strike of

unskilled labor for a wage of 75 cents

per hour has completely failed after

four weeks of idleness, and work has
been resumed on nearly a normal scale.

No serious difficulty is reported in

the securing of castings for car types

of instruments designed to save powe".

and while some uncertainty exists as

to the continuance of tool makers in

steady production the outlook is for

an excellent business year in this line.

Express shipments have been utilized,

even on some large orders.

Prices trend upward, but no imme-
diate advance is expected in one rep-

resentative product, which was obliged

recently to be marked up about 10 pe:-

cent.

The spreading acceptance of effi-

ciency equipment as a legitimate in-

7estment for the operating company is

unquestionably a factor making for

stability in costs.

Recording Meter Business Good
A fair demand for recording volt-

meters and other chart-using instru-

ments exists at present in the electric

railway field. Factory stocks are low,

the lighter sizes of wire are hard to

obtain, but deliveries can be made in

about four weeks in a representative

case. Efforts are being made to hold

prices against further advancement.

One well-known line went up in Jan-

uary—the first increase for three

years—but no immediate prospect of

higher quotations exists, it is believed.

Shipments by express have solved the

problem- of transportation reasonably

well. Development work interrupted by

the war is going forward acceptably.

Rolling Stock

Gear Association Meets in Detroit

At a meeting of the executive com-

mittee of the American Gear Manufac-

turers' Association, held at the close

of the Detroit convention May 1, the

present officers were re-elected. The
incumbents are as follows: President,

F. W. Sinram; vice-president, H. E.

Eberhardt, and secretary-treasurer,

Frank D. Hamlin.
Messrs. Sinram and Hamlin have

served the A. G. M. A. as president

and secretary, respectively, since its

organization three years ago. During

this time the association has grown

from eight to eighty member companies

and during this period not one company
has withdrawn.
One of the chief features of the con-

vention just closed was the devoting of

an entire day to the discussion of

standardization as it affects gears.

Air Brake Association at Chicago

The Air Brake Association held its

annual meeting May 4-7 at the Hotel

Sherman, Chicago, with a good attend-

ance. The most important change in

officers at the convention was the ad-

vancement of L. P. Streeter, of the

Illinois Central, formerly first vice-

president, to the presidency, succeeding

T. F. Lyons, of the New York Central,

as the post of secretary and treasurer

is permanently filled. Frank Purcell,

of the Northern Pacific, was elected

first vice-president, and George H.

Woods, of the Santa Fe, second vice-

president. These changes automatically

upward have made a place for C. M.

Kidd, of the Norfolk & Western as

third vice-president after having headed

the executive board.

F. M. Nellis, of the Westinghouse

Traction Brake Company, is secretary

of the association.

Batteries on Deferred Payments

Rather a new departure in the

method of payment for storage bat-

teries has been inaugurated by the Edi-

son Storage Battery Company. Edison

batteries for all services can now be

bought on the deferred-payment plan,

which divides payments over a period

of twenty months. It is understood that

a trade acceptance is taken with the

original payment when the sale is made.

New York Municipal Railway, New
York, N. Y., is expected to close a con-

tract this week for 100 steel subway
cars similar to the ones now in opera-

tion. The cars are being ordered for

the new extensions which are expected

to be placed in operation during the

year.

Pennsylvania-Ohio Electric Company,
Youngstown, Ohio, formerly the Mahon-
ing & Shenango Railway & Light Com-
pany, through the Republic Engineers,
Inc., of 60 Broadway, New York City,

has placed an order for ten double-

truck cars vsdth the G. C. Kuhlman Car
Company. Delivery is expected to com-
mence in October.

New York Central Railroad, New
York N. Y., noted in the Electric Rail-

way Journal of Feb. 28 as being in the

market for thirty steel passenger cars

fully equipped with multiple-unit con-

trol for its electric division, has placed

an order vdth the Standard Steel Car
Company for fifteen cars of this type.

The cars will be similar to those pur-

chased several years ago for the elec-

tric division and will be two-motor cars

equipped with Geperal Electric B. C.

control and B 260 motors. Owing to

the increased price of the cars, which
has about tripled since the last order,

only one-half of the intended order was
placed. Delivery is expected to be made
in about six months.

Tacoma Railway & Power Company,
Tacoma, Wash., noted in the Feb. 21
issue of the Electric Railway Jour-
nal as having placed an order for six

safety cars, has specified the following
details on this equipment:

Builders The J. G. Brill Co.
Type Birney safety
Total capacity 70
Length over all . 28 ft. i in.

Truck wheelbase 8 ft.

Rail to trolley base 12 ft. 6 in.

"Width over all 8 ft.

Body Semi-steel
Interior trim Mahogany, light
Roof Arch
Air brakes Safety Car Devices Co.
Armature bearings Ball
Axles, diameter 33 in.

Car signal system Faraday
Car trimmings Bronze
Conduits and junction boxes. National code
Control K-63, double end
Compressor West D H 16
Couplers, IJ in. x 36 in. flat end for 11 in. rim
Curtain fixtures Side windows and

vestibule
Material Fabrikoid or Pantasote
Designation signs Hunter
Door operating mechanism

Safety Car Service Co.
Fare boxes Center platform
Wheelguards Six bar, H B. lifeguard
Gears and pinions Pressed steel
Governor hand brakes

West S 6 A Norway iron
Heater equipment, not specified
Headlight Golden Glow S. M-95
Motors 2-West. 506-AM-2
Paint Varnish, light mahogany
Registers Stone & Webster standard
Sanders Air, furnished by builder
Sash fixtures, not specified
Seats.Heywood Bros., 57-SP steel mahogany
Seating material. .Rattan, 16 in. x 32 in.

cushions
Slack adjuster, not specified
Step treads J in. x 10 in.

Trolley catchers or retrievers Ideal
Trolley base li in. x 16 in. x 16 in.

Trolley wheels or shoes
Trucks Brill 2;1-E-1
Ventilators Utility standard
Wheels Southern Wlieel Co., standard
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Franchises

Northern Light Railways, Elk Lake,

Ont.—The Northern Light Railways

has been granted a charter to build a

narrow-gage line between Elk Lake and
Gowganda.

Los Angeles (Cal.) Railway.—The
Los Angeles Railway has applied to the

Los Angeles City Council for a fran-

chise to extend its Western Avenue line

from Melrose Avenue to Santa Monica
Boulevard.

burtis Avenues, Corona, to Main and
Amity Streets, Corona. The line will

be a little more than one mile in

length.

Springfield (Mass.) Street Railway.
—The Springfield Street Railway pro-

poses to build a double-track extension

in St. James Avenue and a single-track

extension through Carew Street and
Page Boulevard to connect with the

Indian Orchard line in Berkshire Ave-
nue. The rights-of-way are now being
surveyed. The improvements, which
will be financed through the issuance of

6 per cent bonds, will cost $300,000.

Recent Incorporations

Oneida-Sherrill Railway, Oneida, N. Y.,

has been organized to build an electric

railway line between Oneida and Sher-

rill, N. Y., a distance of 3 miles. Pre-

liminary surveys have already been
completed. It is planned eventually to

extend the line to Durhamville. The
names of the promoters of the enter-

prise have not yet been announced.

Track and Roadway

Public Service Railway, Newark, N.
J.—The Public Service Railway plans

to build connecting tracks in South
Warren Street, Trenton.

Pacific Electric Railway, Los Angeles,

Cal.—The Pacific Electric Railway is

laying new rails on its line in East
Colorado Street, Pasadena.

Pacific Electric Railway, Los Angeles,

Cal.—The Pacific Electric Railway pro-

poses to construct a spur track at Four-
teenth Street and Daisy Avenue, Long
Beach.

North Carolina Public Service Com-
pany, Greensboro, N. C.—The North
Carolina Public Service Company plans

to double-track its line in Elm Street,

Greensboro.

British Columbia Electric Railway,
Vancouver, B. C.—The British Colum-
bia Electric Railway will double-track

a part of its Victoria Road line. The
cost of this work is estimated at

$25,000.

San Diego (CaL) Electric Railway.

—

The San Diego Electric Railway has
under way a comprehensive program of

track repair on its San Diego city lines.

The work is being done in accordance
with the terms of an agreement be-

tween the company and the city.

Philadelphia (Pa.) Rapid Transit
Company.—An ordinance has been in-

troduced in the Philadelphia City Coun-
cil to permit the Philadelphia Rapid
Transit Company to build an electric

railway line in Adams Avenue, Roose-
velt Boulevard and Wyoming Avenue.

Interborough Rapid Transit Com-
pany, New York, N. Y.—Detail studies

have been completed for the construc-

tion of the proposed rapid transit ex-

tension in Queens Borough from the

present terminus at Roosevelt and Al-

Professional Note

Edward B. Richardson, formerly of

Richardson & Hale, consulting engi-

neers, and Harry Gay, who for the past
nine years has been in the construction

and engineering division of the Boston
office of Stone & Webster, have formed
the partnership of Richardson and Gay,
consulting engineers. The firm will be
located at 220 Devonshire Street, Bos-
ton, Mass., and will specialize on steam,
hydraulic and electrical power plants,

mechanical equipment and handling,

heating and ventilation, appraisals,

purchasing and industrial developments.

Trade Notes

Boston Woven Wire Brush Company,
Lynn, Mass., has moved its offices and
works to Reading, Mass.

Brooklyn (N. Y.) Rapid Transit
Company, is reported as inquiring for a
7 J -ton overhead traveling crane.

Railway Audit & Inspection ' Com-
pany, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., has opened
an office in the Perry-Payne Building,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Phillips Insulated Wire Company,
Pawtucket, R. I., has awarded a con-

tract for the erection of an addition,

45 ft. X 81 ft., to its plant.

American Bridge Company, Trenton,
N. J., is planning to make two addi-

tions to its works on Federal Street,

estimated to cost $500,000.

Prest-0-Lite Company, Indianapolis,

Ind., will build a number of reinforced
concrete buildings at Baltimore, Md.,

to cost approximately $100,000.

American Steel & Wire Company,
New York, N. Y., has planned an addi-

tion and improvements to its works at
Bessemer, Mich., to cost about $500,000.

American Car & Foundry Company,
Buffalo, N. Y., is planning the erection

of a one-story brick and steel car shop
at a cost of about $200,000, including

equipment.

IngersoU-Rand Company, 11 Broad-
way, New York, N. Y., will construct a
three-story brick addition to its plant at

Painted Post, N. Y., to be used as a
foundry. With equipment it is esti-

mated to cost about $500,000.

Page Steel & Wire Company, New
York, N. Y., has appointed Charles L.

Bennett special representative in charge
of the combined offices of its Cleveland
and Detroit territories, with headquar-
ters at 818 Guardian Building, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

American Brake Shoe & Foundry
Company, New York, N. Y., will con-

struct a foundry at Newark, N. J. The
cost of the plant will amount to about
$400,000, with equipment, and will con-

sist of a one-story main building 120 x
240 ft. with two wings approximately
116 X 200 ft. each.

General Electric Company, Schenec-
tady, N. Y., is reported to have pur-
chased a plant from the Bartlett-Hay-
ward Company at Baltimore, Md., for-

merly used for the manufacture of

munitions. No announcement has been
made as to what products will be manu-
factured in the new plant.

R. & W. Construction Company,
Chicago, 111., has been formed by E. C.

Rutz and P. E. Widsteen, formerly of

the Woodmansee - Engineering Com-
pany. The new concern will specialize

in power plant and transmission line

work. Offices have been opened at

35 South Desplaines St., Chicago, 111.

Bound Brook Oil-Less Bearing Com-
pany, Bound Brook, N. J., through its

general manager and treasurer, George
O. Smalley, announces the appointment
of George A. Shoemaker as works man-
ager of the company. Mr. Shoemaker
was formerly connected in -a similar
position with David Lupton & Sons
Companies, Philadelphia, Pa.

New Advertising Literature

Delta-Star Electric Company, Chi-
cago, 111.: Publication No. 92, describing

a few forms of its unit-type high-ten-

sion outdoor substations.

Heald Machine Company, Worcester,
Mass.: Bulletin No. 20-22A, describing

the Heald grinding machines and mag-
netic chucks, and a booklet entitled

"Heald Machines in Operation."

Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, East Pittsburgh,

Pa.: Circular 1,608, in which it de-

scribes and illustrates the control of

electric motors in industrial applica-

tions.

American Steam Conveyor Corpora-
tion, New York, N. Y.: A twenty-four
page booklet, "The American Trolley

Carrier," describing a one-man method
of handling fuel by this company's ap-
paratus.

Automatic Reclosing Circuit Breaker

Company, Columbus, Ohio: Bulletin No.
300 and 301 on Automatic Reclosing

Circuit Breakers, giving theory of oper-

ation, adjustments, general descriptions

and applications.

Sprague Electric Works of the Gen-
eral Electric Company, New Yorli,

N. Y.: Booklet B-3552, giving price lists

on its direct-current and alternating-

current oscillating and non-oscillating

fans and ventilating outfits.




